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Synopsis
Selenium (Se), 34th element of periodic table, discovered by Swedish chemist
Joens Berzelius in 1817, was first considered as poison to living beings.1 Excess
exposure to selenium was found to be associated with loss of hair, nails and swelling at
the fingertips, a condition known as “selenosis”.2 In 1957, Schwarz and Foltz identified
selenium as a micronutrient in bacteria, mammals, and birds and later it was observed
that selenium deficiency can cause onset of many diseases like, Parkinson’s disease,
cardiomyopathy, loss of immunity, etc.3,4 The global interest in selenium biochemistry
evolved after identification of selenium in bacterial enzymes like formate
dehydrogenase and glycine reductase and at least 25 selenoproteins have been identified
till date.5 In 1973, presence of selenium at the active site of glutathione peroxidase
(GPx), an important redox regulatory enzyme, emphasized the importance of selenium
in the cellular redox biochemistry.6 GPx catalyses reduction of oxidizing hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2) and other hydroperoxides to less reactive water or alcohols using
cellular thiols as substrates, where the reactions occur mostly through electron transfer.
H2O2 and other hydroperoxides in presence of transition metals can lead to production
of powerful oxidizing radicals like hydroxyl (●OH) radical and superoxide radicals. In
the presence of intracellular nitric oxide, these radicals are further converted to other
powerful oxidants like peroxynitrite (ONOO–), carbonate (CO3●–) and nitrogen dioxide
(NO2●) radicals.7 All these free radicals and molecular oxidants are collectively termed
as reactive oxygen species (ROS). Intracellular antioxidant system comprising of several
enzymes, vitamins and thiols maintains the cellular redox status under normal
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conditions. However under some conditions like radiation exposure, pollution, etc. can
cause excess generation of ROS and lead to a condition known as “oxidative stress”
which has been implicated in the onset of several diseases like diabetes, cancer, ageing
etc. Under such conditions, supplementation with external antioxidants becomes
necessary.

The presence of selenium at the active site of GPx prompted researchers to
develop redox active organoselenium compounds as new GPx like antioxidants, where
they can catalyze reduction of H2O2 in presence of thiols. The first organoselenium
compound evaluated for GPx activity was an aromatic selenoamide, ebselen.8 Following
this, several organoselenium compounds based on ebselen moiety were synthesized and
tested for GPx like activity.9,10 These studies focused mainly on the presence of nonbonding interactions between selenium and hetero atom (O, N) to tune the GPx like
activity of these compounds. In 2004, Back et al published that hydroxyl functionalized
aliphatic monoselenides exhibited better GPx activity as compared to ebselen, due to
formation of cyclic intermediates (spirodioxaselenanonanes).11 Further, it was found that
functionalization of aliphatic organoselenium compounds with electron donating groups
like carboxylate (-COO–), increased the GPx like activity whereas that with electron
withdrawing groups like amino (-NH3+) and hydroxyl (-OH), decreased the GPx like
activity.12 Also, for a given functional group, the alkyl chain length has been found to
play important role in GPx like activity of aliphatic monoselenides.11,13

Although most of the research on selenium based antioxidants was focused on
synthesis and design of new GPx mimics, only a few studies were reported on their free
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radical neutralizing activity. Selenium compounds like their sulfur analogues can react
with free radicals like ●OH radical. The first report in this direction was published by
Badiello et al who have reported

●

OH radical reaction with selenourea (SeU),

selenocystine (CysSeSeCys) and selenomethionine (SeM) using pulse radiolysis
technique.14 The free radical scavenging activity of these compounds was observed to be
10-100 times higher compared to their sulfur analogues.15 Also, the selenium centered
radical cations formed during the reaction were found to be more stable than the
analogues sulfur based radicals. The selenium centered radical cations can exist either as
monomer (>Se●+) or dimer radical cation (>SeSe<)+ and the stability of these radicals
is attributed to formation of two-centered three electron bond (2c-3e) also termed as
hemi-bond, which is formed by overlapping of p-orbital of the oxidized selenium atom
with the lone pair of the parent molecule. The nature and stability of these transients is
governed by the non-bonding as well as bonding interaction of the selenium centre with
the neighboring group/hetero atom (N, O etc.).16 Due to higher covalent radii of
selenium atom, these non-bonding interactions are more prevalent in organoselenium
compounds than their sulfur analogues.

So far, in the literature, there is no attempt to provide correlation between free
radical scavenging and GPx like activity in organoselenium compounds. Understanding
the crucial electron transfer reactions and the nature and reactivity of the intermediates
formed therein, is very important for the designing of new organoselenium compounds.
Thus the aim of the present thesis work is to study redox reactions between free radical
or molecular oxidants and simple organoselenium compounds, which are structurally
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related. For this, three low molecular weight, water soluble organoselenium compounds
e.g. trans-3,4-dihydroxyselenolane, (DHS), 3-monoamineselenolane (MAS) and
bis(alkanol)selenides (SeROH) (Scheme 1) were chosen. DHS has been reported to
show GPx like antioxidant activity and has also been shown to exhibit significant
healing ability against indomethacin-induced stomach ulceration in mice.17,18 MAS is a
monoamino substituted analogue of DHS and has shown higher GPx activity than
DHS.17 Similarly, linear selenoethers, SeROH also exhibited GPx activity, where the
length of the alkyl chain was found to play important role.11,17 All these compounds are
structurally related and have been investigated to understand how chemical structure
correlates with their electron transfer reactions and antioxidant activity.

HO

NH3 Cl

OH

OH
Se

Se

DHS

MAS

Scheme 1: Chemical

structures of

Se
n

OH
n

SeROH; n=2, 3 and 4

trans-3,4-dihydroxyselenolane (DHS),

3-

monoamineselenolane (MAS) and bis(alkanol)selenides (SeROH).

The thesis has been divided into six chapters. Chapter one and two give general
introduction and experimental details, respectively. The results of the different studies
carried out are discussed in chapters three, four and five. In chapter three, one-electron
transfer reactions of structurally related aliphatic selenoethers (SeROH) with ●OH
radicals and other oxidizing radicals have been studied using nanosecond pulse
radiolysis facility and the transients were detected by absorption spectroscopy. A
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quantum chemical approach has been employed to correlate the nature and stability of
the transients with structural properties of these compounds. Chapter four deals with the
effect structure or functional groups present in cyclic and linear organoselenium
compounds on their ability to scavenge peroxynitrite, a molecular oxidant. Chapter five
explains the binding of linear and cyclic structural isomers of two organoselenium
compounds with gold nanoparticles (GNP) and the role of selenium-GNP interactions in
modulation of electron transfer reactions of these compounds. Chapter six gives
summary and future scope of the study. A brief account of each chapter has been given
below.

Chapter 1: General introduction

This chapter gives the general information about selenium and its chemistry and
biology with emphasis on their physico-chemical properties, selenoproteins, the enzyme
GPx and the important steps in the catalytic activity of synthetic GPx mimics. The
generation of ROS, oxidative stress and the role of antioxidants in reducing ROS level
has been discussed. Also, the basic principles of radiation chemistry and the use of pulse
radiolysis in generation of ROS in studying electron transfer reactions in cellular system
have been explained. A brief mention of various types of common antioxidants, with
their advantages and limitations, has been given. The current status of research on
selenium based antioxidants and pulse radiolysis studies on organoselenium compounds
have been discussed in detail.

Chapter 2: Experimental techniques

xviii

A brief overview of the synthesis of the organoselenium compounds, along with
all the other chemicals used in different studies has been included in the materials part.
Details of different experimental techniques used in the current thesis have been
illustrated. The working principle of nanosecond pulse radiolysis facility along with
details of kinetics spectroscopy has been explained. Basic principles of instruments used
for carrying out various studies such as stopped flow spectrometer, high performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC) and details of the quantum chemical calculations have
been given. Techniques employed for the characterization of nanoparticles such as
dynamic light scattering (DLS), zeta (ζ) potential, surface enhanced Raman
spectroscopy (SERS) etc. have also been described briefly.

Chapter 3: Pulse Radiolysis studies on reactions of free radical oxidants with
organoselenium compounds

For the development of antioxidants, it is important to understand the various
factors that can affect their interaction with ROS. Identifying various molecular
descriptors and understand their role in stabilizing the intermediates formed during these
reactions with ROS will help in the design of efficient antioxidants. Thus in this chapter
reaction of three linear aliphatic selenoethers, bis(2-ethanol)selenide (SeEOH), bis(3propanol)selenide (SePOH) and bis(2-butanol)selenide (SeBOH), with ●OH radical were
studied in detail using pulse radiolysis technique. The transients were characterized
under different conditions like varying concentration of SeROH or proton, reaction with
specific one-electron oxidant (like azide (N3●) radical), etc. In all the three compounds,
(>SeSe<)+ radical was the major species formed having characteristics absorption
xix

band at ~460-500 nm. The formation of (>SeSe<)+ radical was attributed to
association of parent SeROH molecule with one-electron oxidized SeROH (>Se●+). The
nature, reactivity and yield of the transients formed was determined by employing their
reaction with different redox couples like thionine (Th2+/Th●+), 2,2’-azino-bisethylsulfonate (ABTS2-/ABTS●–), etc. These results along with the equilibrium constant
values for (>SeSe<)+ radical formation indicated that the stability of (>SeSe<)+
radical increased with increase in alkyl chain length. The yield of selenoxides
(SeROHox) formed by disproportionation reaction of (>SeSe<)+ radical and estimated
by HPLC were found to increase with increase in alkyl chain length. Under similar
conditions, analogues organosulfur compounds (SROH) did not produce sulfoxides
(SROHox) and rather underwent radiolytic degradation to form formaldehyde (HCHO)
and carbon (C)-centered radicals. To explain this differential behavior between
organoselenium and organosulfur compounds, quantum chemical calculations were
performed. The electron density analysis showed that the energy difference between
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of parent molecule and singly occupied
molecular orbital (SOMO) of (>Se●+) radical is an important factor in defining the
stability of (>SeSe<)+ radical. The larger energy difference between HOMO of SROH
and SOMO of oxidized SROH (>S●+) led to poor overlapping of orbitals and
consequently resulted in formation of a weak bond. It was also observed that the nonbonding interactions between the radical cation centre and -C-H bond are prevalent in
(>S●+) radical leading to formation of C-centered radicals. However, these interactions
were non-significant in organoselenium compounds, therefore most of the (>Se●+)
radicals were converted to (>SeSe<)+ radicals. The formation of (>SeSe<)+ radicals
xx

was exothermic with a large negative energy change (∆E~ -14 kcal/mol), whereas
similar reaction for organosulfur compounds was endothermic (∆E= +122 kcal/mol).
The formation of (>SS<)+ radical was thermodynamically unfavorable as the process
was associated with positive energy change. These results indicate that the non-bonding
interactions existing in transients play important role in their stability and are greatly
affected by change in structure or substitution of selenium by sulfur. Also, the stability
of (>SeSe<)+ radicals can be a useful parameter to understand the structure-activity
correlation of organoselenium compounds.

To further understand the effect of structure on one-electron transfer reactions of
organoselenium compounds, a comparison has been made between SeEOH and its
cyclic analogue DHS. Although, both compounds formed (>SeSe<)+ radical as major
transient during ●OH radical reaction, the stability and yield of this transient differed
considerably. Also the yield of selenoxide was found to be ~2 times higher for DHS as
compared to SeEOH and was attributed to the formation of stable (>SeSe<)+ radical
for DHS. Unlike SeEOH, DHS did not show formation of HCHO and C-centered
radicals. These results were further supported by quantum chemical calculations,
wherein it was observed that the non-bonding interactions between selenium and -C-H
bond of (>Se●+) radical are inhibited due to cyclic structure DHS. The stable transients
((>SeSe<)+ radical) formed with DHS did not allow its radiolytic degradation, thereby
resulting in higher yield of DHSox as compared to SeEOHox. These results directly
correlate with their GPx activity, where DHS showed higher GPx activity than SeEOH.
From these studies, it has been concluded that selenoxide formation decides the
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antioxidant activity of selenoethers and the cyclic compounds are better antioxidants
than their linear analogues.

Chapter 4: Reaction of peroxynitrite with organoselenium compounds: Role of
chemical structure on antioxidant activity

To understand the effect of structure on redox reactions of organoselenium
compounds with molecular oxidants, the reactions of DHS, MAS and SeEOH with
peroxynitrite were studied. Peroxynitrite is a very powerful molecular oxidant which is
formed by the diffusion controlled reaction of nitric oxide radical (NO●) with
superoxide radical and is known to react with target bio-molecules via one-electron,
two-electron and atom transfer reactions. The kinetics of the reaction of peroxynitrite
with these compounds was studied by stopped flow technique and competition kinetics
using dihydro rhodamine (DHR123) as reference solute and the bimolecular rate
constant were estimated to be in order of ~103 M-1s-1. As, peroxynitrite reacts with
carbon dioxide present in cells to form other powerful oxidants like nitrogen dioxide
(NO2●) and carbonate (CO3●–) radicals, reactions of these compounds with NO2● and
CO3●– radicals were also studied using pulse radiolysis technique. These compounds
reacted with CO3●– radicals to form corresponding (>SeSe<)+ radicals which were
further converted to selenoxides as final products. However, they did not react with
NO2● radical. The selenoxides (DHSox, MASox and SeEOHox) were identified by
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Se

NMR and mass spectrometry (MS) and their yields were estimated by HPLC which
followed the order DHSox > MASox > SeEOHox. The selenoxides converted oxidizing
NO2– to less reactive NO3–, followed by the regeneration of parent selenium
xxii

compounds, which is an important factor in their peroxynitrite reductase ability. Further,
to evaluate their relative antioxidant activity these organoselenium compounds were
tested for protection ability against peroxynitrite induced cellular toxicity and DNA
damage. At a concentration of 1 mM, DHS showed significantly higher protection (70 ±
4%) against peroxynitrite induced DNA damage than that of MAS (37 ± 3%) and
SeEOH (28 ± 3%). The antioxidant activity of these compounds was found to be in
direct correlation with amount of selenoxide formed during reaction with peroxynitrite.
These results indicated that the yield and stability of selenoxide formed during the
reaction of organoselenium compounds with peroxynitrite is a very important factor for
their peroxynitrite reductase like antioxidant activity.

Chapter 5: Studies on binding of organoselenium compounds with gold
nanoparticles (GNP) and effect on their redox properties

The redox properties of organoselenium compounds can be modulated through
formation of selenium-gold (Se-GNP) nanoconjugates. In this chapter, the binding of
two organoselenium compounds, DHS (cyclic) and SeEOH (linear) with GNP of four
different sizes (5 nm – 58 nm) was studied in detail. The formation of Se-GNP
nanoconjugates was characterized by absorption spectroscopy, DLS, transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) and ζ-potential measurements. The binding constant (K)
was calculated from the absorption spectroscopic data, where it was observed that for a
given size of GNP, SeEOH exhibited higher K value (~ 2 - 4 times) than that for DHS.
Under identical conditions, the size of SeEOH-GNP nanoconjugates was found to be
smaller than that of DHS-GNP nanoconjugates for all sizes of GNP. To understand the
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mode of interactions between GNP and SeEOH/DHS, SERS measurements were carried
out. The various SERS peaks were assigned by comparing with the Raman spectra of
neat SeEOH/DHS and complemented by Raman bands obtained by using quantum
chemical calculations. The results showed that the binding of SeEOH on GNP surface
takes place via both selenium atom and side alkyl chain; whereas in DHS, the
interactions mainly occur through selenium atom. The effect of this binding on electron
transfer properties of SeEOH and DHS was studied by carrying out its reaction with
ABTS●– and ●OH radicals. Conjugation with GNP enhanced the rate of reaction of both
SeEOH and DHS with ABTS●– radical. Similarly the reactions of SeEOH and DHS with
●

OH radical in absence and in presence of GNP1 (5 nm GNP) were studied. It was

observed that not only the stability the of (>SeSe<)+ radical formed during reaction of
SeEOH with ●OH radical but also the yield of SeEOHox increased in presence of GNP.
However, no such effects were observed for DHS-GNP nanoconjugates. These results
suggested that the binding of organoselenium compounds with GNP leads to modulation
of electron density on selenium atom and thereby can modulate their electron transfer
properties.

Chapter 6: Summary and future scope

This chapter summarizes the results of different studies carried out under this
thesis work. A brief description on the contribution of the present work in development
of selenium based antioxidants has been given. The future scope of the work has also
been discussed briefly.
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Chapter 1
General introduction
In this introduction chapter, details on the physico-chemical properties of selenium,
its importance as a micronutrient and its role in biology are given. The general information
about reactive oxygen species (ROS), methods of generation of ROS, oxidative stress,
enzymatic and non-enzymatic antioxidants and principles of radiation chemistry have been
also included. The chapter also covers a brief literature review on sulfur and selenium
based antioxidants and their current status. The motivation behind the present Ph.D work
and a brief outline of thesis is included at the end.

Chapter 1
1.1

Discovery of selenium

Selenium, a member of chalcogen family with atomic number 34, was accidently
discovered by Jons Jacob Berzelius in 1817 while analyzing a red colored deposit on the
wall of lead chambers used in the production of sulphuric acid.1 Due to its resemblance
with tellurium which was named after a Latin word ‘tellus’ (means earth), it was named as
‘selenium’ after the Greek word ‘selene’ (means moon). In the same year, he also
discovered an ore ‘eucairite’ having unusually high selenium content and reported the
discovery of selenium as a new element in 1818.

1.2

Atomic structure and periodic properties of selenium
Selenium belongs to the 16th group of periodic table and shares with other elements

like, oxygen, sulfur, tellurium and polonium. Collectively, members of this group are
called as chalcogens. Of these, oxygen and sulfur are non-metals, selenium and tellurium
are metalloids and polonium is a radioactive metal.

Fig.1.1: Position of selenium in periodic table.
The electronic configuration of selenium is [Ar]4s24p4 with six electrons in its
valance shell. To achieve noble gas configuration, selenium can either gain two electrons
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or loose six electrons. Accordingly, selenium in its chemical form has been observed to
exhibit variable oxidation states ranging from -2 to +6 as listed in table 1.1. Elements down
the group, show decrease in both ionization energy and electron affinity while atomic
radius increases. This makes selenium more electropositive in comparison to its lower
analogues. Table 1.1 lists the periodic properties of sulfur and selenium.
Table 1.1: Comparison of periodic properties of sulfur and selenium.
Properties

Sulfur

Selenium

Electronic configuration

[Ne]3s2 3p4

[Ar]4s2 4p4

Ionization potential (eV)

10.4

9.75

Electronegativity (Pauling scale)

2.5

2.4

Oxidation states

-2, -1, 0, +2, +4 and +6

-2, -1, 0, +2, +4 and +6

1.3

Physico-chemical properties

1.3.1 Physical properties
Selenium is found in nature as an impurity in pyrites ores of copper and iron and
sulfide ores of copper, lead, nickel, etc. The total crustal abundance of selenium is 0.13
ppm. There are six naturally occurring isotopes of selenium of which
78

80

Se (49.8%) and

Se (23.7%) are the most abundant ones. Selenium has been found to exist in three

allotropic forms- black, red and gray. Black selenium has irregular and complex structure
consisting of polymeric rings and exhibits a black luster. The red form of selenium has a
monoclinic crystal structure and exists in three forms i.e. α, β, and γ forms. Gray form of
selenium has a hexagonal crystal lattice consisting of helical polymeric chains and is the
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most stable form. The red and black forms of selenium are insulators while gray form of
selenium has semiconductor properties and used in electronics and solar cell applications.
1.3.2 Chemical properties
Selenium forms a variety of compounds in both inorganic and organic form, due to
its ability to exhibit variable oxidation states. The most common oxidation states observed
in inorganic forms are +4 and +6. The compounds with +4 oxidation state show both
oxidizing and reducing properties whereas those with +6 oxidation state exhibit only
oxidizing properties. Some of the important inorganic selenium compounds are selenium
dioxide (SeO2), sodium selenite (Na2SeO3) and sodium selenate (Na2SeO4). The organic
selenium (or organoselenium) compounds in general have selenium in -2 and +2 oxidation
states. However +4 and +6 oxidation states are also observed in some of organoselenium
compounds like seleninic acid and selenones. The general structures of different forms of
organoselenium compounds are given in scheme 1.1.
O
Se

Se

SeH

Se Se
Monoselenide

Se OH
Selenenic acid

Diselenide

Selenol

Se

O

R

C

R

R'

Se

O

O
Se

OH

Seleninic acid

Selones

Selenoxide

R

R'

Selenone

Scheme 1.1: General motif of different types of organoselenium compounds.

The monoselenides or selenoethers are the selenium equivalents of ethers and
thioethers. These are the most prevalent organoselenium compounds and can be prepared
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in laboratory either by alkylation of alkali metal selenide salts (e.g. sodium selenide) or by
alkylation of selenolates. These compounds are generally nucleophilic in nature.
Diselenides are comparatively more stable than monoselenides and are used for synthesis
of selenols (RSeH) which are the selenium equivalents of alcohols and thiols. These
compounds are relatively unstable and oxidize readily to their corresponding diselenide.

Table 1.2: Reduction potential of sulfur and selenium compounds.
Reduction potential (Eº vs NHE, V)

Sulfur

Dithiothretol (DTT)/diselenothretol
(DST)
Cysteine (Cys)/selenocysteine (SeCys)
Cystamine (CysA)/selenocystamine
(SeCysA)
Glutathione (GSH)/Selenoglutathione
(GSeH)
Methionine (Met)/Selenomethionine
(SeMet)
methylphenylsulfide/
methylphenylselenide

Selenium

Reference

-0.327a

---b

2

-0.238 a

-0.383 a

2

-0.236 a

-0.352 a

2

-0.256 a

-0.457 a

3

----

1.21

4

-1.45c

-1.09 c

5

a- values are corresponding to two-electron reduction process; b-could not be estimated even in
excess of DTT and assumed that it has lower reduction potential than DTT;c- values are
corresponding to one-electron reduction process.

The reduction potential values of organoselenium compounds are more negative
than their analogous sulfur compounds as listed in table 1.2. Therefore, organoselenium
compounds are expected to participate in redox reactions more easily than their sulfur
counterparts. Another important property that differentiates the chemical properties of
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organoselenium compounds from their sulfur analogues is their acid dissociation constant
(pKa) values. The pKa value of –SeH group in SeCys is ~5.2 whereas Cys exhibits pKa
value of ~8.6.6 Due to the lower pKa value, selenols exist in deprotonated form (selenolate
(-SeO–)) whereas thiols exist in protonated form at physiological pH. In addition, the C-Se
bond distance in organoselenium compounds (C–Se 198 pm) is higher than that in
organosulfur compounds (C–S 181 pm). As a result the C-Se bond (~58 kcal/mol) is
weaker and can be easily cleaved in comparison to C-S bond (65 kcal/mol).
1.4

Selenium in biology

1.4.1 Selenium toxicity
Selenium was initially recognized for its toxicity in animals and humans. The
toxicity of selenium was observed for the first time in 13th century by Marco Polo in North
West China where he described a condition of lack of vitality, hair loss shedding of hooves
in horses after grazing some plant species in that area. Later in 1560 in Columbia and in
1860 in South Dakota similar disorders were observed in grazing animals. At that time, the
real cause of these disorders was unknown and the condition was named as ‘alkali disease’
due to its association with alkaline seeps which were being used as watering source in that
area. In early 1930, H. G. Knights discovered similar incidence of alkali disease in
livestock grazed in area of high selenium soil. 7 Further ‘alkali disease’ was also reported in
horses and sheep fed on plants that can accumulate high levels of selenium in its tissues. 8,9
These symptoms were later named as ‘blind staggers’ by Rosefeld and co-workers and was
attributed to high selenium consumption.10 In 1943, Nelson et. al. showed that ingestion of
seleniferous diet can lead to development of hepatic cell adenoma and low grade
6
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carcinoma in rat and introduced the carcinogenic nature of selenium. 11 Selenium was
continued to be considered as absolute poison, until 1957 when Schwartz and Foltz
identified its role in preventing the liver necrosis caused due to vitamin E deficiency in
animals. 12 Later in 1973, presence of selenium in bacterial enzymes like formate
dehydrogenase and glycine reductase was identified.13 During the same time, it was also
discovered that selenium occupies the active site of redox regulatory enzymes like,
glutathione peroxidase (GPx) and thioredoxin reductase (TrxR).14 Subsequently, several
others confirmed that selenium deficiency is associated with the onset of many diseases
like Keshan disease, Kashin-Beck disease, loss of immunity, adverse mood states,
cardiovascular diseases and other neurodegenerative diseases.15 With increasing evidences
on the health benefits of selenium, it is now recognised that selenium is an important
micronutrient for humans.
1.4.2 Selenium as micronutrient/supplement
An adequate amount of selenium is required for optimal health. As per World
Health Organization (WHO), the minimum daily requirement of selenium is 21 µg/per day
for men and 16 µg/per day for women. 16 Accordingly, selenium intake higher than the
daily recommended nutritional dose is considered as selenium supplementation. The upper
safe limit as per the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) guidelines is 300 µg/day for
adults, 250 µg/day for children aged 15 to 17 years and 60 µg/day for children aged 1 to 3
years. 17 The dietary sources of selenium are broccoli, mushrooms, cabbage, radishes,
onions, garlic, fish (Tuna), whole grains, meat, wheat and Brazil nuts. Other than dietary
intake, selenium supplementation has also received considerable attention in recent years.
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The compounds available for selenium supplementation include the inorganic forms
(sodium selenite, sodium selenate),

organic forms (SeMet, methylselenocysteine

(MeSeCys)) and high selenium enriched yeast, which contains selenium mostly in the form
of SeMet with methylselenol (MeSeH), SeCys, selenohomocysteine, selenoadenosine, etc.
as minor components.18
1.4.3 Selenoproteins
Animals including humans obtain selenium primarily in the form of SeMet by
consuming plant products. SeMet obtained from these sources acts as a precursor for the
synthesis of SeCys. SeCys is considered as the 21st amino acid and has specific genetic
codon for its incorporation in to proteins. The groups of proteins that contain SeCys as an
integral part of their polypeptide chains are defined as selenoproteins and these proteins are
responsible for most of the physiological functions mediated by selenium. Till date, around
100 selenoproteins have been discovered with a largest set of 59 selenoproteins in a
unicellular brown alga (a harmful bloom for fisheries) and 25 selenoproteins in humans. 19
In mammals, GPx, TrxR and iodothyronine deiodinase (DIO) are important selenoenzymes
which are involved in redox regulation, protein folding and thyroid hormone
metabolism.20,21 A brief description of some of these selenoproteins is given below.
TrxR: It is a member of the pyridine nucleotide-disulfide oxidoreductase family which
catalyzes the reduction of thioredoxin (Trx) by using nicotinamide adenosine dinucleotide
phosphate (NADPH). In mammals, TrxR exists in three isoforms: cytosolic (TrxR1),
mitochondrial (TrxR2), and thioredoxin glutathione reductase (TGR/TrxR3).22 The
mammalian TrxRs have selenium in the active site and are of high molecular mass (55kDa)
8
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with broad substrate specificity. Mammalian TrxR directly reduces not only Trx from
different species but also many non-disulfide substrates such as selenite, lipid
hydroperoxides and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). The activity of mammalian TrxR is due to
presence of SeCys which acts as the active site of the enzyme.
Selenoprotein P (SelP)
SelP, an extracellular glycoprotein, was discovered in humans in 1993. It is the
most abundant selenoprotein found in plasma and constitutes more than 50% of plasma
selenium reserves. 23 SelP is mainly produced in the liver and then secreted into the plasma.
It is also expressed in other tissues such as brain and heart. It plays important role in
maintaining homeostasis and the transport of selenium in tissues.24 It eliminates
peroxynitrite (ONOO–), a molecular oxidant produced from the reaction of superoxide ions
with nitric oxide and reduces inflammation. 25
DIO: These enzymes constitute a family of three integral membrane proteins having
similar structures. DIO1 and DIO3 are plasma membrane proteins, whereas DIO2 is
localized in the ER membrane. All DIO’s are oxido-reductases with SeCys residue in the
active site, that participates in thyroid hormone metabolism by catalyzing the activation
(DIO1, DIO2) or inactivation (DIO3) of tetraiodothyroxine (T4), triiodothyro-nine (T3),
and reverse-triiodothyronine (rT3).26 These thyroid hormones regulate various metabolic
processes, such as lipid metabolism, thermogenesis, growth and hearing. These enzymes
are also needed for the normal development of the fetal brain. 27
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GPx: GPxs are a family of enzymes with antioxidant functions. The GPx family comprises
of eight isoforms, but only five members have a SeCys residue and can catalyze the
reduction of H2O2 and organic hydroperoxides using GSH as a reducing cofactor.28 Among
its family members, GPx1 is highly sensitive to changes in oxidative stress conditions. 29 It
is a ubiquitous homotetrameric protein localized in the cytosol and mitochondria. GPx2 is
a homotetrameric enzyme expressed mainly in the gastrointestinal system mucosa. The
function of GPx2 is to protect intestinal epithelium from oxidative stress against the
ingested pro-oxidants and to guarantee mucosal homeostasis. GPx3 is the only
extracellular enzyme of the GPx family. It is a glycosylated homotetrameric protein
produced into the cells of the proximal tubular epithelium and in the parietal cells of
Bowman’s capsule of the kidney. Unlike GPx1, GPx3 shows more restricted
hydroperoxides substrate specificity. Although it can reduce H2O2 and organic
hydroperoxides, its activity is 10 fold lower than that of GPx1. GPx4 is a monomeric
intracellular enzyme and can directly use phospholipid hydroperoxide as substrate.30 GPx6
is a close homolog of plasma GPx3 and its specific functions are not known.
The catalytic activity of GPx has been attributed to SeCys residue present at its
active site. In the reduced form, the SeCys moiety is present in GPx in selenols form (ESeH). Following reaction with hydroperoxides, selenol form is oxidized to selenenic acid
(E-SeOH) which in presence of cellular glutathione (GSH) form is regenerated back to
active selenol form selenenyl sulfide (E-Se-SG). The attack of a second GSH molecule at
the E-Se-SG intermediate regenerates E-SeH. During this cycle, GSH is converted to its
disulfide form (GSSG) which is reduced back to GSH using NADPH and thus redox
balance is maintained by conversion of GSSG to GSH (scheme 1.2).
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GSSG

ROOH
E-SeH
ROH

GSH
E-SeOH

E-SeSG

GSH

H2O

Scheme 1.2: Reaction mechanism for the catalytic reduction of peroxides by GPx.
1.5

Reactive oxygen species (ROS), oxidative stress and antioxidants
ROS is a collective term for various oxygen and nitrogen containing molecular and

free radical species which are in general oxidizing in nature. ROS are endogenously
produced in every cell during cellular respiration as by products and serve as cell signaling
agents. The controlled generation of ROS is essential for normal functioning of cellular
system. The generation of ROS is controlled by various compounds present in cells, known
as antioxidants. Under normal conditions, there is a balance between levels of these ROS
and antioxidants and this balance is known as redox homeostasis. However, in response to
external perturbations like, altered environmental conditions, exposure to ionizing
radiations or during pathological processes like inflammation, the level of ROS is
increased significantly. This disturbs the redox homeostasis and leads to a condition known
as “oxidative stress”. The classical definition of oxidative stress is an imbalance between
oxidants and antioxidants in favor of the oxidants, potentially leading to damage of cellular
organelles like, DNA, proteins, lipid membrane etc.
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1.5.1

ROS: Biological role
Some of the biologically important ROS are discussed below.

Superoxide radical (O2●–): Formation of the O2●– radical can be considered to be the initial
step for the formation of other ROS. In cells, it is generated by the single electron
reduction of molecular oxygen (O2) using NADPH or nicotinamide adenosine dinucleotide
(NADH) as the electron donor as shown in equation 1.1.
2O2  NAD( P ) H  2O2  NAD( P )  H 

(1.1)

Under diseased conditions, over expression of xanthine oxidase (XO) enzyme leads
to formation of O2●– radical and H2O2.31 O2●– radical is also generated non-enzymatically
in the mitochondrial respiratory chain. O2●– radical compared with other free radicals, is a
less reactive species which can exist in solution for a considerable time and thus diffuse
before reacting with other free radicals or with other target molecules. Being a charged
species, O2●– radical can cross biological membranes via anion channels.
H2O2: H2O2 is a mild oxidizing agent and does not react with most of the biomolecules
readily. It is produced in cells in mitochondria, peroxisomes and lysosomes and act as a
signaling molecule for numerous biological processes like cell proliferation, apoptosis, etc.
The cellular concentration of H2O2 varies from 1 nM-100 nM depending on cell
component. The toxic effects of H2O2 mainly arise from its conversion to hydroxyl (●OH)
radical which is a highly oxidizing species. The conversion takes place in the presence of
transition metals ions like Fe2+ (reaction known as Fenton reaction) as shown in equation
1.2.32
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Fe2  H 2 O2  Fe3  OH   OH

(k =103-104 M-1s-1)

(1.2)

Peroxyl radicals (ROO●): Peroxyl radicals are important species contributing significantly
to free radical mediated oxidative stress. Organic hydroperoxides produced from the
hydrogen abstraction reaction of peroxyl radicals with organic molecules in presence of
oxygen are also powerful oxidants. Peroxyl radicals have the ability to induce chain
reactions and their reactions with membrane lipids induce peroxidation which causes
structural changes leading to the loss of membrane integrity.
●

OH radical: In cells ●OH radical is produced as a product of Fenton reaction (equation

1.2) and Haber-Weiss reaction as shown in equation 1.3.
3

Fe
H 2O2  O2 
 O2  OH   OH

●

(k =104-106 M-1s-1)33

(1.3)

OH radical is a strong oxidizing species and can cause damage virtually to all

types of biomolecules like lipid, DNA and proteins. ●OH radical is non-specific in its
reactions with target molecules and cannot be eliminated by enzymatic reactions. The
important antioxidants for detoxification of ●OH radical include GSH, vitamin E, manintol,
melatonin, etc.
Nitric oxide (NO●): NO● is a signal transducing radical formed by nitric oxide synthase in
endothelial and neuronal cells by enzymatic conversion of L-Arginin to L-citrulline. 34 It
plays important role in vascular muscle relaxation, platelet aggregation and blood pressure
regulation. It can undergo both one-electron oxidation and reduction reactions to form
nitrosonium (NO+) and nitroxyl ions (NO–), respectively. Under aerobic conditions, it
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reacts with molecular oxygen (k=2.4 x106 M-1s-1) to form nitrogen dioxide (NO2●) radical
while in presence of superoxide radical it forms peroxynitrite as shown in equation 1.4.35
The metabolites of NO● are more reactive than NO● itself (EºNO= +0.39, EºNO2= +0.99 and
EºONOO–=+1.20 V). NO● interacts with proteins by binding to Fe2+ ions present in heme
group or iron sulfur complexes in different enzymes leading to deactivation of the
enzymes. Through this mechanism, NO● has also been shown to inhibit the activity of a
number of enzymes like XO, GPx and NADPH oxidase.
NO   O2  ONOO 

(k= 6.7 x 109 M-1s-1)

(1.4)

Peroxynitrite (ONOO–): Peroxynitrite is a biological oxidant generated in several cell
types including neutrophils, macrophages etc.36 It is also one of the key contributors of
oxidative stress in cells and is known to react with sulfhydryls groups, lipids, proteins,
DNA etc. It has a pKa of 6.8 and exists in equilibrium with its protonated form,
peroxynitrous acid (ONOOH). While, peroxynitrite reacts with substrates by either one- or
two-electron oxidation or oxygen atom transfer reactions; peroxynitrous acid shows ●OH
radical like properties. 37 Peroxynitrite is a relatively stable species and can be stored for
several days at low temperature. Peroxynitrous acid decays very fast through isomerization
to give nitrate with a half-life of less than a second at physiological pH and 37°C.
Peroxynitrite also reacts with carbon dioxide (CO2 ) present at ~5 mM concentration
in cells, with a second order rate constant of 5.7 x 104 M-1 s-1 at 37 ºC to form carbonate
(CO3●–) radical and NO2● radical. 38 CO3●– radical is a one-electron oxidant (Eº= +1.50 V),
while NO2● radical is both an oxidizing (Eº= 1.04 V) and nitrating agent.39 Excess
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generation of peroxynitrite in biological systems can result in peroxidation of lipids,
oxidation of thiol residues in proteins, depletion of antioxidants, displacement of metals
from metalloproteins, DNA oxidation and nitration of protein tyrosine residues. 40 All these
reactions have been implicated in many pathological conditions including reperfusion
injury, atherosclerosis and neurodegenerative diseases.
1.5.2 Cellular defense system
To maintain redox homeostasis, cells utilize various antioxidants. Based on the
mode of action these antioxidants can be classified into two broad classes-i) enzymatic
antioxidants and ii) non-enzymatic antioxidants. Details of these antioxidants are given
below.
1.5.2.1 Enzymatic antioxidants
These are the main components of cellular defense system and react with free
radicals in catalytic manner. These include GPx, TrxR, superoxide dismutase (SOD),
catalase etc. The functions of GPx and TrxR have been discussed earlier in section 1.4.3.
SOD: SOD is found in three isoforms. In prokaryotes, SOD is reported to contain redox
active manganese (MnSOD) or iron (FeSOD) metal centers. In eukaryotes and some
bacterial species SOD exists as copper metalloenzyme in which copper and zinc occupy
the active site. It is an endogenously produced intracellular enzyme and is predominantly
located in liver, blood cells and brain tissue. SOD plays major role in the protection of
cells against oxidative damage. It catalyzes the dismutation of O2●– radical into O2 and
H2O2 as shown in equation 1.5.
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SOD

2O2  2 H   O2  H 2O2

(k= 2.4 x 109 M-1s-1)

(1.5)

Catalase: Mammalian catalase is a complex of four identical subunits. Each subunit has a
molecular weight of approximately 60 kDa and contains a single hematin (Fe(III)porphyrin IX) group. The heme group is responsible for catalase’s enzymatic activity. It
catalyzes the decomposition of H2O2 to O2 and H2O as shown in equation 1.6.

2 H2O2 catalase
 2 H2O  O2

(1.6)

1.5.2.2 Non-enzymatic antioxidants
These are the low molecular weight compounds, supplied either endogenously or
exogenously to cells. The examples include vitamin C, D and E, carotenoids, polyphenols,
thiols etc. Vitamin C is a water soluble compound and is an efficient free radical
scavenger.41 Vitamin D, in particular vitamin D2 and D3 have been found to inhibit iron
dependent lipid peroxidation. 42 Vitamin D has also been found to prevent cancer cell
growth and stimulate cell death via apoptosis resulting in prevention of breast, prostate and
ovarian cancers.43 Vitamin E is fat soluble and found mainly in lipid membrane. It is the
major chain breaking species for lipid peroxidation where it reacts with lipid peroxyl
radical. 44 Both vitamin C and E work in synergistic way and vitamin C can regenerate the
oxidized form of vitamin E. Along with these, folic acid (from vitamin B group) has also
shown potential towards scavenging of free radicals and repair of biomolecules.
Carotenoids are naturally found in plants and fruits as colorful pigments. They consist of
tetraterpenoid structure with polyene backbone chain.
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Several natural phenolic compounds show efficient antioxidant activity and these
include polyphenols and phenolic acids. Flavonoids constitute a large group of naturally
occurring plant phenolic compounds. The antioxidant activity of phenols is substantially
increased by one or two methoxy substitutions, like in case of curcumin and its
derivatives. 45 Polyphenols are dietary compounds present in fruits, vegetables, tea, wine,
etc. Phenolic acids such as p-hydroxy benzoic acid, vanillinic, p-coumaric, caffeic, ferulic,
rosamarinic, etc., are widely distributed in plant kingdom. They are weak acids and usually
exist as esters or glycosides. Epidemiological studies have shown that regular dietary
intake of polyphenols can reduce the incidence of cancer.46 Considering all these health
benefits, several of phenolic compounds are now being therapeutically used as
antioxidants.
Sulfur compounds are present in almost all cell types in the form of proteins, amino
acids, non protein thiols, etc., and GSH is one of the most important cellular thiols. It acts
as a substrate for ROS detoxifying enzymes like GSH transferase and GPx. During
detoxification of ROS, GSH is oxidized to GSSG. The GSH/GSSG ratio is an indicator of
cellular redox state. GSH has been found to scavenge several ROS like ●OH radical, H2O2,
peroxynitrite and thus plays an important role in regulation of cellular redox homeostasis.47
Amino acids like Cys and homocysteine have been reported to scavenge H2O2, ●OH
radical, peroxynitrite and hypochlorus acid and reduce transition metals mediated
oxidation of low density lipoprotein.48 The level of Cys modification is being used as a
clinical marker of oxidative stress.
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Other than endogenously present sulfur compounds, various naturally occurring
and synthetic organosulfur compounds have also been evaluated for diverse biological
effects including antioxidant activity, anti-inflammatory properties, inhibition of platelet
aggregation, reduction of systolic blood pressure, and cholesterol levels. 49,50 For example,
S-allylcysteine and S-allylmercaptocysteine extracted from aged garlic have shown potent
antioxidant activity in terms of reduction of hydroperoxides and inhibition of NO ●
production.51 Similarly, sulforaphane, an important organosulfur compound present in
young sprouts of broccoli and cauliflower, has been found to exhibit anti-inflammatory
properties in vascular endothelial cells.

52

It was also found to prevent hyperglycemia

induced biochemical dysfunction of endothelial cells and protect the heart against
ischemia–reperfusion injury in rats.53 Compounds like, S-allyl-L-cysteinesulfoxides, trans1-propenyl-L-cysteinesulfoxide, S-allylmercaptocysteine, have the ability to prevent ROS
production, vascular inflammation, reduce low density lipid content and inhibit platelet
aggregation.54
1.6

Organoselenium compounds as antioxidants
Due to the similarity in chemical properties of sulfur and selenium, it was

anticipated that organoselenium compounds, having selenium in less toxic chemical form
can be explored as antioxidants. Further, involvement of redox active SeCys in GPx
catalytic cycle inspired researchers to explore synthetic selenium compounds as potential
GPx mimics. Herein, the organoselenium compounds studied as antioxidants are briefly
discussed under two categories-i) synthetic GPx mimics and ii) ROS scavengers.
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1.6.1 Synthetic GPx mimic
The first organoselenium compound tested for GPx like activity was ebselen
(compound 1 in scheme 1.3), an aromatic selenoamide, by H. Sies in 1984. 55 Different
groups have proposed different mechanisms for GPx like activity of ebselen with the latest
one given by Mugesh and co-workers.56 The current understanding is that, in presence of
thiols ebselen initially forms a selenenyl sulfide intermediate which then undergoes
disproportionation to form diselenide. The diselenide reacts with hydroperoxide to form
selenenic acid which regenerates the active selenenyl sulfide intermediate using thiol as
substrate.
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Scheme 1.3: Chemical structures of organoselenium compounds having GPx like activity.
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As, the formation of diselenide from selenenyl sulfide intermediate is the rate
determining step, several modifications have been done by inserting suitable substituents at
phenyl ring and at ortho position to selenium (compounds 2-7; scheme 1.3).57,58 The
studies showed that the stability of selenenyl sulfide intermediate plays an important role
in GPx like activity of these compounds. The strong non-covalent Se--N or Se--O
interactions in the selenenyl sulfide intermediates of ebselen and its derivatives facilitate a
nucleophilic attack of thiol (or thiolate) at selenium instead of the desired attack at sulfur.
This process known as ‘thiol exchange’ reaction hampers the formation of selenol, the
active form in the catalytic cycle. The chemical structures of some of the important
organoselenium compounds are given in scheme 1.3.59
The studies carried out by Iwaoka et. al. on tertiary amine substituted aromatic
diselenides and monoselenides (compounds 8-10; scheme 1.3) indicated that the proximate
nitrogen base activates the selenol intermediate (-SeH) into the kinetically more reactive
selenolate anion (-Se) while direct Se-N interaction in the selenenic acid intermediate (SeOH) effectively prevents its further oxidation into other oxidized selenium species. 60
Back et.al. reported a camphor derived selenoamide (compound 18; scheme 1.3) which
acts as a procatalyst reacting rapidly with the thiol to produce selenenyl sulfide
intermediate.61 This intermediate then participates in the reduction of the peroxide thus
exhibiting a GPx like activity. The studies carried out on aromatic selenides showed that
presence of methoxyl (-OMe) group at ortho position to selenium reduced strength of Se-N interactions in the selenenyl sulfide intermediates and the thiol exchange reactions at
selenium. 62 Similar results were reported by Wirth et.al. where the bis-ortho substitution in
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aromatic diselenides and close proximity of oxygen to selenium atom have been found to
enhance GPx like activity. 63 Further, to understand the effect of functionalization, Back
and co-workers studied the GPx like activity of functionalized aromatic cyclic seleninate
esters and spirodioxyselenuranes. 64 Also, it was observed that the presence of electrondonating substituents stabilize the transition state during GPx cycle of seleninate esters
while electron-withdrawing groups lead to destabilization of transition state and thus
reduce the GPx like activity. 65 Recently, our group reported a compound 2,2′diselenobis(3-amidopyridine) (NictSeSeNict) having higher activity than ebselen which is
attributed to formation of a stable selone intermediate rather than selenenyl sulfide
intermediate in ebselen and its derivatives.66
Although, extensive studies have been carried out to establish structure-activity
relationship in case of aromatic selenides and diselenides, such detailed investigations on
aliphatic form of organoselenium compounds are limited. In 2002, Back and co-workers
reported a series of aliphatic diselenides (compounds 19-21; scheme 1.3) and allyl
selenides (compound 22; scheme 1.3) that exhibited GPx like activity. 67 They showed that
allyl selenides on reaction with hydroperoxides form selenoxides which being unstable
underwent sigmatropic rearrangements leading to formation of selenenic esters. This
pathway provided a rapid catalytic reduction of hydroperoxides and therefore allyl
selenides showed higher GPx like activity than diselenides. Some of the important
aliphatic organoselenium compounds studied for GPx like activity, are shown in scheme
1.3 (compounds 16-25; scheme 1.3).68
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GPx like activity has also been found to be influenced significantly by the chemical
substitution and interactions between selenium and the neighboring hetero atom. For
example, the hydroxyl (OH) substituted linear selenoether, bis(3-propanol)selenide
(SePOH) showed higher GPx like activity as compared to ebselen due to formation of a
stable five membered cyclic intermediate, spirodioxaselenanonane. 69 Similarly, trans-3,4dihydroxy-selenolane (DHS), a cyclic organoselenium compound (compound 26) was
found to exhibit higher GPx like activity than its linear analogue bis(2-ethanol)selenide
(SeEOH).70

In

functionalized

monoselenides,

carboxylate

(COO–)

substituted

monoselenides (25) showed higher GPx like activity than those substituted with -OH and
amino (-NH3+) groups.71 Also, it has been observed that compounds with functionalization
at γ -position (or connected through propyl chain) to selenium centre showed much better
GPx activity as compared to their homologues. In a recent report, it was shown that the
oxidized form of selenoglutathione, a selenium analogue of glutathione exhibits higher
GPx like activity than diphenyldiselenide, a standard compound for the GPx assay. 72
1.6.2 ROS scavenging selenium antioxidants
Organoselenium compounds along with GPx like catalytic activity can also exhibit
ROS neutralizing activity. In this direction a few organoselenium compounds have been
tested for their scavenging activity against biological relavant ROS like, peroxynitrite,
singlet molecular oxygen and free radicals like ●OH, NO●, etc. Compounds like, diphenyl
diselenide, ebselen, selenocystine (CysSeSeCys), SeMet, etc. have been reported to
scavenge peroxynitrite efficiently and prevent peroxynitrite induced oxidation and nitration
reactions. 73 The real-time chemiluminescence studies carried out on selenourea derivatives
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and tertiaryselenoamides showed that these compounds exhibited O2●– radical scavenging
activity. 74 Similarly, ebselen and its derivatives showed scavenging of singlet molecular
oxygen where it was observed that these compounds had higher reactivity as compared to
their sulfur analogs and involve a charge transfer complex as intermediate.75 In another
study it was found that monoselenide analogue of ebselen scavenges singlet oxygen
however the corresponding diselenides did not show any activity. 76 Brumaghim and coworkers showed that metal chelated organoselenium compounds particularly N,N′Dimethylimidazoleselone prevented iron and copper mediated DNA damage more
efficiently than analogous sulfur compounds.77 Recently, Kumar et.al reported
multifunctional ebselenols which were found to exhibit higher scavenging activity for lipid
peroxyl radicals as compared to α-tocopherols. 78
In the study of organoselenium compounds as free radical scavengers, pulse
radiolysis technique has been used as a convenient tool. The details of the pulse radiolysis
studies carried out on organoselenium compounds are discussed in chapter 3 and only the
main highlights are mentioned here. The GPx active compound ebselen and its derivatives
were reported to scavenge peroxyl (ROO●) radicals with a rate constant in the order of 108
M-1s-1 which is comparable to vitamin E and ascorbic acid. 79 Similarly, the studies carried
out on reaction of ●OH radical with SeMet showed that it exhibited higher free radical
scavenging activity as compared to its sulfur analogue, Met.80 The studies carried out on
reaction of ●OH radical with a series of aliphatic organoselenium compounds, 1,bis(methylse1eno)alkanes

(MeSe(CH2)nSeMe;

(n=1-5)),

revealed

that

selenium

compounds on one-electron oxidation form selenium centered radical cations with higher
stability than their sulfur counterparts.81 The rate constant values for the reaction of
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different ROS with some of the important organoselenium compounds are listed in table
1.3.
Table.1.3: Rate constants for the reactions of ROS with organoselenium compounds.
OH radical, M-1s-1

Peroxynitrite, M-1s-1

2.9x108

---

2.0x106

3.9x108

---

2.7x103

MeSeCys84

1.1x109

---

2.0x103

SeMet85,86

3.4x108

1.4x1010

2.4x103

---

8.1x109

---

8.3x106

1.3x1010

7.2x105

2.7x108

1.8x1010

1.4x103

GPx89

---

---

8.0x106

DHS90

8.8x108

9.0x109

---

Compounds

Trimethylperoxyl

radical



(CCl3O2), M-1s-1
Ebselen82
2-(methylseleno)benzoic

acid-N-

phenylamide81,83

CysSeSeCys87
SeCysA88
Diselenopropanoic
68a,84,87

acid (DSePA)

1.7

Generation of free radicals by radiation chemical methods and pulse radiolysis
The in-vitro antioxidant activity of any compound is evaluated in terms of its

ability to scavenge ROS. For this, controlled generation of sufficient concentration of ROS
and its monitoring in real time scale is required. This can be achieved by radiationchemical methods and sometimes by chemical reactions. Here, the principles and details of
radiation chemistry are discussed below.
Radiation-chemical methods: These methods are widely used to generate free radicals and
study their reactions. High-energy radiations such as X-ray, - ray, charged particles (α-
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particles, protons), etc. on interaction with matter initially cause excitation and ionization
of the medium. This is followed by several cascades of reactions in small reactive zones,
known as spurs, leading to formation of different free radicals and ions. This process of
generating radicals and ions by using high-energy radiations is called radiolysis. The basic
terms related to radiation chemistry are discussed below.
Absorbed dose: When a system is exposed to radiation, the energy absorbed in the material
will depend on nature and energy of radiation and also on composition of material. Out of
incident radiation only a fraction of energy is utilized by the system leading to chemical
changes. The amount of energy absorbed in unit mass of the material is called absorbed
dose. The SI unit of absorbed dose is Gray (Gy) which is equal to 1 Joule/kg. The absorbed
dose can also be expressed by the unit of Rad (100 ergs/gm), where, 1 Gy = 100 rads.
Radiation chemical yield: The yield of products formed or reactants consumed on
interaction of matter with radiation is expressed in terms of radiation-chemical yield
(known as G value). It is defined as number of species produced or consumed per 100 eV
of energy absorbed and generally written in the form of atoms or molecules/100 eV. The
SI unit of G value is µmol/J where, 1 molecule/100 eV=0.1036 µmol/J.
Radiolysis of water is a powerful method to generate specific ROS and to measure
their reactivity. The details on interaction of water molecules with ionizing radiations and
nature of species formed thereof are discussed below.
Water radiolysis: The energy absorbed by water molecules can lead to various radiationchemical reactions such as direct ionization and excitation of water molecules etc. The
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excited water molecules can undergo hemolytic bond dissociation forming hydrogen (H)
atom and ●OH radical. Also H2O+ formed by direct ionization can undergo ion-molecule
reaction and form ●OH radical and hydronium (H3O)

+

ion. The electrons produced by

direct ionization lose their energy by causing further ionization and get thermalized
followed by stabilization provided by solvation with water molecules from surrounding
medium. These electrons are known as solvated or hydrated (for water) electrons (eaq–).
The initial reactions occurring through water-radiation interactions are described in scheme
1.4.

H + ●OH
/e –

H2O

H2 + O

After homogenization

H2O

●H, ●OH,

H2O+
+
e–

H2O

H2O

eaq–, H 2O2, H2, H3O+

H3O+ + ●OH
e–aq

Scheme 1.4: Interaction of water with radiation.
Nature and reactions of important primary species formed due to water radiolysis are
discussed below.
a) Hydrated electrons (eaq–): eaq– is a powerful reducing agent (E0= -2.9 V). It shows
strong absorption with wavelength maxima at 715 nm (ε715nm=1.85 x 104dm3 mol-1cm-1).
This feature makes it easy to monitor the reaction of eaq– using absorption
spectrophotometry. The reaction of any substrate (Sn, n is charge on substrate) with eaq–
can be expressed as:
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e -aq  S n  S n1

(1.7)

b) H-atom: H atom acts as a weak base with pKa of 9.6. It is less reducing (E 0=-2.3 V)
than eaq–. It is not an important reducing species at neutral and alkaline pH but is the main
reducing species at acidic pH. H atom can react via H-abstraction and addition to double
bond. Its reactions can be observed by following the absorption of reactants or products
formed during the reaction.
c) ●OH radicals: ●OH radical is a strong oxidizing agent with standard reduction potential
of +2.72 V at acidic pH and +1.89 V at neutral pH. It is non-specific in its reaction and can
react with solute molecules via H-abstraction, addition to double bond, one-electron
oxidation and displacement reactions. ●OH radical has a very weak absorption in UV
region with wavelength maxima at ~230 nm and therefore difficult to be detected directly.
Therefore its reactions are generally observed by following the formation of transient
species during the reaction.
The primary radicals generated by radiolysis of water are both oxidizing and
reducing in nature and also non-specific in their reactions. Therefore, secondary radicals
are utilized to perform exclusive redox reactions. Some of the important secondary radicals
are discussed below.
a) Azide radicals (N3●): N3● radical is produced by reaction of azide ions (N3–) with ●OH
radical. N3● radical is specific one electron oxidant with a reduction potential of 1.33 V
(N3●/N3–) vs NHE.
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N3  OH  N3  OH 

(k= 1.2 x 1010 M-1s-1)91

(1.8)

b) CO3●– radical: CO3●– radical is strong oxidizing agent and react with solute molecules
through electron transfer reaction. Its reduction potential is +1.58 V (CO3●–/CO32–) vs
NHE. CO3●– radical is formed by reaction of ●OH radical with carbonate ions (CO32–).91

CO32  OH  CO3  OH 

(k= 4.0 x 108 M-1s-1)

(1.9)

c) NO2● radical: NO2● radical is a weak oxidizing radical (E0=0.99 V vs NHE) compared
to ●OH and N3● radical. It is formed on reaction of ●OH radical with nitrite (NO2–) ions.
NO2● radical react with solute molecules via one-electron transfer reactions.91

NO2  OH  NO2  OH 

(k= 1.0 x 1010 M-1s-1)

(1.10)

d) CCl3O2● radical: CCl3O2● radical is an important radical which is employed as a model
peroxyl radical in pulse radiolysis studies to study oxidation reaction of solute. These
radicals are oxidizing in nature and can react with solute molecules via H-abstraction or
electron transfer reactions. It is generated by reaction of primary radicals with carbon
tetrachloride (CCl4) in presence of isopropanol and molecular oxygen according to
equation 1.11 to 1.14.

(CH3 )2CHOH  OH / H (CH3 )2 COH  H2O/ H2 (k= ~ 1012 M-1s-1)92

(1.11)

(CH3 )2 COH  CCl4  (CH3 )2 CO  CCl3

(k= 7.0 x 108 M-1s-1)93

(1.12)


CCl 4 eaq
 CCl3  Cl 

(k= 1.9 x 1010 M-1s-1)93 (1.13)
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CCl3  O2  CCl3O2

(k= 3.3 x 109 M-1s-1)93

To achieve totally oxidizing condition, eaq– is converted to

●

(1.14)

OH radical by

saturating the solution with nitrous oxide (N2O). eaq– reacts with N2O with a rate constant
of 8.7 x109 M-1s-1 to form ●OH radical. This makes the G●OH to increase up to 0.6 µmol/J.
The solution still contains H atom which does not react with N2O and contributes to ~10%
of primary radicals formed.

eaq  N2O  N2  O  OH  OH

(k= 8.7 x 109 M-1s-1)91

(1.15)

For maintaining totally reducing conditions, ●OH radical can be scavenged leaving
eaq– and H atom in the solution. However, eaq– and H atom differ in their mode of reactions
therefore it is desirable to convert all primary radicals in to a single reducing species. This
can be achieved by using N2O saturated solution of some organic solute like 2-propanol or
t-butanol. In general, t-butanol is preferred over 2-propanol, as radical from t-buatnol is
quite unreactive and does not interfere in absorption spectra of other species.
Other methods to generate free radicals: Free radicals can be generated by using
chemical, electrolytic, photochemical and sonolysis methods. For example, NO● radical
can be generated in controlled manner by copper ions catalysed decomposition of Snitroglutathione in presence of ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA). Another
important radical 2,2'-azino-bis (3-ethylbenz-thiazoline-6-sulfonic acid) (ABTS●) can be
prepared by oxidizing ABTS2 to ABTS● using potassium persulfate (K2S2O8) as shown
in equation 1.16.
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2 ABTS 2  S 2O82  2 ABTS   2 SO42

(1.16)

NO● radical can also be prepared by photolysis of sodium nitroprusside. Similarly,
CO3●– radicals can be generated by flash photolysis of sodium carbonate solution.
1.8

Motivation for present work
For a selenium compound to act as an efficient antioxidant, it must exhibit GPx

activity, free radical scavenging capability, water solubility and less toxicity. In the last one
decade, there is a significant progress in the design and synthesis of GPx active
organoselenium compounds. In present thesis, an attempt has been made to correlate
between free radical scavenging and GPx like activity in organoselenium compounds.
Electron transfer reactions play important role in defining antioxidant activity of these
compounds, therefore it is necessary to study these reactions and understand the nature of
the transients formed therein, for the designing of new organoselenium compounds.
Therefore the primary focus of the thesis is to study electron transfer reactions between a
group of organoselenium compounds and ROS. In this context, we also made a comparison
between electron transfer reactions of selenium and sulfur compounds. Further, studies on
metal nanoparticles bound selenium compounds present a new area of interest and has
great potential to modulate antioxidant ability of selenium compounds. With this
motivation, important objectives of the present thesis work are listed as:
1. To study electron transfer reactions of structurally related organoselenium
compounds with free radicals and to identify various molecular descriptors which
can play role in stabilization of transients. The studies include reaction of oxidizing
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free radicals like ●OH, CCl3O2●, N3● etc. with organoselenium compounds using
nanosecond pulse radiolysis technique and characterization of the intermediates by
absorption spectroscopy in real time scales. This is followed by correlation of
various molecular parameters and nature of transients with antioxidant activity of
these compounds using experimental results and quantum chemical calculations.
2. To understand the structure-activity relation in organoselenium compounds for
their reaction with molecular oxidants like peroxynitrite. This study includes
understanding of reaction kinetics, characterization of reaction products and
estimation of in-vitro antioxidant activity of structurally related organoselenium
compounds.
3. To understand the structure dependent interaction of organoselenium compounds
with gold nanoparticles (GNP) and its effect on their redox properties. The studies
include characterisation of binding of two structurally related organoselenium
compounds with GNP and to understand the effect of this binding on electron
transfer properties of these compounds.
For these investigations three different types of compounds i.e. DHS, MAS(3amineselenolane) and SeROH(bis(alknaol)selenides) as shown in scheme 1.5 have
been employed. DHS is a low molecular weight organoselenium compound with GPx
like activity. MAS is a monoamine substituted analogue of DHS with enhanced GPx
like activity while SeROH are linear selenoethers having structural similarity with
DHS.73,94
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HO

OH

NH3 Cl
OH

Se
trans-3,4-dihydroxyselenolane
DHS

Se
n

Se
3-monoamineselenolane
MAS

OH
n

bis(alkanol)selenide (SeROH)
n=2; SeEOH,
3; SePOH and
4; SeBOH

Scheme 1.5: Chemical structures of the organoselenium compounds studied in present
thesis.
1.9

Outline of the thesis
The thesis has been divided into six chapters. Chapter one gives the general

information about physico-chemical properties of selenium, its role in biology, ROS, sulfur
and selenium antioxidants, etc. Chapter two gives the details of the chemical and
instrumental techniques used in the present work. Chapter three discusses the oneelectron transfer reactions of structurally related aliphatic selenoethers (SeROH) with ●OH
radicals and other oxidizing radicals using nanosecond pulse radiolysis facility. It includes
characterization and quantification of various transients and products formed during these
reactions. A quantum chemical approach has been employed to correlate the nature and
stability of the transients with structural properties of these compounds. Chapter four
deals with the effect structure or functional groups present in cyclic and linear
organoselenium compounds on their ability to scavenge peroxynitrite. In chapter five, the
binding of SeEOH and DHS with GNP have been explored and the effect of this binding
on electron transfer reactions of these GNP conjugates has been studied. Chapter six gives
summary and future scope of the work carried out in this thesis.
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Experimental
In this chapter, the materials, techniques and experimental conditions used for
carrying out different studies are discussed. The chapter also summarizes the concepts and
principles of techniques used to analyze the experimentally observed results.

Chapter 2
2.1

Introduction

The research work presented in the thesis includes identification of various primary
and secondary reactions of organoselenium compounds with ROS (free radicals and
molecular oxidants). To understand this, it is necessary to characterize the transient
intermediates formed during their short lifetime. For this, pulse radiolysis technique
coupled with absorption detection was used to generate free radicals and to characterize the
resulting transient species in real time scales. The reaction kinetics for the degradation of
peroxynitrite using organoselenium compounds has been studied using stopped flow
spectrometer. The products formed in these reactions were characterized by high
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and
mass spectroscopy (MS). Further, to study the interaction of organoselenium compounds
with GNP, GNP samples of different sizes were prepared and characterized using
techniques like, dynamic light scattering (DLS), absorption spectroscopy, transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) and zeta (ζ)-potential. The structural orientation was
characterized by using surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS).

2.2

Synthesis details

2.2.1 Synthesis of organoselenium compounds

In the present thesis, low molecular weight and water soluble organoselenium
compounds have been studied for their reaction with ROS and their chemical structure are
given in scheme 1.5. These compounds were reported by Prof M. Iwaoka’s group, Tokai
University, Japan and Dr V. K. Jain’s group, BARC therefore the synthesis details have
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not been included in this thesis.95,96 However, for the clarification, only the chemical
reactions are presented below.

a) DHS: 1,3-butadiene diepoxide was treated with a freshly prepared aqueous solution of
sodium hydrogen selenite (NaHSe) under anaerobic conditions and the resultant compound
(DHS) was extracted with ether. Further treatment of DHS with meta-chloroperoxybenzoic
acid (m-CPBA) in dichoromethane (CH2Cl2) yielded its selenoxide (DHSox) as given in
scheme 2.1.

O

O

NaHSe

HO

HO
Se
HO

mCPBA
CH2Cl2

Se O
HO
DHSox

DHS

1,3-butadienediepoxide

Scheme 2.1: Synthesis scheme for DHS and DHSox.

b) MAS: Sodium borohydride (NaBH4) was heated with selenium powder in anhydrous
ethanol under nitrogen (N2) environment and was followed by addition of anhydrous
solution of mesylated asparagininol. The reaction mixture was further treated with
hydrochloric acid (HCl) and the resultant product (MAS) was extracted from aqueous layer
using diethyl ether. Selenoxide of MAS (MASox) was obtained quantitatively by treating
MAS with hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) as shown in scheme 2.2.

OMs

MsO

NHBoc

THF

H2O2

Et2O

NaHSe

NH3Cl

NH3Cl

NHBoc
HCl
Se

Se
MAS

mesylated asparagininol

Scheme 2.2: Synthesis scheme for MAS and MASox.
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c) SeROH: Elemental selenium was reduced with NaBH4 in ice cold water in anaerobic
conditions, followed by addition of 2-bromoethanol to give a pale yellow solution of
SeEOH as shown in scheme 2.3. Similarly, SePOH and SeBOH were prepared using 3bromopropanol and 4-bromobutanol. Corresponding selenoxides (SeROHox) were prepared
by incubating aqueous solution of SeROH compounds with hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) in
1:1 equivalents as represented in scheme 2.4.
Br
aq. NaBH4

Se

N2

n OH

Na2Se

HO

Se
n

n OH

SeROH

Scheme 2.3: Synthesis scheme for SeROH (n=1; SeEOH, 2; SePOH and 3; SeBOH )
compounds.

HO

Se
n

H2O2
n OH 1:1 equivalents

HO

O
Se
n

n OH

H2O

Scheme 2.4: Synthesis scheme for SeROHox.
The characterization of organoselenium compounds was done using 1H, 13C and 77Se NMR
and the characterization data are as follows:
DHS: 1H NMR (500 MHz inCDCl3) : 2.10 (d, J=5.0 Hz, 2H), 2.87 (dd, J=4.0 and11.0
Hz, 2H), 3.16 (dd, J=4.0 and 11.0 Hz, 2H), 4.27 (m,2H); 13C NMR (125.65 MHz) : 26.8,
78.9; 77Se NMR(95.35 MHz) : 65.6.
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MAS: 1H NMR (D2O): =2.15–2.29 (m, 2H), 2.81–2.87 (m, 2H), 2.95–3.00 (m, 1H), 3.09–
3.14 (m, 1H), 3.92–3.97 ppm (m, 1H); 13C NMR (D2O) =21.5, 27.9, 38.0, 58.5 ppm; 77Se
NMR (D2O): =136.0 ppm.
SeEOH: 1H NMR: (in D2O) δ: 2.69 (t, J = 6.6 Hz, 2H), 3.71 (t, 2 H, J = 6.6 Hz). 13C NMR
(in D2O) δ: 25.5, 61. 77Se NMR (in D2O) δ: 85.
SePOH: 1H NMR: (in D2O) δ: 1.65-1.75 (q, 2H, J = 6.9 Hz), 2.46 (t, 2H, J = 7.5 Hz), 3.47
(t, 2H, J = 6.3 Hz). 13C{1H} NMR (in D2O) δ: 19.3, 31.9, 61.0. 77Se NMR (in D2O) δ: 139.
SeBOH: 1H NMR (in D2O) δ: 1.54 (m, 4H), 2.52 (t, 2H, J = 6.9 Hz), 3.48 (t, 2H,).

13

C

NMR (in D2O) δ: 19.1, 30.9, 46.2. 77Se NMR: (in D2O) δ: 141.

2.2.2 Synthesis of peroxynitrite
Peroxynitrite was synthesized by azide ozonization method.97 Ozone was generated
by passing dry oxygen (500 ml/min) through an ozone generator (Universal ozone system,
Mumbai) undergoing dual dielectric discharge. Ozone gas was passed through alkaline (0.1
M NaOH) solution sodium azide solution (0.1 M) with a flow rate of 0.3 mL/min at 4 ºC.
The reaction taking place in the reaction solution can be expressed as equation (2.1).

O3  N 3  ONOO   N 2

(2.1)

The reaction solution turned to pale yellow colour which indicated the formation of
peroxynitrite. The yield of peroxynitrite was estimated by monitoring the absorbance of
peroxynitrite at 302 nm (ε302

nm=1705

M-1 cm-1 ). After 3 hours of passing ozone, no
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significant change was observed in the yield of peroxynitrite, so further ozonisation was
stopped. The peroxynitrite stock solution was stored at -20 °C for future experiments.

2.2.3 Synthesis of GNP

GNP was prepared by following the well known Turkewich method with slight
modification.98 For this, aqueous solution of potassium tetrachloroaurate (KAuCl4) was
treated with trisodium citrate (Na3-citrate) as shown in fig. 2.1(A). The size of GNP was
varied by varying the reaction conditions and concentration of the reactants (i.e. K[AuCl4]
and Na3-citrate).

GNP1
(5 nm)

(A)

GNP2
(15 nm)

GNP3
(25 nm)

GNP4
(58 nm)

(B)

Fig. 2.1: (A) Synthesis scheme of GNP by Turkewich method. Fig. (B) shows the images of
GNP samples of different size (5-58 nm).

For synthesis of small particles (5 nm sized GNP-GNP1), ice cold solution of 0.1
mM K[AuCl4] was mixed with Na3-citrate (0.1 mM) and NaBH4 (1 mM), the brown
colored solution was stirred for 5 minutes in ice-bath.99 Pinkish wine-red colored particles
(15 nm sized GNP-GNP2) were prepared by mixing aqueous solution of 0.1 mM
K[AuCl4] with 4 mM Na3-citrate and the solution was kept at room temperature for 2
days. Wine red colored GNP (25 nm sized GNP-GNP3) was prepared by mixing aqueous
solution of 0.25 mM K[AuCl4] with 10 mM Na3-citrate and stirred for 2 days at room
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temperature. Purple colored GNP solution (58 nm sized GNP-GNP 4) was prepared by
addition of solid Na3-citrate (294 mg, 10mM) to aqueous solution of 0.25 mM K[AuCl4].
The representative images of the GNP samples are shown in fig. 2.1(B).
To remove unconsumed Au3+ salt and Na3-citrate, the GNP2, GNP3 and GNP4
solution were centrifuged at 7000 rpm, 6000 rpm and 5500 rpm respectively at 4 °C for 10
minutes. The pellet formed was redispersed in water and centrifuged again. This process
was repeated 3 times to ensure complete removal of unreacted salts. Concentration of gold
atoms in the GNP samples was estimated using a Continuum Source Flame Atomic
Absorption Spectrometer (AAS, Contra AA 300, Analytik Jena, Germany) equipped with a
300 W xenon (Xe) arc lamp, at wavelengths 242 79 nm. The pellet formed at the end of the
third cycle was dissolved in 1% hydrochloric acid (extra pure). The samples were aspirated
in the AAS and concentration of gold atoms was estimated from the calibration curve of
Au3+ standards. The yield of GNP samples in terms of conversion of gold ion (Au3+) to
gold atom was estimated to be 95 ± 5, 43 ± 5, 32 ± 3 and 30 ± 3 % for GNP1, GNP2,
GNP3 and GNP4, respectively.

2.3

Pulse Radiolysis

2.3.1 Principle: In pulse radiolysis, the system under investigation is irradiated with an
intense short pulse of high energy electrons to generate a significant concentration of
transient species and the resulting transient species/free radicals are monitored during their
short lifetime by a suitable physical techniques such as optical absorption, conductivity,
electron spin resonance and fluorescence.
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For pulse radiolysis experiments, the solution under study was kept at a distance of
~12 cm from the titanium electron beam window (beam diameter ~ 1 cm) and irradiated
with an electron beam of 7 MeV energy and 100 ns pulse width using Linear Electron
Accelerator (LINAC) facility.100 Light beam from a Xe arc lamp was passed through the
irradiated sample and the transmitted light was focused onto photomultiplier tube through
monochromator. The signal produced in photo multiplier tube (PMT) is transferred to
oscilloscope and then to computer for real time processing as shown in fig.2.2. Details of
the LINAC instrument are given in the following sections.

Electron accelerator (7 MeV)
Electron pulse
(50 ns-2µs)

Shutter

Monochromator
Lamp

Lens

Light
detector

Sample
Holder
Digitizer and
computer

Fig. 2.2: Flow chart representation of LINAC pulse radiolysis facility.

2.3.2 LINAC Facility

The main components of LINAC instrument are described as below:

a) Electron gun: It generates electrons using the principle of thermionic emission of
electrons from metal surface. It consists of three major components cathode, tungsten
filament and anode. The electrons are ejected from the tungsten pellet (cathode) and further
attracted towards the anode which is made up of a stainless steel tube. The electrons are
then focused by a gap lenses into a deflection chamber which consists of two parallel upper
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and lower copper plates having potential of +10 KV and +2 KV respectively. A negative
potential of 8 KV is applied to upper plate for the required nanosecond pulse duration
which makes both plates at a potential of +2 KV and allow the electron beam pass for that
duration. The electron beam of specified pulse width then passed through and enters into
the waveguide for further acceleration.
b) Waveguide: A waveguide is a rectangular tube pumped to a pressure of 10 -7torr. The
electrons enter in waveguide with energy of 43 KeV and accelerated to 7 MeV in
waveguide. This is done by means of axial electric field associated with electromagnetic
wave (RF frequency) traveling down the circular waveguide. The inductive irises fitted in
the waveguide helps to match the phase velocity of electromagnetic waves with that of
electron.

c) Working: A pulse generator which is preset at 50 pulses per second (pps), triggers the
R.F. pulses. The beam divider ratio is kept normally at 3 so that for every third R.F. pulse,
one electron pulse is available for acceleration. Further, a train of pulses from the pulse
generator triggers a sequential delay pulse generator (SDPG). Out of three pulses, first
pulse activates an electromechanical shutter, second pulse activates Xenon arc lamp pulse
power supply (to boost the analyzing light intensity for monitoring the fast events) and
third pulse triggers the oscilloscope. As the oscilloscope is triggered by a pulse from the
SDPG, the pre-trigger information ranging for duration of 600 ns to 1 µs prior to the arrival
of the electron pulse is used to mark the monitoring level as well as the incident light
intensity (I0). Fine adjustments in SDPG with respect to time allows the electron pulse and
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its effect to be recorded on the flat portion of the boosted lamp profile, during which time
the output of the analyzing light remains steady.

2.3.3 Kinetic spectrophotometer

a) Light source and optical set-up: The light source is composed of a Xe arc lamp of 450
W (Kratos model LH 151). Initially arc is struck by using 20 KV power supply, between
two electrodes and then onwards the lamp which operates on a power of 18 V and current
of 25 A. For monitoring the weak absorption signal of transients and improve signal to
noise ratio, the lamp is boosted in milli second time scale using a power supply. To
minimize the photodecomposition of sample, a shutter is placed between the lamp and
sample holder. It also protects the photomultiplier tube from fatigue due to continuous
illumination and is opened just before the boosting of the analyzing light.

The sample cell is made up of quartz with path length of 1 cm. The cell is placed in
an aluminum cell holder and its alignment remains same every time when it is placed. The
optics is aligned in such a way that the electron beam and the light beam cross each other
inside the cell at right angles. The analyzing light after passing through the sample falls on
the monochromator (Kratos, model GM 252) which covers wavelength range of 180 to 850
nm. Slit width of the monochromator is variable from 0.01-6.0 mm, to give band width of
0.1-19.8 nm.

b) Detection and data processing: The transmitted light is detected by a photomultiplier
tube (PMT, Hamamtsu model R-955), which has a uniform spectral response in the
wavelength range 180-850 nm region. A back-off device is used to compensate constant (-
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ve DC) output of the PMT (I0) before the arrival of the electron pulse. The signals detected
by PMT are measured by a fast pulse amplifier, an oscilloscope, and signal recorder.
Oscilloscope (100MHz) and signal recorder (computer) are used for recording and storage
of transient signal.

2.3.4 Transient absorbance measurements

The intensity of the transmitted (It) light passing through a sample containing
transient produced due to exposure to electron beam is given by:

I t  I 0 10 cl

(2.2)

Here, I0 represents the light intensity in the absence of any absorbing species in the
sample cell (i.e. light intensity transmitted immediately before electron pulse), c is the
molar concentration of the absorbing species,  is its molar absorptivity and l is optical
path length of the sample cell. The light intensity is converted into voltage signal by PMT
and resistors, therefore the output voltage is directly proportional to the intensity. If V0 and
Vt are output voltage obtained corresponding to I0 and It, then Vt is given by:
Vt  V010 cl

(2.3)

Due to various chemical processes, the concentration of the absorbing species
produced by the electron pulse changes with time resulting in change in I t and Vt. From
equation 2.3, at any time t, the absorbance (At) will be given by:

At = log(Io/ It) = log(V0/ Vt)

(2.4)
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The plot of At as a function of wavelength and time will give the transient
absorption spectrum and kinetic trace respectively. These are useful in characterization of
the transient species and to measure the rate of chemical process, respectively.

2.3.5 Absorbed Dose measurement
The absorbed dose was measured by using thiocyanate (SCN–) dosimeter.101 It
contained aerated aqueous solution of 10 mM potassium thiocyanate. The major primary
species produced by water radiolysis are ●OH radical, eaq– and H atom. Among these eaq–
and H atoms are scavenged by dissolved oxygen (250 µmol/dm3) whereas ●OH radical
react with SCN– according to following equations:



9

1 1

3 X 10 M s
OH  SCN  
 SCN   OH 

SCN   SCN   SCN   ( SCN )
2

(2.5)

(2.6)

According to Beer-Lambert law, for a path length of 1 cm, the absorbance (∆A) due
to (SCN)2●– radical will be given by,

ΔA=conc .of ( SCN )•-2 x ε

(2.7)

Where ε is the extinction coefficient of (SCN)2●– radical (ε475 nm=7600 M-1 cm-1) at 475
nm. If G (number of radical/100eV) is the radiation chemical yield of (SCN)2●– radical
then, for a given absorbed dose, the concentration of (SCN)2●– radical will be given by
equation 2.8,
Conc .of ( SCN )
2 

G
x Absorbed dose
100 eV/L x N
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Where, N is Avogadro number. Substituting equation 2.8 in equation 2.7, we get,
ΔA=

G
x Absorbed dose x ε
100 eV/L x N

(2.9)

Above equation can be rearranged to get absorbed dose from the experimentally measured
value of ∆A.
Absorbed dose=

ΔA x N x100 eV/L
Gε

(2.10)

Substituting the values for G and  for (SCN)2●– radical at 475nm, the above expression
can be written in the simplified form as
Absorbed dose=A x 2.7 x 1021 eV / L

(2.11)

The absorbed dose can be converted into Gy by using the following equation
Absorbed dose =A x 2.7 x 1021 eV / L x 1.602 x 10-19 J / eV
(2.12)
Absorbed dose =A x 432.1 x J / Kg or Gy

(2.13)

2.4

Steady state irradiation

The radiolysis products of organoselenium compounds were examined by
irradiating solutions using Cobalt-60 (60Co) source.
emission to form metastable

60

60

Co undergoes beta (β) particle

Ni which comes to ground state by emitting two -rays of

energy 1.17 and 1.33 MeV per disintegration with a half life of 5.27 years as shown in
scheme 2.5.
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59Co

+ n

60Co

β (~100%)
60mNi

- 1.17 MeV

-1.33 MeV
60Ni

Scheme 2.5: Schematic representation of decay of 60Co.

The

60

Co source used was obtained from Board of Radiation and Isotope

Technology (BRIT) and installed in Modular Lab, BARC. The samples under study were
kept in a cylindrical shaft which can be moved mechanically. For radiation exposure, the
shaft is moved downwards where it is surrounded by 60Co rods arranged in such a fashion
that samples experience uniform radiation field. The source is equipped with digitally
controlled movement of shaft to achieve accurate dose delivery. The absorbed dose rate
delivered by the source was ~13 Gy/minute as measured by Fricke dosimeter and the
dosimeter details are discussed below.

Fricke dosimeter solution contains aerated aqueous solution of 1 mM ferrous
ammonium sulfate and 1 mM NaCl in 0.4 M H2SO4 (pH 0.46). The primary radicals
generated by -radiolysis of water in the dosimeter solution oxidize ferrous (Fe2+) ion to
ferric (Fe3+) ion. The reactions involved are:

Fe 2   •OH  Fe 3  OH -

(2.14)

eaq  H   H

(2.15)
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H  O2  HO2

(2.16)

Fe2  HO2  Fe3  HO2

(2.17)

HO2  H   H 2O2

(2.18)

2 Fe2  H 2O2  2 Fe3  2OH 

(2.19)

The G-value of Fe3+ ions (G(Fe3+)) is calculated using following equation


G( Fe3 )O2  3g(eaq
)  3g( H )  g(OH )  2 g( H2O2 )

(2.20)

Where, ‘g’ denotes the radiolytic yield of primary species formed by radiolysis of
water and ‘G’ denotes the yield of secondary species generated by reaction of primary
species with solute molecules. Using the radiolytic yield of the primary radicals produced
from water radiolysis, G (Fe3+) comes out to be 15.5. The amount of Fe3+ formed is
estimated by its absorbance at 304 nm (304

nm

=2205 M-1 cm-1). The absorbed dose is

measured by the following relation:

Absorbed dose 

9.684 x10 6 xA
Gy
 l G

(2.21)

Where, A is the change in absorbance of dosimeter solution before and after irradiation. 
(1.024) is the density (g cm-3) of dosimeter solution and l is the path length in cm.
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2.5

Stopped flow technique

The kinetics of the reaction between peroxynitrite and organoselenium compounds
was studied by employing a BioLogic SFM-300 stopped flow absorption spectrometer
(from BioLogic Scientific Instruments, France) equipped with single mixing mode. It is a
rapid mixing technique which is used to study the chemical kinetics of fast reactions, with
half lives in the range from milliseconds to minutes in solution. In this method, the
reactants are injected simultaneously into a mixing chamber and the progress of the
reaction is followed by monitoring a change in absorbance of either reactant or product in
the spectrophotometer cell.

The main components of the stopped-flow instrument are given in fig.2.3 and
discussed below.

Fig. 2.3: Basic components of stopped-flow instrument.

1) Sample Unit: It comprises of drive syringes (A, B and C in fig. 2.3) of 10.0 ml volume
and flow lines. They are provided with the drive rams to push the syringes up during the
experiment. The sample-handling unit operates on pneumatic pressure of 8 bar provided by
compressed N2 gas.
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2) Auto-stop mechanism: The sample
flow is stopped by an opposing piston
that is linked to a sensing switch that
triggers the measuring device. The
movement of the valve and the return cylinder are both controlled by the applied pressure.

3) Optical cell & detector: The optical cell made up of quartz was used. It has orthogonal
viewing ports so that it gives a choice of 2 mm and 10 mm path length. The cell volume of
optical cell is 25 µl. The transmitted light is detected by PMT.

4) Light source: It consists of Xe arc light source (150W Xe and Xe/Hg lamp) which is
powered by power control lamp supply. It also includes grating monochromator operating
in the wavelength range 180-800 nm with 1 nm wavelength step.

5) Output unit: The incoming signal from detector is processed using analogue to digital
converter (ADC) and displayed on monitor of computer. A signal-offset facility is
provided which allows small changes in the signal to be amplified.

2.6

Kinetic treatment of experimental data

Treatment of kinetic data forms an integral part of the experimental procedure. For
pulse radiolysis and stopped flow experiments experimental traces were fitted to first and
second order kinetics. The basis of fitting is explained below.
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2.6.1 First order processes

For a given reaction, R 
 P the rate of reaction can be measured either in terms
of disappearance of reactant (R) or formation of product (P).



d [ R]
 k [ R]
dt

(2.22)

or

d[ P ]
 k[ R]
dt

(2.23)

Where, [R] represents the concentration of R and k is the rate constant or the specific rate
of reaction. The dimension of k is (time)-1. Integration of equation (2.22) from start time
(t=0) to time of observation (t), gives

ln [R]t –ln [R]0 = -kt

(2.24)

If A0 and At are the absorbancies of R at start time and at any time t, respectively, then
equation (2.24) can be rewritten as:

log [A]t –log [A]0 = -0.4343kt

(2.25)

The slope of the linear fit of log (At) as a function of time (Fig.2.4 (A)) gives the rate
constant (k) for the reaction.
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Fig. 2.4: Absorption-time plot of (A) reactants and (B) products. Insets in figs. (A) and (B)
show the fitting of absorbance of reactants and products in accordance with equation 2.25
and 2.26, respectively.

If R does not absorb in an observable wavelength range, but the product P absorbs, then,
equation (2.26) can be expressed in terms of absorbance of product as:

log[Amax-At] –log[Amax] = -0.4343kt

(2.26)

Where, Amax represents the limiting absorbance represented by the plateau in the
absorption vs. time curve and At is the absorbance of P at time t (Fig.2.4 (B)). The half life
(t1/2) of the reaction will be given by,

t1 
2

0.693
k

(2.27)

2.6.2 Second order processes

For a bimolecular reaction, R  R 
 Pr oducts the rate equation is represented
by the following equation:
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d [ R]
 k[ R]2
dt

(2.28)

Integration of equation 2.28 under the limits t=0 to t, gives

1
1

 2 kt
[ R ]t [ R ]0

(2.29)

Substituting the concentration terms by absorbance, we get

1
1 2 kt


At A0
l

(2.30)

where, At represents the absorbance due to R at time t at wavelength , where product P
does not have significant absorption. Above equation represents a linear relation between
1/At and time. The slope of the linear fit of 1/At as a function of time will give the rate
constant (2k/εl) for the reaction (Fig.2.5 (A)).
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Fig. 2.5: Absorption-time plot of (A) reactants and (B) products. Insets in figs. (A) and (B)
show the fitting of absorbance of reactants and products in accordance with equation 2.30
and 2.31, respectively.
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This equation can also be written in terms of absorbance of product (P), if reactants
do not absorb at the monitoring wavelength,

1
1
2 kt


Amax  At At
l

(2.31)

where At represents the absorbance due to P. The absolute rate constant 2k is obtained
from the linear plot of 1/At against t (Fig.2.5 (B)). For a second order process, it is
necessary to know the value of the molar extinction coefficient, , or in other words the
concentrations of the transient species at specified time, in order to calculate the absolute
rate constant from the observed absorption signal.

2.6.3. Pseudo first order reactions

The bimolecular reaction can also show a first order kinetics. This is done by taking
one of the reactants in large excess, so that its concentration does not change significantly
compared to other reactant and can be considered constant during the course of the
reaction. These reactions are called as pseudo first order reaction.

If R and S react with each other and [S0] >> [R0], then

RS 
 Products

(2.32)

the rate equation for the above reaction can be written as:



d [ R]
 k [S ][ R]  kobs [ R]
dt

(2.33)
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The quantity kobs (=k[S]) is the pseudo first order rate constant with unit s-1. The unit of the
second order specific rate constant k is M-1s-1. On integration under the limits t=0 to t,
equation 2.33 becomes,

ln [R]t –ln [R]0 = -kobs t

(2.34)

The term [R]t and [R]0 refer to the concentrations at time t and at the beginning of the
reaction i.e., (t=0). If A is the absorbance of species R at a particular wavelength  where
the absorption due to solvent, solute and other species are negligible, the term [R] can be
substituted with absorbance, i.e A,

ln  At   ln  A 0    kobs t

(2.35)

This equation can be written as:

log  At   log  A0   0.4343kobs t

(2.36)

For a reaction in which the species R does not absorb at wavelength  but the product
absorbs, the equation can be written as:

log  Amax  At   log  Amax   0.4343 k t

(2.37)

The term Amax represents the maximum absorbance at the plateau in the absorbance vs.
time trace. The bimolecular rate constant (k) is estimated from the linear plot of k obs as a
function of concentration of reactants.
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2.6.4 Competition kinetics

In general, the rate constant for a given reaction is estimated by following the
absorbance of either of reactant or product. However, sometimes due to overlapping
absorbance of reaction components or absence of significant absorbance in the observable
region, direct monitoring of the reaction becomes difficult. To resolve this, competition
kinetics can be employed. This includes use of a standard compound which can react with
given reactant in competition with the reaction being studied. When two reactants R1 and
R2, both of which react with Q individually to form products P1 and P2, respectively, are
taken together; there is a competition between R1 and R2 for Q to give products P1 and P2
respectively, as shown in scheme 2.6.

Q

R1

P1

k1=known

R2 k2=?
P2
Scheme 2.6: Representative scheme for the competitive reaction mechanism.

Here, the reactant R1 is taken as standard which reacts with Q with a known rate
constant of k1 to give product P1. If k2 is the rate constant for the reaction of R2 with Q to
give product P2, then the fraction of P1 formed in absence and in presence of R2 will be
given by equation 2.38.

[ P1 ]s
k1[ R1 ]

[ P1 ]0 ( k1[ R1 ]  k2 [ R2 ])

(2.38)
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On rearrangement, equation 2.38 can be written as,

[ P1 ]0
k [R ]
 1 2 2
[ P1 ]s
k1[ R1 ]

(2.39)

The concentration of P1 in equation can be replaced by its absorbance (A) and equation
2.39 can be written as,

A0
k [R ]
 1 2 2
As
k1[ R1 ]

(2.40)

Where, A0 and As are the absorbences of P1 in absence and presence of R2. The plot
of Ao/As (absorbance ratio) vs [R2]/ [R1] yields a straight line with an intercept of unity.
The slope represents k2/k1 and knowing the value of k1, k2 can be calculated. In the present
study, competition kinetics was used for the estimation of the bimolecular rate constant for
the reaction of organoselenium compounds with ●OH radical and peroxynitrite and
discussed individually in chapters 3 and 4, respectively.

2.7

HPLC

Principle: HPLC is a technique used to separate mixtures into their individual components
based on their relative affinity towards two phases. This is based on the preferential
interaction of analyte with polar or non-polar phases. It includes binding of analyte with a
stationary phase (a solid) and a mobile phase (liquid). The mobile phase flows through the
stationary phase under high pressure (~400-600 atmospheres) and carries the components
of the mixture with it. Eluted samples are then passed through absorbance based detector
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where chromatogram is generated. The components of a basic HPLC system are shown in
fig.2.6.

Fig. 2.6: Basic components of HPLC instrument.

In the present work, ELICO HP-464 instrument was used for HPLC measurements
and the experimental details are given below.

1) Solvent reservoir: Mobile phase or eluents are
contained in solvent reservoirs (glass bottles). The
mobile phase is a mixture of polar and non-polar
liquid components whose concentrations are
varied depending upon the polarity of the analyte.

2) Pump: The instrument is assisted by two
independent pumps which can provide desired flow rate and eluent composition. For all
HPLC studies in present work, isocratic method was used with a flow rate of 1.0
ml/minute.
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3) Sample injector: An injector is used to introduce the sample into the continuously
flowing mobile phase stream. It is composed of a fixed volume thin diameter loop (20 µl)
which is connected to inlet of column.

4) Columns: The column used was a 250 mm long reverse phase C-18 column (Pronstil,
particle size-5.0 µm) made up of polished stainless steel with an internal diameter of 4.6
mm.

5) Detector: The analytes eluted through the column are passed through a UV-Visible
absorption detector (HD-469) having Deuterium/Tungsten (D2/W) lamp as a light source.
6) Data collection devices: The detector is wired to the computer data station to generate
the chromatogram on its display and to process, store and reprocess chromatographic data
using Elichrom version 1.1.4 software.

HPLC measurements were carried out for qualitative and quantitative estimation of
selenoxides and formaldehyde formed during reaction of organoselenium compounds with
different oxidants. The selenoxides were estimated by monitoring the selenoxides (direct
method) or by monitoring oxidized thiols (GSSG/DTTox in indirect method) peaks at 240
nm where the reaction mixture was eluted using 5:95 v/v acetonitrile-water solution
containing 0.1% trifluroacetic acid (TFA). The yield of formaldehyde was estimated in
terms of its dinitro phenylhydrazine (DNPH) derivative which was eluted using 60:40 v/v
acetonitrile-water containing 0.1% TFA and monitored by absorption detection at 345
nm.102
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2.8

Nanoparticles characterization

To study the interaction of organoselenium compounds with GNP, the samples
were prepared and characterized using different techniques, some of which are discussed
below.

2.8.1 DLS

DLS estimates the hydrodynamic diameter of colloidal particle by utilizing their
intrinsic properties i.e., Brownian motion and ability to scatter the incident light.

0.30

G1()
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0.20
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, s

Fig. 2.7: Representative DLS measurement output in the form of decay of (G1(τ)) as a
function of time (τ).

Due to the Brownian motion, the position of the particle changes with time and
results in fluctuation in the intensity pattern of the scattered light. These intensity
fluctuations in scattered light are directly proportional to the movement of the particles
mathematically can be expressed by intensity auto-correlation function G2(τ) given in
equation 2.42. If I(t) is the intensity of light at any time t and I(t+τ) is the intensity after a
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time delay of τ, then rate of change in scattering intensity is given by G2(τ). From this,
electric field correlation function (G1(τ)) is calculated that describes correlated particle
movements and is given in equation 2.41.103

T

G2   

1
I ( t )I ( t   )d
T 0

and

G2    B 1   | G1 ( ) |2 

(2.41)

Where, B is baseline and β is instrument response. Using the intensity measurements, G1
(τ) is and plotted a function of time as shown in fig. 2.7, from which the decay constant ()
and diffusion coefficient (D) are calculated using equation 2.42.

G1    e 

and

   Dq 2

(2.42)

Where q2 reflects the distance the particle travels. The hydrodynamic diameters of the
particles are calculated from the D values using Stokes-Einstein equation.104

D

kT
6 R

(2.43)

Where, k is Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, η is viscosity and R is radius of the
particle. In the present work, DLS measurements were carried out on a Malvern 4800
Autosizer employing 7132 digital correlator. The light source used was a He-Ne laser
being operated at 632 nm with a maximum output power of 2 W. Measurements were
made at 90° scattering angle and at variable laser power depending on the scattering
intensity. G1 () is analyzed by the method of cumulants using the mean and variance of
the distribution as the fitted parameter.
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2.8.2 -potential measurements

Colloidal solutions are often characterized by a net charge at the particle surface
which affects the distribution of ions in the surrounding interfacial region. This results in
formation of an electrical double layer around each particle as shown in fig. 2.8. The inner
layer in which the ions are strongly bound is known as stern layer, whereas the outer layer
where the counter ions are more diffused is called the surface of hydrodynamic shear or
slipping plane. The potential at slipping plane is known as ζ-potential.105

Fig. 2.8: Distribution of counter ions on particle surface and ζ-potential.

Under electric field, charged colloidal particles move towards oppositely charged
electrode with electrophoretic mobility, UE which depends on the magnitude of charge on
the surface of the particles. UE is related to ζ–potential by Henry equation (equation 2.44).

UE 

2 f ( ka )
3

(2.44)
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Where, ε-dielectric constant, η-viscosity and f (ka) is Henry’s function. For aqueous
solutions and moderate electrolyte concentration, f (Ka) is 1.5, and is referred to the
Smoluchowski approximation.

In the present work, -potential measurements were performed on a Zetasizer Nano
(Malvern Instruments, Ltd.). A sample cell with two gold electrodes was used and voltages
up to 200 V were applied to the cell to induce electrophoresis. The light from He-Ne laser
with wavelength 580 nm was incident on the sample and the scattered light was collected
by charge coupled detector (CCD). The phase change between incident light and scattered
light is detected by oscilloscope and further analyzed using PALS (Phase Analysis Light
Scattering) technique to estimate UE from which ζ–potential is calculated using equation
2.44.

2.9

SERS

SERS is a Raman spectroscopic technique that provides greatly enhanced Raman
signal from Raman-active analyte molecules absorbed on metal surfaces.106 If wavelength
of light source matches with surface plasmon resonance (SPR) band of nanoparticles, it
produces Raman signals with a very high multiplication factor and termed as surface
enhanced resonance Raman spectroscopy (SERRS).

For the characterization of binding between GNP and organoselenium compounds,
SERS technique was used. The measurements were carried out at room temperature using
the 660 nm line from a DPSS laser (Ignis 660-500) M/s Laser Quantum Ltd. England. The
laser power used to record the Raman spectrum was 50 mW and the spot size on the
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sample was ~ 50µ. For this, the sample solution was taken in a standard 1cm x 1cm cuvette
and the Raman scattered light was collected at 90° scattering geometry. The scattered light
was detected using a CCD (Synapse, Horiba JobinYvon) based monochromator (Triax550,
Horiba JobinYvon, France) together with an edge filter, covering a spectral range of 2001700 cm-1. Before sample measurements, the spectrometer calibration was carried out
using benzene: CCl4 mixture (1:1 v/v) and indene.
The assignment of spectral peaks was done using Raman spectra of pure
organoselenium compounds taken on a micro-Raman spectrophotometer (SEKI
Technotron) with excitation at 532 nm (power ∼20 mW at sample position). Raman
spectra of these compounds were also calculated theoretically by using quantum chemical
calculations, the details of which are given in section 2.11.

2.10

Assay for determination of antioxidant activity

2.10.1 Cellular toxicity assay

To estimate the antioxidant activity of organoselenium compounds against
peroxynitrite induced cellular damage, cell toxicity measurements were done using MTT
assay.107 For this Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells were grown in 96 well plate in
DMEM culture medium supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum at a density of 2 X
103cells/well in 5% CO2 humidified atmosphere at 37°C. After 16–18 h, the cells were
treated with different concentrations of organoselenium compounds (0.1-1 mM) for 4
hours. To remove extracellular organoselenium compound, cells were washed with 1X
phosphate buffer saline (PBS) three times. To this, 0.5 mM of peroxynitrite was added and
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rapidly mixed with the buffer to distribute the peroxynitrite across the well. After 5
minutes, the PBS was removed and replaced with culture medium. The cells were
incubated for 24 hours and viability was determined by a colorimetric MTT assay. For this,
5 µl of MTT (5 mg/ml) solution was added to each well and incubated for 4 hours.
Addition of MTT leads to formation of formazan which can be seen as blue crystals under
the microscope. This was followed by addition of 100 µl of sodium dodecyl sulphate
(SDS) dissolved in 0.01 M HCl (0.1g/1ml) and further incubated to 12 hours. The amount
of formazan formed is directly proportional to number of live cells and can be monitored
by measuring its absorbance at 532 nm. The cell viability was calculated by using equation
2.45.

%Viability 

Atest
X 100
Acontrol

(2.45)

Where, Atest is the absorbance of test sample and Acontrol is the absorbance of cells in the
absence of any treatment. Cell viability was expressed as percentage (%) viability
compared to the control (100%). Results were expressed as mean ± S.E.M. from two
independent experiments, each one assayed in triplicate.

2.10.2 Gel electrophoresis

To estimate the protection ability of organoselenium compounds towards ROS
induced damage to bio molecules, DNA damage assay was performed.108 ROS can cause
damage to DNA molecules by various ways i.e. base modification, strand break, etc.
Strand breaking of DNA leads to change in its structure which can be utilised to estimate
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the extent of damage. Herein, plasmid pBR322 DNA has a super coiled (SC) structure
which on exposure to ROS (radiation/peroxynitrite) changes to open circular (OC) due to
single strand break. These two forms of pBR322 DNA move with different speeds under
application of electric field and therefore can be separated by using gel electrophoresis
method. For the assay, 1μl of pBR322 (250ng/μl) was mixed with (50 µM-1 mM)
organoselenium compounds and final volume was made up to 19 µl. To this 1 µl of
peroxynitrite (10 mM) was added and incubated for 5 minutes at 20°C. Reaction samples
were mixed with 4 µl of bromophenol dye (6X). Equal volume (20 µl) of each sample was
loaded on 1.5% agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide and subjected to
electrophoresis. For radiation experiments, similar protocol was used and DNA damage
was induced by -radiation (8Gy) instead of peroxynitrite. Gel images were taken using
UV transilluminator and analysed by GeneTools software (Version 08-3d.3.SynGene). The
percentage protection was calculated in terms of reduction in damage to SC DNA relative
to damage obtained in radiation control as given in equation 2.46. For this, the fraction (I)
of SC DNA was calculated for each sample and fraction of SC DNA (Icontrol) for control
experiment was taken as unity. The results were represented as mean ±S.E.M. from two
independent experiments, each one assayed in triplicate.

% protection 

 I test  I ROS 
 Icontrol  I ROS 

X 100

(2.46)

Where, Itest is the fraction of SC DNA treated with ROS in presence of organoselenium
compounds, IROS is the fraction of super coiled DNA treated with ROS.
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2.11

Computational studies

Computational calculations are based on solution of Schrodinger equation,

Hˆ   Eˆ

(2.47)

Where, H is the Hamiltonian operator and E is the corresponding Eigen value of wave
function ψ and represents energy of the system. There are many methods for solving the
many-body Schrodinger equation based on the expansion of the wave function in Slater
determinants. These can be classified in two broad categories as described below.109

Ab-Initio methods: These methods involve solution of Schrodinger equation directly from
theoretical principles and that do not include any experimental data based approximations.
The simplest type of ab-initio electronic structure calculation is the Hartree–Fock (HF)
method in which the correlated electron–electron repulsion is not specifically taken into
account.

Semi-empirical methods: These methods are also based on the HF methods, but include
many approximations and parameters obtained from empirical data. The use of empirical
parameters allows inclusion of electron correlation effects and becomes important for
treatment of large molecules where the HF method becomes expensive.

Density functional theory (DFT): It is among the most popular and versatile methods
available in computational chemistry. For an N-body system, earlier methods involved use
of 3N variables which makes the calculation both time and cost consuming. DFT allows
the determination of the properties of a many-electron system using the spatially dependent
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electron density functional. In many cases the results of DFT calculations for solid-state
systems agree quite satisfactorily with experimental data.

Although density functional theory has its conceptual roots in the Thomas–Fermi
model, DFT was put on a firm theoretical footing by the two Hohenberg–Kohn theorems
(H–K). The first H–K theorem lays the groundwork for reducing the many-body problem
of N electrons with 3N spatial coordinates to 3 spatial coordinates, through the use of
functionals of the electron density. The second H–K theorem defines energy functional for
the system and proves that the correct ground state electron density minimizes this energy
functional. The major problem with DFT is that the exact functionals for exchange and
correlation are not known except for the free electron gas. However, approximations exist
which permit the calculation of certain physical quantities quite accurately. The most
widely used approximations are:

1. Local-density approximation (LDA)
2. Local spin density approximation (LSDA)
3. Generalized gradient approximations (GGA)
4. Meta generalized gradient approximations (meta-GGA), etc.

DFT calculations involve use of different functionals which can be divided in three
categories as given below.109

1. Exchange functionals: Slater exchange functional (S), Becke exchange fnctionals
(B), X alpha exchange (X) etc.
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2. Correlation functional: Lee, Yang, and Parr (LYP- includes both local and nonlocal terms), Becke 95 (B95- gradient-corrected correlation functional) etc.
3. Hybrid functionals: B3LYP (uses the non-local correlation provided by the LYP
expression, and VWN functional III for local correlation), BMK (Boese and
Martin’s τ-dependent hybrid functional) etc.

B3LYP is a hybrid functional in which the exchange energy from Becke's exchange
functional is combined with the exact energy from HF theory. Along with the component
exchange and correlation funсtionals, three parameters define the hybrid functional,
specifying how much of the exact exchange is mixed in. B3LYP with basis sets like 6-31
and 6-311 with (s,p) diffusion corrections has been widely used to characterize selenium
compounds and different reaction intermediates.

As solvation plays an important role in defining the reaction mechanism and
stability of reaction intermediates. Therefore it is essential to use a proper salvation model
for the reaction system. Broadly, solvation models can be classified in two classes:

a) Implicit model
b) Explicit model

Implicit models are based on the assumption that solute can be considered as
surrounded by a homogeneously polarizable medium. This model represents the solvent as
a perturbation to the solute Hamiltonian. The most commonly implicit model is polarizable
continuum model (PCM).110 Further, PCM model can be associated with solvent density
model (SMD) which separates the free energy of solvation into two components. The first
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component is the bulk-electrostatic contribution arising from a self-consistent reaction
field (SCRF) treatment. The second contribution arises from short-range interactions
between the solute and solvent molecules in the first solvation shell, known as cavity–
dispersion–solvent-structure (CDS) and is proportional to the solvent-accessible surface
areas (SASAs) of the individual atoms of the solute.

In the present study, the quantum chemical calculations were performed by
adopting the GAMESS suite of programs on a PC-based LINUX cluster platform.111 The
geometry of the compounds and intermediates were optimized in gaseous phase by
extensive variation in initial confirmation at B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p). The most stable
transient structures were further optimized in water using PCM-SMD model.110 The
optimized structures were verified as global minima structure by performing the frequency
calculation. The energetics of the reactions was calculated by estimating the difference in
the zero-point corrected B3LYP energy of the products and the reactants. To estimate the
strength of non bonding interactions (Enb) in intermediates formed during reaction of
organoselenium compounds with free radicals, natural bond order (NBO) analysis was
done at B3LYP/6-31+G (d,p) level using a Gaussian09 software.112 Raman spectra of
organoselenium compounds was calculated at B3LYP/6-31+G (d,p) level by using the
optimized geometry of organoselenium compounds in water. To generate the Raman
spectra, the change in the energy (E) of the system is calculated as a function of geometry
(R) and external electric field (F) where the intensity of different Raman modes is
proportional to the change in polarizability of the compound as shown in equations 2.48
and 2.49.109
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OR

  
Raman intensity  

 q 

(2.48)

 3 E 
Raman Intensity  
2 
 RF 

(2.49)

Where, α is the polarizability of given compound and q is the electronic charge.
Identification and assignment of different Raman modes was done using MacMolPlt v7.6.1
by utilizing the direction of polarizability tensor. Visualization of the geometry and
relevant molecular orbitals was done by following the Chemmissian software (version
V4.38).

2.12

Other techniques

The characterization of organoselenium compounds and their selenoxides
was done using NMR and MS techniques. The proton (1H), carbon (13C) and
selenium (77Se) NMR spectra of DHS, DHSox, MAS and MASox were recorded on
Bruker Avance-II 500 MHz spectrometer equipped with a magnetic field of 11.74
Tesla and operating at 500 MHz (for 1H) and 95.43 MHz (for
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Se). The NMR

spectra of SeROH compounds were recorded on Bruker Avance-II 300 MHz
spectrometer with magnetic field strength of 7.05 Tesla and operating at 300.13 Hz
(for 1H) and 57.25 MHz (for 77Se). 1H NMR chemical shifts were relative to internal
DMSO peak (δ = 2.49 ppm) whereas
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Se{1H} NMR chemical shifts were taken

relative to external diphenyl diselenide (Ph2Se2) in CDCl 3 (δ 463.0 ppm relative to
Me2Se (0 ppm)). The peak assignments were done using reported NMR data for
these compounds. Mass spectra were recorded on a JEOL JMS-T100LP mass
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spectrometer under atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI+). The size of
GNP was measured using Libra-120 plus TEM instrument (Carl Zeiss, Germany)
operated at 120 kV as the accelerating voltage. For this, a small volume (~10 µl) of
GNP solution was placed on carbon coated copper grid and dried at room
temperature (~28-30 °C). Other analytical tools such as pH meter, fluorometer
(Hitachi

F-4500)

and

absorption

spectrophotometer

spectrophotometer) were used wherever required.
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Chapter-3
Pulse Radiolysis studies on reactions of free radical
oxidants with organoselenium compounds
In this chapter, reactions of ●OH radical with aliphatic linear selenoethers with
varying alkyl chain length (SeROH) were studied using pulse radiolysis technique. The
selenium centered radicals produced during this reaction were characterized by monitoring
their kinetic and spectral properties. The quantitative analysis of the products was done
using steady state radiolysis followed by HPLC measurements. To correlate the nature and
yield of transients with antioxidant activity of SeROH, studies were performed on GPx
activity and DNA protection ability against radiation induced damage. The energetics of
the different steps involved in these reactions was estimated by quantum chemical
calculations.
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3.1

Introduction

Free radicals are species that are capable of independent existence containing one
or more unpaired electrons, which makes them very reactive. In cells, free radicals are
produced during processes like metabolism and mitochondrial electron transfer.113,114 High
levels of free radicals can cause imbalance in cellular redox system leading to oxidative
stress. Among different free radicals, ●OH radical is a very strong oxidising radical and
reacts with target molecules in non-selective manner. The ●OH radicals reactions are in
general, very fast and cannot be studied by simple kinetic spectrometric techniques like
stopped flow etc. In this regard, pulse radiolysis technique offers a convenient tool to
generate ●OH radicals and study its reactions with various substrates in nano to milli
second time scale. Due to the importance of thiols in several biological systems, extensive
research has been carried out to understand the reaction of ●OH radical with organosulfur
compounds using pulse radiolysis. 115,116 The different types of transients formed during
one-electron transfer processes of organosulfur compounds like thiols (RSH), sulfides
(RSR), disulfides (RSSR) have been well characterized which include sulfur centered
radical cations (>S●+), disulfide radical anions (-(SS●–)-), dimer radical cation ((>SS<)+)
and neutral radicals (RS). The major work on sulfur based radicals has been contributed
by Asmus and co-workers.117,118,119 He proposed that the initial reaction of ●OH radical
with organosulfur compounds takes place at sulfur centre to form hydroxy sulfauranyl
radical (>SOH). The initially formed (>SOH) radical would react with another sulfur
molecule to form ((>S)2OH)● radical complex which then undergoes dehydroxylation to
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give (>SS<)+ radical. The proposed structures of these transients are given in scheme
3.1.
H
R
S

R

R

O

S

S

R

R
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Scheme 3.1: Structures of ((>S)2OH)● radical and (>SS<)+ radical.
The formation of (>SS<)+ radical was proposed to take place by association of
(>S●+) radical with unoxidized sulfur molecule via formation of a two centre-three electron
(2c-3e) bond.120 This bond arises due to overlapping of unpaired electron in p-orbital of
(>S●+) radical with lone pair of another sulfur atom of unoxidized molecule. 121 Out of the
three electrons involved in bonding, two electrons resides in bonding () orbital and one
electron in anti-bonding (*) orbital as shown in fig. 3.1 and is written as 2/1* bond.

Fig. 3.1: Molecular orbital representation of 2c-3e bond.

The presence of one electron in * orbital weakens the bond and the overall bond
order of 2c-3e bond is 0.5. Therefore, this bond is also known as hemi bond. These type of
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transient species can be easily detected by absorption changes due to allowedness of  to
* electronic transitions. Supportive information on the existence of hemi bond has been
provided by quantum chemical calculations and confirmed by electron para magnetism
(EPR) and X-ray studies.122 In unsubstituted aliphatic monosulfides e.g. dimethyl sulfide,
the (>SS<)+ radical formed during their reaction with ●OH radical, undergoes radicalradical reaction to form corresponding sulfoxide. 123 Similar results were not observed for
functionalized sulfides.124 The formation and nature of these transient species has been
found to be greatly affected by neighbouring group participation. Presence of hetero atoms
like N, O, etc., in proximity to sulfur atom, have been found to influence the spectral and
redox properties of the transients. For example, the reaction of ●OH radical with Met at
acidic pH, formed (>S●+) which was further converted to (>SS<)+ radical. 125 At neutral
pH, (>S●+) radical undergoes irreversible decarboxylation through formation of 5membered cyclic intermediate involving (SN) bond.126

Selenium belonging to the same group as sulfur, participates in electron transfer
reactions in a similar way as sulfur. Being more electropositive, selenium can be easily
oxidized and can participate in redox reactions more easily as compared to analogous
sulfur compounds. Although extensive studies on the free radical induced electron transfer
reactions of organosulfur compounds have been performed, such reactions are not widely
explored for organoselenium compounds. The first study on pulse radiolysis of
organoselenium compounds was reported by Badiello et al in 1969, where he showed that
the reaction of ●OH radical with selenourea results in formation of a charged complex
having two molecules of selenourea.127 Similar studies were carried out on CysSeSeCys
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and SeMet, however, the structure of this charged complex remained unclear at that
time.128,129 In 2004, Mishra et al showed that the charged complex formed in selenourea is
a selenium centered dimer radical cation ((>SeSe<)+) which is formed by a
intermolecular 2c-3e bond between two selenium atoms. 130 Unlike their sulfur analogues
(thiourea), this transient was found to be reactive towards molecular oxygen and degrades
to form elemental selenium. 131 Similar results were observed for reaction of ●OH radical
with 1,1’-dimethyl-2-selenourea.132 Asmus and co-workers also showed that (>SeSe<)+
radical acts as the redox intermediate between SeMet and its oxide (SeMetox).133 Further,
the rate of reaction with ●OH radical and stability of transients formed therein have been
found to be greatly affected by nature of functional groups present in organoselenium
compounds. A comparative study on reaction of ●OH radical with SeCys, SeCysA and
DSePA carried out by Mishra et. al. showed that the compounds having electron donating
group like, carboxylate (COO–) were easier to undergo oxidation than those having
electron withdrawing groups and the reactivity of these compounds is guided by electron
density on selenium atom.87 Also the hydroxyselenouranyl adduct (>SeOH) of DSePA
forms a stable selenium centered radical cation (>Se●+) while that of CysSeSeCys and
SeCysA were destabilized and undergo fragmentation to form selenyl radical which further
get converted to triselenide radical adduct. In another study by Koppenol group, the role of
SeCys in electron transfer reactions was explored and it was shown that SeCys acts as an
efficient catalyst in coupling one and two electron transfer processes, which otherwise are
quite slow.134
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Similar to organosulfur compounds, the presence of hetero atom in organoselenium
compounds has been observed to affect the nature of transients through formation of 2c-3e
bond between selenium and hetero atom. Due to higher covalent radius of selenium, these
interactions are more favorable in selenium compounds than in their sulfur analogues
resulting in higher thermodynamic and kinetic stability of selenium based radicals having
(SeX; X=N, O, etc.).121,133 A study from our group on SeMet and Met has shown that
even though the initial reaction of ●OH radical with both SeMet and Met is similar, extent
of decarboxylation reaction is lower in SeMet and attributed to higher stability of its
radical cation as compared to that of Met.135 Similarly, experimental and theoretical studies
reported by Asmus and co-workers showed that aliphatic selenides are more reactive
towards free radicals and the resultant selenium based transients are more stable than those
from analogous sulfides. 136 In another study involving the effect of chain length on the
nature and stability of transients formed during one-electron transfer reactions of aliphatic
selenocarboxylic acids, it was observed that bis(propyl carboxylic acid) undergoes
significantly lower radiolytic degradation (via decarboxylation reaction) compared to its
homologues due to formation of thermodynamically stable five membered ring in
(>SeO) radical. 137

From the studies carried out so far on electron transfer reactions of organoselenium
compounds, it has been inferred that factors like electronic energy levels, stability of
transients, neighboring group participation, etc., have important role in defining the
electron transfer reactions of organoselenium compounds. Therefore, it is very important to
understand the correlation between various molecular descriptors with the structure,
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substitution and antioxidant activity of these compounds. Present work aims at
identification of various molecular descriptors that affects the electron transfer reactions,
nature of transients and their effect on overall antioxidant activity of organoselenium
compounds. For this, the study has been divided in two sections. Section A discusses the
effect of alkyl chain length on electron transfer reactions of three linear aliphatic
selenoethers SeEOH, SePOH and SeBOH.95 Section B, explores the importance of
structure on the nature of transient formed. For this a comparison has been done between
electron transfer properties of SeEOH and its cyclic analogue DHS.70,90 The chemical
structure of these compounds are given in scheme 3.2.

HO
HO
Se

OH

bis(2-ethanol)selenide
(SeEOH)

HO

Se

OH

HO

bis(3-propanol)selenide
(SePOH)

OH

OH
Se

bis(4-butanol)selenide
(SeBOH)

Se
3,4-dihydroxyselenolane
(DHS)

Scheme 3.2: Chemical structures of the SeROH compounds.

3.2

Materials and Methods

Pulse radiolysis technique was used for the study of free radical reactions of
SeROH and transient characterization. The instrumental details of this technique are
discussed in chapter 2. The average absorbed dose used for most of the experiments was 9
± 1 Gy; if different doses are used, they are mentioned accordingly. The reaction products
were identified and quantified by HPLC. Quantum chemical calculations were performed
by adopting the GAMESS suite of programs on a PC-based LINUX cluster platform.
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3.3

Results and discussion
Section-A

Electron transfer reactions of linear organoselenium compounds: Effect of alkyl chain
length

3.3.1

Pulse radiolysis studies
Pulse radiolysis studies were carried out to study the reaction of ●OH radical with

SeROH compounds and the results from individual compound are presented below.

3.3.1.1 SeEOH
The reaction of ●OH radical with SeEOH was studied by radiolysing N2O saturated
aqueous solution at pH 7. Fig. 3.2(A) shows the time resolved transient absorption
spectrum generated by the reaction of ●OH radical with 50 µM SeEOH. The absorption
spectrum showed two absorption bands with maxima at 320 nm and 490 nm. The species
absorbing at 320 nm was formed readily within 2 µs whereas the transient absorbing at 480
nm is formed slowly (~20 µs) compared to that absorbing at 320 nm. To differentiate the
nature of transients, decay traces at 320 nm and 490 nm were recorded and analyzed (Fig.
3.2(B)). The transient absorbing at 320 nm decayed by following first order kinetics, with a
rate constant of (3.8 ± 0.2) x 103 s-1, while that absorbing at 490 nm followed second order
kinetics with 2k/εl value of (9.4 ± 0.3) x 105 s-1, where ε is the extinction coefficient of
transient at 490 nm.
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Fig. 3.2: (A) Time resolved transient spectra (at 2 µs and 20 µs) generated on pulse
radiolysis of N2O saturated aqueous solution of 50 µM SeEOH at pH 7. Fig. (B) shows the
absorbance-time plot of transients at 320 nm and 490 nm.

To characterize the transients, their absorption spectra were recorded at different
concentration of SeEOH (0.1 mM-2.5 mM) as shown in fig. 3.3(A). At 100 µM of SeEOH,
the transient absorption spectrum showed a prominent absorption maximum at 320 nm and
another broad absorption band with a maximum at 490 nm (Fig. 3.3(A)-a). Increasing the
concentration to 1 mM and 2.5 mM, although generated similar spectral pattern, the
absorbance at 490 nm increased significantly, while that at 320 nm was little influenced
(Fig. 3.3(A)-b&c). As shown in fig. 3.3 (B), the absorbance at 490 nm increased gradually
with increase in SeEOH concentration (0.05 mM-1 mM) while no significant changes were
observed in the absorbance at 320 nm.
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Fig. 3.3: (A) Transient absorption spectra obtained at 10 µs after pulse radiolysing N2O
saturated aqueous solution of (a) 100 µM, (b) 1 mM and (c) 2.5 mM SeEOH at pH 7. Fig.
(B) shows the variation of absorbance of transients absorbing at 320 nm and 490 nm as a
function of SeEOH concentration.
Earlier reports on the reaction of ●OH radical with selenium compounds have
shown that ●OH radical initially adds to selenium center to form (>SeOH) radical as
shown in equation 3.1. The (>SeOH) radical can form (>SeSe<)+ radical by direct
replacement of OH– by parent SeEOH molecule (equation 3.2). Also it can undergo proton
catalyzed elimination of OH– to form (>Se●+) radical followed by addition of parent
SeEOH molecule resulting in formation of (>SeSe<)+ radical (equation 3.3 and 3.4).
Both these processes would depend on the concentration of SeEOH. As shown in fig.
3.3(B), the absorbance at 490 nm increased with increase in SeEOH concentration,
therefore, the transient absorbing at 490 nm was attributed to the formation of (>SeSe<)+
radical.

 Se  OH  (  Se  OH )

(3.1)
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(  Se  Se  )  OH 
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H
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The absorption band at 320 nm may be either due to the formation of (>SeOH)
radical or (>Se●+) radical. This was resolved by monitoring the absorbance at 320 nm in
the presence of different concentration of phosphate (H2PO4–) ion (proton donor).138
(>SeOH) radical in presence of H2PO4– ions would undergo proton catalyzed
dehydration to form (>Se●+) radical leading to decrease in the absorbance due to
(>SeOH) radical. Fig. 3.4(A) shows that the absorbance at 490 nm increased
monotonically with increase in H2PO4– ion concentration while no significant change was
observed for absorbance at 320 nm. This rules out the possibility of transient absorbing at
320 nm to be a (>SeOH) radical. Further, at pH 1, due to very high proton concentration,
(>SeOH) radical will be quantitatively converted to (>Se●+) radical. Fig. 3.4(B) shows
the overlay of transient spectra generated by reaction of ●OH radical with 50 µM SeEOH at
pH 7 (spectrum (a) in fig 3.4 B) and pH 1 (spectrum (b) in fig 3.4 B). Due to low
concentration of SeEOH, extent of dimerization reaction would be suppressed and only
(>Se●+) radical is expected to be observed. However, the transient spectrum at pH 1,
showed absorption maximum only at 490 nm whereas the absorption band at 320 nm was
not observed. Further, as shown in fig. 3.2, the absorbance at 320 nm did not change
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significantly with increase in SeEOH concentration. This confirms that absorbance at 320
nm is neither due to (>SeOH) radical nor due to (>Se●+) radical.
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Fig. 3.4: (A) Variation in transient absorbance at 320 nm and 490 nm as a function of
H2PO4– ion concentration. Fig. B shows the transient absorption spectra obtained at 20 µs
after pulse radiolysing N2O saturated aqueous solution of 50 µM SeEOH at (a) pH 7 and
(b) pH 1.

On close observation of the decay and formation kinetics of the 320 nm absorbing
species as a function of SeEOH and proton concentration, it can be noticed that this
absorption band is formed very fast as compared to the (>SeSe<)+ radical, and is not the
precursor or successor of (>SeSe<)+ radical. The first order decay of the transient
absorbing at 320 nm, which is independent of SeEOH and proton concentration, can be
envisaged to the formation of a carbon centered radical of the type α-(hydroxyl ethyl)
seleno methyl radical (HOCH2CH2SeCH2●). Such radicals can be formed by rearrangement
of (>SeOH) radical at α-position to the selenium centre followed by elimination of water
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and formaldehyde (HCHO) molecules via Barton reaction (path II in scheme 3.3).124b
Similar mechanism has been proposed by Schoneich et al for the reaction of ●OH radical
with organosulfur compounds and has been supported by detection of HCHO formed as
the side product.124b Based on these results, it was concluded that the reaction of ●OH
radical

with

SeEOH

leads

to

formation

of

two

main

transients

namely,

(HOCH2CH2SeCH2●) radical and (>SeSe<)+ radical and shown in scheme 3.3.
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Scheme 3.3: Reaction scheme showing formation of possible transients during reaction of


OH radical with SeEOH.

3.3.1.2 SePOH
Similar to SeEOH, the reaction of ●OH radical with SePOH was carried out at
different concentration of SePOH (50 µM-5 mM) (Fig. 3.5 (A)). At 50 µM, the transient
spectrum (spectrum (a) in fig. 3.5) was broad in the range from 200 nm to 600 nm with
absorption maximum at around 370 nm. With increase in SePOH concentration from 50
µM to 250 µM (spectrum (b)), the absorbance in the wavelength range 350-380 decreased
while that at 500 nm increased considerably with evolution of a shoulder band at 460 nm.
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At higher concentration (1 mM, spectrum (c)) the transient absorption spectrum did not
show any band at 370 nm but displayed two absorption maxima, one at 320 nm and
another at 460 nm-500 nm.
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Fig. 3.5: (A) Transient spectra recorded at 5 µs after pulse radiolysing N2O saturated
aqueous solution of (a) 50 µM, (b) 250 µM and (c) 1 mM SePOH at pH7. Fig. (B) shows
the time resolved transient absorption spectra generated on pulse radiolysis of N2O
saturated aqueous solution of 0.1 mM SePOH at pH 7.
Fig. 3.5(B) shows the time resolved transient spectra generated by reaction of ●OH
radical with 0.1 mM SePOH at pH 7. The transient spectrum at ~1 µs showed broad
absorption maximum at 350 – 370 nm, which decayed with the evolution of a new
absorption band with maximum at 500 nm at ~40 µs after the pulse. To characterize the
transients, absorption-time plots were recorded at 370 nm, 460 nm and 500 nm and fitted
to first order decay kinetics (Fig. 3.6). The rate constant values were estimated to be (1.2 ±
0.2) x 103 s-1, (2.7 ± 0.2) x 103 s-1 and (3.6 ± 0.3) x103 s-1 for the decay of absorption-time
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plot at 370 nm, 460 nm and 500 nm, respectively, indicating that the three different
transients are not of the same nature.
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Fig. 3.6: Absorption-time plot of transients absorbing at 370 nm, 460 nm and 500 nm
formed during the pulse radiolysis of N2O saturated solution of 100µM SePOH at pH 7.
To assign these bands, the transient absorption spectrum of 100 µM SePOH was
recorded in absence and in presence of 5 mM phosphate buffer (Fig. 3.7(A)). As seen in
spectrum (a), in the absence of phosphate buffer, a broad absorption band with maxima at
~370 nm was observed with negligible absorbance at 460 nm. However, in presence of 5
mM phosphate buffer (spectrum (b)), the absorbance at 370 nm disappeared with evolution
of 460 nm absorbance band. Further, the absorbencies at 370 nm, 460 nm and 500 nm were
monitored as a function of H2PO4 concentration (0.05 mM-2.5 mM). As shown in fig.
3.7(B), with increase in H2PO4˗ concentration (0 to 2.5 mM) the absorbance at 370 nm
decreased while that at 460 nm and 500 nm increased. This indicated that the transient
absorbing at 370 nm is (>SeOH) radical.
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Fig. 3.7: (A) Transient absorption spectra obtained at 20 µs after pulse radiolysis of N2O
saturated aqueous solution of 100 µM SePOH in absence (a) and in presence of (b) 5 mM
phosphate buffer. Fig. (B) shows the variation in absorbance of transients (at 370 nm and
500 nm) at 20 µs after pulse radiolysing N2O saturated aqueous solution of SePOH as a
function of H2PO4- ions at pH 7.

These studies indicate that (>SeOH) radical absorbing at 370 nm can decay by
different competing pathways i.e. uncatalyzed spontaneous dissociation (kd) (Path I in
scheme 3.4), acid catalyzed elimination of hydroxide ion (k h) (Path II in scheme 3.4) and
reaction with another SePOH molecule (ks) (Path III in scheme 3.4).137
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Scheme 3.4: Different pathways for decay of (>SeOH) radical of SePOH.
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The experimentally observed rate constant (kobs) for the decay of (>SeOH)
radical can be expressed as given in equation 3.5.
kobs = ks[SePOH] + kh[H+] + kd

(3.5)

The individual components were estimated by performing two different sets of
experiments. In the first experiment, kobs values were followed as a function of SePOH
concentration, at pH 7 (Fig. 3.8). This resulted in a linear graph where the slope and
intercept gives ks and (kh[H+] + kd), respectively. In the second experiment, kobs was
followed as a function of H+ ion concentration (inset of fig. 3.8), keeping SePOH
concentration fixed and the slope and intercept of the linear plot were equal to kh and (kd +
ks[SePOH]).
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Fig. 3.8: Linear increase in the rate constant for the decay of (>SeOH) radical as a
function of SePOH concentration. Inset shows variation in the rate constant for the decay
of (>SeOH) radical with change in proton concentration.
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Using these relations, ks, kh and kd values were estimated to be (3.0 ± 0.1) x 108 M1 -1

s , (6.8 ± 0.4) x 107 M-1s-1 and (2.5 ± 0.4) x 103 s-1, respectively. The calculated value of

kd matched well with experimentally obtained value of k obs of 100 µM SePOH (2.9 x 103 s1

) in nanopure water where the contribution of kh[H+] and ks[SePOH] is negligible.
The absorbing species at 460 nm and 500 nm could be either (>Se●+) radical or

(>SeSe<)+ radical. To resolve this, absorbencies at 460 nm and 500 nm were followed as
a function of SePOH concentration, where it was observed that the absorbance at both 460
nm and 500 nm increased with increase in SePOH concentration at a fixed concentration of
phosphate buffer (Fig. 3.9). Like the 500 nm absorbing species, 460 nm transient also
increased with increasing parent concentration, however the decay pattern (Fig. 3.6) at two
wavelengths was different indicating that even though both the transients are formed
through (>SeOH) radical, they appear to have different structures.
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Fig. 3.9: The variation in absorbance of transients absorbing at 460 nm and 500 nm as a
function of SePOH concentration at pH 7.
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This was further confirmed by performing the reaction with N3● radical, a specific
one electron oxidant.139 The transient spectrum generated on reaction of 1 mM SePOH
with N3● radical showed only one peak with maximum at 460 nm. As N3● radical is a
specific one-electron oxidant, it will oxidize SePOH to SePOH radical cation (>Se●+)
(equation 3.6), which can combine with parent molecule (SePOH) to form (>SeSe<)+
radical (equation 3.4).

 Se  N 3   Se   N 3

(3.6)

Fig. 3.10(A) shows the transient absorption spectrum generated by reaction of N3●
radical with 1 mM SePOH. Unlike, ●OH radical reaction, the transient spectrum generated
by N3● radical produced only one absorption band with wavelength maximum at 460 nm
and the decay profile of the transients both at 460 nm and 500 nm was similar (inset of fig.
3.10(B)). These results suggest that the species absorbing at 460 nm is (>SeSe<)+ radical
(equation 3.4) formed through the one-electron oxidation. As transient absorbing at 500
nm is not observed for N3● radical reaction with SePOH, it indicates that the later is not
formed through (>Se●+) radical. Therefore, formation of 500 nm transient is proposed to
take place by association of (>SeOH) adduct with the parent SePOH (equation 3.7).
Similar kinds of transients have been proposed to be formed during reaction of ●OH radical
with dimethylsulfide by Schoneich et al.124a

 Se  OH   Se  ( HO ) Se  Se 

(3.7)
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Fig. 3.10: Transient absorption spectrum obtained at 40 µs after pulse radiolysing N2O
saturated aqueous solution of 0.1 M sodium azide containing 1 mM SePOH at pH 7. Inset
shows overlay of absorption-time plot of transients absorbing at 460 nm and 500 nm.

3.3.1.3 SeBOH

The transient spectra generated by radiolysing N2O saturated aqueous solution of
SeBOH showed similar features as that of SeEOH and SePOH. As seen in fig. 3.11, the
spectra showed absorption band at 500 nm and another weak absorption band at ~320 nm.
To characterize the transients, their spectra were monitored as a function of SeBOH
concentration ((a)-50 µM, (b)- 100 µM and (c)- 500 µM). With increase in SeBOH
concentration, the absorbance at 500 nm increased significantly with no other spectral
changes. This indicated that the transient absorbing at 500 nm is the major species formed
during the reaction of ●OH radical with SeBOH. In another experiment, the absorbance at
500 nm was monitored as a function of H2PO4- ion concentration, where the absorbance at
500 nm was found to increase with increase in H2 PO4- ion concentration as shown in inset
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of fig. 3.11. Based on these results and in analogy with that of SeEOH and SePOH, the
transient absorbing at 500 nm was attributed to (>SeSe<)+ radical.
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Fig. 3.11: Transient absorption spectra obtained at 5 µs after pulse radiolysing N 2O
saturated aqueous solution of (a) 50 µM, (b) 100 µM and (c) 500 µM SeBOH at pH 7.
Inset shows the variation in absorbance of transient absorbing at 500 nm as a function of
H2PO4- ion concentration.
To confirm this, the reaction of SeBOH with N3● radical was carried out. As seen in
fig. 3.12, the transient absorption spectrum generated by reaction of 1 mM SeBOH with
N3● radical showed single absorption band with maximum at 500 nm with similar spectral
features as obtained from the reaction with ●OH radical. This confirmed that the transient
absorbing at 500 nm is (>SeSe<)+ radical.
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Fig. 3.12: Transient absorption spectra generated at 5 µs after pulse radiolysing N2O
saturated aqueous solution of 0.1 M NaN3 containing 1 mM SeBOH at pH 7.
Since ●OH radical is non-selective in its reactions, it can also react with SeROH via
H-abstraction from alkyl chain, leading to formation of C-centered radicals. To assess the
contribution of the transients formed by H-abstraction in the transient absorption spectra,
the reaction of H atom with SeROH was carried out. Fig. 3.13 represents the transient
absorption spectra generated by reaction of H atom with SeEOH, SePOH and SeBOH. It is
clear from the spectra that none of these compounds on reaction with H atom produced any
transient having absorption 280-600 nm wavelength regions. From this, it can be
concluded that the transient spectra generated by pulse radiolysis of N2O saturated solution
of SeROH is obtained by direct electron transfer reaction only and have no contribution
from H-abstraction reaction.
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Fig. 3.13: Transient absorption spectra generated at 40 µs after pulse radiolysing N2
saturated aqueous solution containing 0.1 M perchloric acid (HClO4), 1 mM t-butanol and
0.5 mM SeROH.

As discussed earlier in chapter 2, the rate constant (kSeROH+•OH) for the reaction of
●

OH radical with SeROH compounds can be calculated by following the formation of

(>SeSe<)+ radical, however, since (>SeSe<)+ radical exists in equilibrium with
(>Se●+), this can lead to error in kSeROH+•OH measurements. Therefore, kSeROH+•OH was
determined by employing competition kinetics (details given in chapter 2) using
isopropanol (ISP) as reference solute.140 ISP reacts with ●OH radical with a bimolecular
rate constant of kISP+•OH=1.9 x 109 M-1 s-1 as shown in equation 3.8. Also, as discussed
earlier, the reaction of ●OH radical with SeROH compounds results in formation of
(>SeSe<)+ radical as shown in equation 3.9 where kSeROH+•OH represents the bimolecular
rate constant for the reaction of ●OH radical with SeROH compounds. For a solution
containing both SeROH and ISP, there will be competition for ●OH radical by both
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SeROH and ISP, depending on their concentrations. Therefore the amount of (>SeSe<)+
radical formed will decrease as a function of ISP concentration.

k





ISP  OH
OH  ISP  
  products



SeROH  OH
OH   Se 

 (  Se  Se  )   products

k

(3.8)



(3.9)

If A0 and A are the absorbances of (>SeSe<)+ radical at 500 nm in absence and
presence of ISP then kSeROH+•OH can be estimated from equation 3.10.

k 
Ao
 ISP 
 1  ISP+ OH
A
k SeROH + OH  SeROH 

(3.10)

‘A’ was monitored as a function of ISP concentration (0-1 mM) keeping SeROH
concentration fixed at 4 mM. Plotting (A0/A-1) v/s [ISP]/[SeROH], the slope was obtained
as kISP+•OH/kSeROH+•OH from which kSeROH+•OH values were calculated. The results obtained,
as listed in table 3.1, showed that ●OH radical reacts with SeROH with a near diffusion
controlled rate constant which did not change with alkyl chain length of SeROH
compounds.
3.3.1.4 Reaction with CCl3O2● radical
CCl3O2● radicals are model peroxyl radicals and can be conveniently generated by
pulse radiolysis. 141 As seen in fig. 3.14(A), the reaction of CCl3O2● radicals with SeEOH,
SePOH and SeBOH generated transient spectra with absorption maxima at 460 nm, 480
nm and 500 nm, respectively, similar to those observed for ●OH radical reactions. The
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decay pattern of the transients obtained from the reaction of SeROH with CCl3O2● radicals
showed similarity with (>SeSe<)+ radical. In analogy with reaction of SeROH with ●OH
radical and N3● radical, these bands were assigned to (>SeSe<)+ radical.
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Fig. 3.14: (A) Transient absorption spectra obtained at 5 µs after pulse radiolysing
aqueous solution of 2 mM SeROH in an aqueous matrix containing 4% carbon
tetrachloride (CCl4), and 48% isopropanol at pH 7. Fig. (B) shows the absorbance time
decay traces of 2 mM SeROH in above said matrix at 480 nm, 460 nm and 500 nm,
respectively.
Fig. 3.14(B) shows the absorption-time plot for the decay of (>SeSe<)+ radical
generated during reaction of CCl3 O2● radical with SeROH. These radicals followed second
order decay kinetics with 2k/εl value of (9.2 ± 0.5) x 105, (7.6 ± 0.6) x 105 and (5.8 ± 0.4) x
105 s-1 for SeEOH, SePOH and SeBOH, respectively. These results showed that the
(>SeSe<)+ radical of SeEOH is less stable than that generated from SePOH and SeBOH.
The bimolecular rate constant for the reaction of CCl3 O2● radical with SeROH was
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estimated by employing competition kinetics using ABTS2- as reference solute (Table
3.1).142 CCl3O2● radical reacts with ABTS2- to with a rate constant of kABTS2-+CCl3O2• to
form ABTS●– radical as shown in equation 3.11, formation of which can be monitored by
following is absorbance at 645 nm.

k

ABTS 2 CCl O

3 2
CCl3O2  ABTS 2  
 CCl3O2  ABTS 

k

(3.11)

SeROH CCl O

3 2
CCl3O2   Se 
 CCl3O2  (  Se  Se )

(3.12)

On addition of SeROH, both ABTS2– and SeROH (equation 3.12) will react
competitively with CCl3O2● radical and the bimolecular rate constant (kSeROH+CCl3O2•) for
the reaction of SeROH with CCl3O2● radical will be given by equation 3.13.

k SeROH CCl O 
Ao
3 2
 1
A
k ABTS 2- CCl O
3

2

 SeROH 

(3.13)

 ABTS 2- 

Where A0 and A are the absorbancies of ABTS●– radical at 645 nm, in absence and
presence of 10-100 µM SeROH.
Table 3.1: Rate constant values for the reaction of SeROH with ●OH and CCl3O2●
radicals.

Compounds

SeEOH

SePOH

SeBOH

Rate constant (k) kSeROH+OH

10.0 ± 0.1

7.3 ± 0.1

9.7 ± 0.1

x109 M-1s-1

0.48 ± 0.04

0.88 ± 0.03

1.13 ± 0.06

kSeROH+CCl3O2
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The estimated values for kSeROH+CCl3O2• are listed in table 3.1. The results showed
that the reactivity of SeROH compounds towards CCl3O2● radical increases with increase
in alkyl chain length of SeROH.
3.3.1.5 Estimation of the equilibrium constant for the formation of (>SeSe<)+ radical
As discussed earlier, the reaction of ●OH radical leads to formation of (>Se)●+
radical and (>SeSe<)+ radical as shown in equation 3.3 and 3.4. The formation of
(>Se)●+ radical was very fast (~109 M-1s-1) while (>SeSe<)+ radical was found to be
formed at comparatively lower rate (~105 M-1s-1). Formation of (>SeSe<)+ radical can be
defined by the equilibrium between (>Se)●+ radical and (>SeSe<)+ radical and is
independent of primary reactions involved in formation of (>Se)●+ radical as shown in
equation 3.4. The equilibrium constant (Keq) for this reaction was calculated by following
the absorbance of (>SeSe<)+ radical at pH 7 and pH 1 as a function of SeROH
concentration (0.1 mM- 1 mM) according to equation 3.14.80

1
1
1
1


A Amax K eq Amax [ SeROH ]

(3.14)

Where, A is the absorbance of (>SeSe<)+ radical of SeROH at 500 nm. Fig. 3.15 (A &
B) shows the linear plot for variation in absorbance of (>SeSe<)+ radical as a function of
SeROH concentration (0.1 mM-1 mM) at pH 7 and pH 1, respectively.
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Fig. 3.15: Double reciprocal plot for variation in absorbance of (>SeSe<)+ radical at
500 nm as a function of SeROH concentration (0.1 mM-1 mM) at (A) pH 7 and (B) pH 1.

The ratio of the intercept and slope of the linear plots gave the Keq values at pH 7
and pH 1, which are listed in table 3.2. It is evident that the Keq value for the (>SeSe<)+
radical decreased in the order SeBOH > SeEOH > SePOH.

Table 3.2: The decay rate constants and equilibrium constant for the formation of
(>SeSe<)+ radical.

Compounds

Equilibrium constant (>SeSe<)+ radical decay rate constant
(K, M-1) x 104
pH 1

pH 7

First order (k, s-1) x103 Second order (k, M-1s-1)
(at low SeROH conc.)

x108 (at high SeROH conc.)

SeEOH

2.0 ± 0.2

1.1 ± 0.2

4.0 ± 0.3

15.2 ± 0.8

SePOH

0.8 ± 0.1

4.2 ± 0.3

3.5 ± 0.2

10.3 ± 0.3

SeBOH

3.5 ± 0.2

2.8 ± 0.3

3.2 ± 0.2

9.4 ± 0.2
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The absorption-time plot of the (>SeSe<)+ radical showed complex decay
kinetics. At lower concentration (<1 mM), the (>SeSe<)+ radical decayed by first order
kinetics and shifted to second order at higher concentrations (>1 mM). As, there is an
equilibrium between (>Se)●+ radical and (>SeSe<)+ radical (equation 3.4), at lower
concentration of SeROH, (>Se)●+ radical is the dominant species, which may undergo
deprotonation or neutralization through first order kinetics as given in equation 3.15 and
3.16. Therefore, at lower concentrations of SeROH, (>SeSe<)+ radical was observed to
decay by first order kinetics.

.

+
Se
HO

- H+
OH

Se
HO

.

OH

 Se   H 2 O  (  Se  OH )  H 

(3.15)

(3.16)

However, at higher concentrations (~2 mM), the equilibrium is mainly shifted
towards right direction i.e. (>SeSe<)+ radical formation, which can undergo radicalradical reaction and follow second order decay kinetics as shown in equation 3.17.
2( Se  Se  )  Se 2   3Se 

(3.17)

The absorption –time plots of (>SeSe<)+ radical of SeROH compounds were
fitted to second order to give decay rate constant values in the form of 2k/εl, where ε is the
extinction coefficient of (>SeSe<)+ radical. To get the actual value of k, the ε values of
(>SeSe<)+ radical were calculated using transient absorption spectra of SeROH at pH 1,
where formation of (>SeSe<)+ radical is quantitative and the G●OH (0.27 µmol/J) can be
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directly considered as G(>SeSe<)+. Using G(>SeSe<)+ as 0.27 µmol/J, the calculated ε values
of (>SeSe<)+ radical were (7.3 ± 0.2) x 103, (9.8 ± 0.5) x 103 and (7.9 ± 0.3) x 103 M1

cm-1 for (>SeSe<)+ radical of SeEOH, SePOH and SeBOH, respectively. Substituting

these values in 2k/εl, k values were calculated and are listed in table 3.2. The results
indicated that the rate constant for the decay of (>SeSe<)+ radical decreased with
increase in alkyl chain length, which may be due to the steric interference from alkyl chain
during radical-radical reactions and the same may be responsible for the increase in
stability of (>SeSe<)+ radical with increase in alkyl chain length.
Oxidizing vs. reducing transients formed during reaction of ●OH radical with

3.3.2
SeROH

The different types of radicals produced during the reaction of SeROH with ●OH
radical can be oxidizing or reducing in nature. The (>SeSe<)+ radical which is the main
observed transient will be oxidizing in nature while the C-centered radicals will be
reducing in nature. The redox properties of these transients can be studied by monitoring
their reaction with suitable redox couples.

3.3.2.1 Oxidizing radicals
In the present study, the oxidizing ability of the (>SeSe<)+ radical was estimated
by utilizing their reaction with ABTS2 (ABTS●/ABTS2, E0=+0.67 V vs NHE). The
(>SeSe<)+ radical of SeROH will oxidize ABTS2 to ABTS● and the resultant reaction
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can be monitored by following the absorbance of ABTS● at 645 nm (ε645nm = 1.3 × 104 M1

cm-1) as shown in equation 3.18.

ABTS 2  (  Se  Se  )  ABTS   2  Se

(3.18)

For this, N2O-saturated aqueous solutions of 5 mM SeROH containing 10-100 µM
ABTS2- were pulse irradiated. Due to high concentration of SeROH, contribution of
(>Se)●+ radicals will be minimum and (>SeSe<)+ radical will be the predominant species
(90-95%). As, the reactivity of (>SeSe<)+ radical would reflect its stability, bimolecular
rate constant for the reaction of (>SeSe<)+ radical with ABTS2– was estimated and the
values are listed in table 3.3. The results indicated that the (>SeSe<)+ radical of SeEOH
is a stronger oxidant compared to SePOH and SeBOH. As the reaction between
(>SeSe<)+ radical and ABTS2- is stoichiometric and takes place with a nearly diffusion
controlled rate constant, the G-value of ABTS● radical estimated under the present
experimental condition can be directly equated to the amount of (>SeSe<)+ radical.
Table 3.3: The G-value and rate constant for the reaction of (>SeSe<)+ radical with
ABTS2-.

Reaction with oxidising radical (ABTS●/ ABTS2-)
Compounds
G-value, µmol/J

Rate constant (k(>SeSe<)++ABTS•-), M-1s-1

SeEOH

0.22 ± 0.03

(6.0 ± 0.3) x 109

SePOH

0.34 ± 0.02

(3.6 ± 0.2) x109

SeBOH

0.31 ± 0.03

(4.1 ± 0.2) x109
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The estimated G-value of the (>SeSe<)+ radical of SeROH are listed in table 3.3.
The results indicated that G-value of the (>SeSe<)+ radical was the lowest for SeEOH
followed by SeBOH and SePOH. From these results, it can be seen that the reactivity of
(>SeSe<)+ radical and the estimated G-value for (>SeSe<)+ radical are not in the same
order. Although the (>SeSe<)+ radical of SeEOH showed highest reactivity towards
ABTS2–, the estimated G-value of (>SeSe<)+ radical was the least.

3.3.2.2 Reducing radicals

The total reducing radicals which include α-reducing radicals (equation 3.15) and
other C-centered radicals (path II in scheme 3.3) were estimated by monitoring the G-value
of methyl viologen (MV●+) radical produced by the reduction of MV2+. For this, N2O
saturated aqueous solutions containing 5 mM of SeROH and (10 µM - 100 µM) MV2+
were pulse radiolyzed and the formation of MV●+ at 605 nm was monitored.

143

The

reaction system containing SeEOH did not show any signal at 605 nm, while that produced
from SePOH and SeBOH reduced MV2+ with rate constant in the order of ~ 108 -109 M-1s1

. Similar reaction pattern was observed with other systems like duroquinone (DQ;

DQ/DQ●, E0=-0.26 V).144 The low reducing ability of the radical derived from SeEOH
was also confirmed from its reaction with thionine (Th; Th2+/Th●+, E0=+0.06 V), where the
rate constant was (7.4 ± 0.2) x 108 M-1 s-1, while the radicals from SePOH and SeBOH
reacted with the rate constants of ~109 M-1 s-1.145 The bimolecular rate constant values
along with the respective G-value of reducing radicals are given in table 3.4.
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Table 3.4: The G-value and the rate constant values for the reaction of reducing radicals
with different redox couples.

Reaction with reducing radicals
Rate constant (k), M-1s-1 x109

G-value, µmol/J

Comp.
Th2+/Th●+

MV2+/MV●+

DQ/DQ●

Th2+/Th●+

MV2+/MV●+

DQ/DQ●

SeEOH

0.11 ± 0.02

No reaction

No reaction

0.74 ± 0.02

No reaction

No reaction

SePOH

0.13 ± 0.02

0.14 ± 0.02

0.13 ± 0.01

2.6 ± 0.3

0.94 ± 0.05

0.76 ± 0.03

SeBOH

0.13 ± 0.01

0.17 ± 0.02

0.15 ± 0.04

1.9 ± 0.1

1.4 ± 0.2

2.0 ± 0.2

As shown in table 3.4, the G-values of reducing radicals were comparable for
SeEOH, SePOH and SeBOH. The combined G-value of transients (both oxidizing and
reducing radicals) for SeEOH, SEPOH and SeBOH was found to be ~55%, ~78% and
~80% of the initial ●OH radical (0.6 µmol/J) generated. These results can be explained on
the basis of the stability of (>SeSe<)+ radical. The (>SeSe<)+ radical of SeEOH decays
faster (k=1.52 ± 0.08 x 109 M-1 s-1) compared to that of SePOH (k=1.03 ± 0.3 x 109 M-1s-1)
and SeBOH (k=9.4 ± 0.2 x 108 M-1s-1). Due to higher rate constant for the decay of
(>SeSe<)+ radical of SeEOH, the self decay of (>SeSe<)+ radical will compete with
the electron transfer reaction (k=~109 M-1s-1) with a given redox couple. This will lead to
loss of (>SeSe<)+ radicals during the measurement and results in lower value of
estimated value than the true value.
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3.3.3 Analysis of products formed during reaction of ●OH radical with SeROH
The (>SeSe<)+ radicals formed in the above reactions may undergo
disproportionation reaction to form selenoxide as one of the products according to equation
3.17 and 3.19.123a

H 2O
 Se 2  
  Se  O  2 H 

(3.19)

Formation of selenoxide can be confirmed by their direct identification using
HPLC or by utilising its reaction with thiols. In the present study, both these methods were
utilised to estimate the G value of SeROHox. For this, 3 ml of N2O saturated solutions of 5
mM SeROH were irradiated using -source with a total absorbed dose of 830 Gy. The
samples were eluted from HPLC column using 5:95 acetonitrile:water as mobile phase
followed by absorption detection at 240 nm. The observed HPLC chromatogram of the
radiolysed SeROH solutions showed two major peaks corresponding to SeROH and
SeROHox. Fig. 3.16 shows the HPLC chromatogram of radiolysed samples of (a) SeEOH,
(b) SePOH and (c) SeBOH. Under present experimental condition, SeEOH, SePOH and
SeBOH were eluted at 4.4, 10.2 and 36.9 minutes, respectively while their corresponding
selenoxides were eluted at 2.8, 3.2 and 3.8 minutes, respectively. The G-value of SeROHox
was calculated from the calibration curve obtained from the HPLC chromatogram
generated by injecting 0.05 mM - 1.25 mM pure SeROHox (Fig. 3.16 (d)) and the results
are listed in table 3.5.
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Fig. 3.16: HPLC chromatogram showing the formation of (a) SeEOHox, (b) SePOHox and
(c) SeBOHox through -radiation induced radiolytic degradation of N2O saturated aqueous
solution of 5 mM SeROH. Fig. (d) shows the calibration curve plotted by analysis of
absorption peak area for the known concentrations (0.05 µM-1.25 mM) of (i) SeEOHox, (ii)
SePOHox and (iii) SeBOHox.
In general selenoxides are unstable and undergo decomposition; therefore
quantitative estimations by direct monitoring of SeROHox may be subjected to errors.
Therefore an indirect method was employed by utilizing their reaction with DTT.
Selenoxides oxidize DTT to form its disulfide (DTTox) and parent selenium compound as
shown in equation 3.20.

 Se  O  DTT  DTTox   Se  2 H 2O
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DTTox formed during this reaction can be detected and quantified using HPLC. For
this, 180 µl of radiolysed SeROH samples (N2 O saturated aqueous solution of 5 mM
seROH at pH 7) were incubated with 20 µl DTT (final concentration-2 mM) for 5 minutes
to allow the reaction to complete. The resulting reaction mixture was injected to HPLC and
eluted with 5:95 acetonitrile:water containing 0.1% TFA followed by absorption detection
at 240 nm. Fig. 3.17 shows the chromatogram for DTT treated radiolyzed sample of
SeEOH, where SeEOH, DTT and DTTox were observed at 4.3, 6.8 and 10.6 minutes,
respectively. The amount of DTTox formed during the reaction was estimated by using the
calibration plot made from the HPLC chromatogram obtained by injecting 0.1 mM- 0.6
mM pure DTTox.

3

1000

2

Abs. (A.U.)

Area

800

SeEOH

600
400
200
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0
0.0
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DTTox

0.0
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8.0

10.0
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Time, min.

Fig. 3.17: HPLC chromatogram for the reaction mixture containing irradiated SeEOH (5
mM) and 2 mM DTT. Inset shows the calibration plot for the area of DTT ox peak as a
function of DTTox concentration (0.1 mM-0.6 mM).
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Fig. 3.18: HPLC chromatogram showing formation of DTTox on treating irradiated 5 mM
of (A) SePOH and (B) SeBOH with 2 mM DTT.

Fig. 3.18 represents the HPLC chromatograms of reaction mixtures containing 2
mM DTT and radiolyzed samples of 5 mM of (A) SePOH and (B) SeBOH. Using this
method, the G-value of selenoxides was estimated to be (0.23 ± 0.02), (0.29 ± 0.02) and
(0.31 ± 0.03) µmol/J for SeEOH, SePOH and SeBOH, respectively. These values are close
to that observed by direct method (table 3.5), indicating stability of the selenoxides. The
estimated values of SeEOHox, SePOHox and SeBOHox corresponded to 38.3%, 48.3% and
51.6% of the G-value of ●OH (0.6 µmol/J). The results further signify that the G-value of
selenoxide increases with increasing alkyl chain length.
Table 3.5: The G-values of SeROHox and HCHO formed during reaction of ●OH radical
with SeROH compounds at pH 7.
Compounds

SeEOH

SePOH

SeBOH

SeROHox (µmol/J)

0.20 ± 0.02

0.26 ± 0.02

0.29 ± 0.03

HCHO (µmol/J)

0.11 ± 0.01

< 0.05

< 0.05
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Schoneich et al have earlier reported that the reaction of ●OH radical with bis(2ethanol)sulfide (SEOH), a sulfur analogue of SeEOH, generated HCHO as one of the
major products.124b Anticipating similar reaction for SeROH (Scheme 3.3), experiments
were performed to detect HCHO.
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Fig. 3.19: HPLC chromatograms generated by reaction of acidified DNPH (4 mM) with
radiolyzed samples of 5 mM of (a) SeEOH, (b) SePOH and (c) SeBOH. Fig. (d) shows the
calibration curve plotted by analysis of absorption peak area for the known concentrations
(10 µM-200 µM) of HCHO-DNPH.

For this, N2O saturated aqueous solution of 5 mM SeROH were -radiolyzed with
an absorbed dose of 830 Gy. These radiolyzed samples (180 µl) were further treated with
20 µl of 4 mM of acidified DNPH solution. HCHO reacts with acidified solution of DNPH
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to form its hydrazone derivative (DNPH-HCHO) which can be easily detected using its
absorption at 345 nm and quantified by HPLC measurements. 102 The different samples
were then injected to HPLC and eluted using acetonitrile:water (60:40; v/v) mixture
containing 0.1 % TFA as mobile phase. Under these experimental conditions, DNPH and
DNPH-HCHO were eluted at 5.1 and 7.4 minutes, respectively, as shown in fig. 3.19 (aSeEOH, b-SePOH and c-SeBOH). The G-value of HCHO was estimated using calibration
plot obtained from the HPLC chromatogram generated by injecting known concentrations
(10 µM-200 µM) of HCHO-DNPH (Fig. 3.19(d)) and the results are listed in table 3.5.

The G-value of HCHO was estimated to be 0.11 ± 0.01 µmol/J for SeEOH, which
corresponds to ~ 18 % of the G-value of ●OH radical (0.6 µmol/J). In case of SePOH and
SeBOH, the G-value of HCHO was negligible and was less than 2%, of the total ●OH
radical. Using similar procedures, Schoneich et al reported a G-value of ~0.27 µmol/J for
HCHO for the reaction of ●OH radical with SEOH which corresponds to ~ 46% of the Gvalue of ●OH radical.124b The unusually lower G-value of HCHO in SeEOH as compared
to SEOH suggests that (>SeOH) radical of SeEOH decays to from (>SeSe<)+ radical
predominantly rather than HCHO formation. In contrast, the reaction of ●OH radical with
sulfur compound, SEOH results in formation of HCHO as major product and does not
form (>SS<)+ radical even at very high (0.1 M) concentration of SEOH.

3.3.4 Quantum chemical calculations

To compliment the experimental results obtained by pulse radiolysis experiments,
energetics for the possible reaction pathways for the ●OH radical reaction with the SeROH
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was calculated by employing quantum chemical calculations at B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p)
level. 146 Optimized ground state geometry of SeROH compounds in water was found to
have C1 point group and was free from any non-bonding interactions between selenium
and oxygen atom of the hydroxyl group.

As seen in fig. 3.20, the HOMO is localized on selenium atom for all SeROH
compounds.

SeEOH
HOMO= -5.78 eV

LUMO= -0.28 eV

SePOH
HOMO= -5.76 eV

LUMO= -0.06 eV

HOMO= -5.62 eV

LUMO= -0.12 eV

SeBOH

Fig. 3.20: HOMO and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) images of SeROH
compounds.
Further, geometry of all the possible transients formed during ●OH radical reaction
with SeROH was optimized at UB3LYP/6-31+G (d,p) level. The feasibility of various
possible reactions was estimated in terms of energy (B3LYP ground state energy) change
(∆E) during the reaction. Fig. 3.20 gives the pictorial view of energetics of different
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pathways of the reaction of ●OH radical with SeEOH. The values in the parenthesis
represent the ∆E values in kcal/mol for a given reaction. As seen in fig. 3.21, the initial
addition of ●OH radical at selenium centre of SeEOH is endothermic (∆E=+3.8 kcal/mol).
Out of the three possible decay pathways of (>SeOH) radical, proton catalyzed
formation of (>Se●+) radical is exoergic (∆E=-82.5 kcal/mol) while formation of HCHO is
endoergic (∆E=+38 kcal/mol). This further supports the experimental observation that
(>SeOH) decayed mainly through proton catalyzed dehydration to form (>Se●+) radical
and only a small fraction leads to the formation of HCHO.

Fig. 3.21: Energetics of the possible pathways for the reaction of ●OH radical with
SeEOH. The values in the parenthesis represent ΔE in kcal/mol for given reaction.

Similar calculations were performed for SePOH and SeBOH and their different
transients produced during their reaction with ●OH radical. Figs. 3.22 and 3.23 represent
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the pictorial presentation of ∆E for formation of various transients during the reaction of
●

OH radical with SePOH and SeBOH. The initial addition of ●OH radical on SeROH is

endoergic and endoergicity increases with increase in alkyl chain length.

Fig. 3.22: Energetics of the possible pathways for the reaction of ●OH radical with
SePOH. The values in the parenthesis represent ΔE in kcal/mol for given reaction.
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Fig. 3.23: Energetics of the possible pathways for the reaction of ●OH radical with
SeBOH. The values in the parenthesis represent ΔE in kcal/mol for given reaction.

The comparative results for the energetics of different pathways for the reaction of
●

OH radical with SeROH are summarized in table 3.6. From ΔE values, it can be stated

that proton catalysed dehydration of (>SeOH) radical to form (>Se●+) radical is
exothermic and more favorable in SePOH (∆E = -90.56 kcal/mol) and SeBOH (∆E = -89.6
kcal/mol) compared to SeEOH (∆E = -82.53 kcal/mol). This may be due to possibility of
stabilization of (>Se●+) radical of SePOH and SeBOH through formation of five and sixmembered rings respectively by interaction of the lone pair of oxygen with the selenium
centre. Such interaction if occurs in (>Se●+) radical of SeEOH, would lead to formation of
a strained four-membered ring and therefore would lower the stability of this transient.
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Table 3.6: Energetics of the transients formed during the reaction of ●OH radical with
SeROH compounds.

B3LYP energy change (∆E, kcal/mol)

Transients reactions
SeEOH

SePOH

SeBOH

SEOH

SPOH

SBOH

3.49

4.51

7.94

173.81

134.58

258.89

3O
(  Se  OH )  H

  Se   2 H 2 O

-82.53

-90.56

-89.60

-82.45

-96.72

-98.71

( Se  OH )  Se   OH 

356.02

340.78

349.56

350.53

347.11

340.79

2O
 Se   H
   reducing radical  H 3 O 

115.03

107.84

115.63

109.45

120.31

115.98

 Se
 Se  
( Se  Se  ) 

-14.89

-11.57

-16.68

151.68

122.21

236.37

3 H 2O
2( Se  Se ) 
  Se  O  3  Se  2H 3O 

18.45

20.87

23.62

34.57

39.37

36.70

 Se   OH  (  Se  OH )


Further, the (>Se●+) radical, can decay by two competing reactions: (i) formation of
(>SeSe<)+ radical (Path IIIa in scheme 3.5) and (ii) irreversible loss of proton to form αreducing radical (Path IIIb in scheme 3.5). As evident from table 3.7, the conversion of
(>Se●+) radical to (>SeSe<)+ radical is exothermic (∆E = -82.53 to -90.56 kcal/mol)
while that to form α-reducing radical is endothermic (∆E = +107.84 to +115.63 kcal/mol),
indicating that the former reaction is more favorable compared to the later. On close
examination of the optimized structure of (>Se●+) radical derived from SeEOH, it was
observed that the distance between the selenium centre and the hydrogen atom present at
the α-carbon atom is less than the sum of their van der Waal radii, but larger than the
normal bond distance indicating presence of non-bonding interactions.147
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Fig. 3.24: Non-bonding interactions in (>Se●+) radical of (a) SeEOH and (b) SePOH as
estimated by quantum chemical calculations in water at UB3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level.

The strength of such non-bonding interaction can be extrapolated by performing the
natural bond order (NBO) analysis of the orbitals on (>Se●+) radical. The non-bonding
interaction energy (Enb) is the perturbation induced due to delocalization of an electron
density in a bond and the value is directly correlated to the strength of interaction The
NBO analysis indicated that in (>Se●+) radical of SeEOH, the σ-orbital of α-C-H interacts
with the σ* orbital centered at selenium atom (Fig. 3.24a). On the other hand, for SePOH
and SeBOH, the σ-orbital of α-C-H interacts with the σ* orbital of Se-O bond (Fig. 3.24b).
Enb for these interactions was 1.61, 1.41 and 1.32 kcal/mol for SeEOH, SePOH and
SeBOH, respectively. These interactions will lead to irreversible deprotonation to form αcarbon centered radical. Stronger the non-bonding interactions, more will be the formation
α-carbon centered radical. This will cause shifting of (>SeSe<)+ radical equilibrium
towards (>Se●+) radical (equation 3.4). The calculations clearly support the experimental
results that due to stronger interaction between σ-orbital of α-C-H and the σ* orbital
centered at selenium atom in SeEOH, the G-value of α-carbon centered radical will be
more for SeEOH than for SePOH and SeBOH.
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Comparison between organosulfur and organoselenium compounds

It is well established that the sulfur/selenium centered radical cations get stabilized
by forming 2c-3e bond. In this, the p-orbital having lone pair electron (either the suitable
hetero atom like N or O or another sulfur/selenium atom) overlap with another p-orbital
containing unpaired electron on sulfur/selenium to form 2c-3e bond. In selenium, the
orbitals are more diffused as compared to sulfur, thereby reducing the orbital overlap and
inter electronic repulsion resulting in higher stability of (>SeSe<)+ radical. Also, higher
covalent radius in selenium reduces steric congestion at the selenium centre as compared to
sulfur. These unique features allow the selenium atom to readily form (>SeSe<)+ radical
to the extent that other intermediates like (>SeOH) radical and (>Se●+) radical are not
observed. Further, stability of (>SeSe<)+ radical can also be related to the HOMO levels
of parent molecule and (>Se●+) radical. From the analysis of singly occupied molecular
orbital (SOMO) and HOMO of (>Se●+) radical and parent SeROH molecule respectively, it
was observed that SOMO of (>Se●+) radical energy lies close to HOMO of parent
molecule (Energy difference < 2 eV). Therefore, overlapping between (>Se●+) radical and
SeROH molecule becomes energetically favored. However, for sulfur compounds, the
energy difference between (>S●+) radical and parent sulfur compound is large (Energy
difference > 4 eV). This will lead to weak interaction between two sulfur atoms in
(>SS<)+ radical and destabilize (>SeSe<)+ radical. As mentioned in table 3.6, the
formation of (>SeSe<)+ radical (∆E=+122.1 kcal/mol) is energetically favored compared
to (>SS<)+ radical (∆E > -11.57 kcal/mol). The high energy barrier makes the formation
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of (>SS<)+ less favorable and no (>SS<)+ radical formation has been observed for
sulfur analogues experimentally at neutral pH.
Other than stability of (>SeSe<)+ radical, orbital energy levels were also found to
affect deprotonation of (>Se●+) radical to form α-reducing radicals. As discussed earlier,
deprotonation of chalcogen radical cation is favoured by efficient overlap of the p-orbital
with the σ-orbital of α-C-H. Being a heavier atom, σ* orbital centered at selenium atom, is
higher in energy (Eσ*(Se)=+0.489 eV for SeEOH) than that of sulfur (Eσ*(S)=+0.364 eV, for
SEOH). The difference between energy of σ-orbital of α-C-H (EC-H~0.22 eV) and σ*
orbital is higher (∆E= 0.269 eV) in SeEOH than that for SEOH (∆E= 0.144 eV). Therefore,
the non bonding interactions between the σ-orbital of α-C-H with σ* orbital are more
favorable in SEOH than in SeEOH, which was further supported by their non bonding
interaction energy (Enb) (SeROH; Enb= 1.32-1.61 kcal/mol and SROH; E nb= 3.21-3.67
kcal/mol). These non bonding interactions would lead to easier deprotonation of (>S●+)
radical and therefore higher G-value of α-reducing radicals in case of SROH compared to
SeROH compounds. Since the reaction of ●OH radical with SeROH compounds generates
stable and recyclable transients as compared SROH, selenium compounds can be
considered as better radical scavengers than their sulfur analogues.
Based on these results, the mechanism of the reaction of ●OH radical with SeROH
can be summarized in scheme 3.5. The reaction of ●OH radical with SeROH involves
initial attack of ●OH radical at Se centre to form (>SeOH) radical (path I). In case of
SeEOH, (>SeOH) radical is stabilized through formation of 6-membered ring which
eliminates water molecule and HCHO leading to formation of C-centered radicals (path
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IV). Similar reaction in SePOH and SeBOH will involve formation of thermodynamically
unstable 7 and 8-membered rings. Therefore in SePOH and SeBOH, formation of Ccentered radical is not favored and (>SeOH) radical mainly undergoes proton catalysed
dehydration to form (>Se●+) radical (path II a&b). This radical decays either by path IIIa or
IIIb to form (>SeSe<)+ radical and α-reducing radical, respectively. The (>SeSe<)+
radical further undergoes dismutation through path (V) and form SeROH ox.
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Scheme 3.5: Proposed mechanism for the possible reactions of ●OH radical with SeROH.

3.3.5 Correlation between free radical scavenging activity and antioxidant activity of
SeROH

The stability and nature of one-electron oxidized transient should reflect in their
antioxidant activity, therefore ability of SeROH to protect DNA from -radiation induced
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damage was estimated using DNA damage assay discussed in chapter 2.108 Fig. 3.25(A-C)
shows the gel images of the electrophoretic pattern of the DNA samples exposed to radiation (8 Gy) in the absence and in presence of SeEOH, SePOH and SeBOH
respectively. Lane 1 corresponds to control pBR322 DNA, lane 2 corresponds to irradiated
DNA and lane 3-12 correspond to irradiated DNA in presence of (0.1 mM-1 mM) of
SeROH. From the images it is clear that all the three compounds showed protection
towards radiation induced DNA damage in a concentration dependent manner.
(A)

(D)

% Protection

80

(B)

(c)

60

(b)
40

(a)
20
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0.2
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Fig. 3.25: Panel (A) shows the gel images of unirradiated (lane 1) pBR322, -irradiated (8
Gy) pBR322 (lane 2) in absence and (lane 3-12) in presence of 0.1-1 mM SeEOH. Panel
(B) and (C) shows the gel images of similar experiment for SePOH and SeBOH. Fig. (D)
shows the % protection of pBR 322 by SeROH compounds against radiation induced
damage as a function of (a) SeEOH, (b) SePOH and (c) SeBOH concentration.

The protection for a given concentration of SeROH was calculated by considering
the decrease in DNA damage relative to radiation control for which the damage was
considered as 100%. The percentage protection of DNA was calculated using the formula
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given in equation 2.47 in chapter 2. The IC50 value, i.e. the concentration required to
protect DNA from radiation induced damage by 50% was estimated to be 0.60 and 0.58
mM for SePOH and SeBOH while for SeEOH, the IC50 value was >1 mM. (Fig. 3.25(D)).
At a fixed concentration of 1 mM, the respective DNA protection exhibited by SeEOH,
SePOH and SeBOH are listed in table 3.7.

Table 3.7: Comparative results on GPx activity (GSH-NADPH-GSSG coupled assay) and
DNA damage assay of SeROH compounds.

GPx activity

SeEOH

SePOH

SeBOH

3.8 ± 0.2

5.5 ± 0.2

6.3 ± 0.3

43 ± 3

64 ± 5

72 ± 5

Initial velocity (), µmol/s
DNA protection (%)*
(SeROH = 1 mM)
(*P<0.01 vs. radiation control- student t-test).

For better antioxidant activity, in addition to free radical scavenging, these
compounds should reduce molecular oxidants (like H2O2), so that the radical scavenging
activity of SeROH can be correlated with their GPx like activity. 148 For this, 2 mM H2O2
was added to 1 mM GSH solution containing 0.3 mM NADPH, 5 Units/ml GR and 0.1
mM of SeROH dissolved in pH 7.4 phosphate buffers. The reaction was monitored by
following decrease in absorbance of NADPH at 340 nm as a function of time. Fig. 3.26
shows the decay traces of NADPH at 340 nm as a function of time in absence (blank) and
in presence of SeROH. The GPx like activity of SeROH was estimated in terms of the
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initial velocity () for the decay of NADPH. For this, these traces were linearly fitted
where slope of the trace gives  and the values of  for SeROH compounds are listed in
table 3.7. The results indicate that the antioxidant activity of SeROH increases with
increase in alkyl chain length and followed the pattern SeBOH>SePOH>SeEOH.

Absorbance340 nm

2.0

Blank
SeEOH
SePOH
SeBOH

1.6
1.2

0.8
0.4
0.0
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Time, s

Fig. 3.26: Absorption-time plot of 0.3 mM NADPH treated with 0.1 mM SeROH
containing 2 mM H2O2, 1 mM GSH and 4 units/mL GR at pH 7.4.
The trend in antioxidant activity estimated in terms of GPx activity and DNA
protection correlates well with that of G-values of SeROHox formed by radiolysis. These
results indicate that formation of selenoxide during ●OH radical reaction is an important
parameter for antioxidant activity of organoselenium compounds.
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Section-B

Title: Effect of structure on radiation chemistry of organoselenium compounds: Linear
vs. Cyclic compound
The studies carried out on the reaction of ●OH radical with SeROH compounds in
section-A showed that the nature and G-value of transients formed during electron transfer
reaction of SeROH compounds is affected by their alkyl chain length. These effects were
attributed to the variation in HOMO level and extra stability gained by the transients
through formation of 5/6-membered rings. Further, to understand the effect of structure on
electron transfer reactions on related organoselenium compounds, a comparative study of
SeEOH was carried out with its cyclic analogue DHS. The one electron transfer reactions
of DHS have been earlier reported in detail in refrence 90.90 In the present work, an
attempt was made to explore the various factors that differentiate radical reactions of the
structural isomers. The parameters compared are nature of (>SeSe<)+ radical, G-value of
products (different transients and selenoxide) and in vitro antioxidant activity.

3.3.6.1 Pulse radiolysis studies
The ●OH radical reaction with DHS was studied by pulse radiolyzing the N2O
saturated aqueous solution containing 1 mM DHS at an absorbed dose of 9.2 ± 0.5 Gy and
the transient absorption spectrum was recorded. As discussed in reference 90, the transient
spectrum showed a single absorption band with wavelength maximum at ~480 nm (Fig.
3.27). The absorbance of this band was found to increase with increase in DHS and
H2PO4– concentration and was assigned to the formation of (>SeSe<)+ radical of DHS.
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Under similar experimental conditions, SeEOH resulted in formation of two absorption
bands at ~320 nm and ~490 nm assigned to (HOCH2CH2SeCH2●) radical and (>SeSe<)+
radical, respectively (Fig. 3.27) as discussed earlier in section 3.3.1.

2.4
SeEOH

A/Gy/10

-3

2.0
1.6
1.2
0.8
DHS

0.4
300

400
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Fig. 3.27: The transient absorption spectra generated by radiolysis of N2O saturated
aqueous solution of 1 mM SeEOH and 1 mM DHS.
The decay of (>SeSe<)+ radical of DHS was found to follow second order
kinetics and the rate constant value is listed in table 3.8. The results indicate that
(>SeSe<)+ radical of DHS is moderately stable than that of SeEOH. In line with this, the
K values as estimated by following its absorbance at 480 nm as a function of DHS
concentration (0.1 mM-1 mM) were found to be higher than SeEOH, indicating higher
stability of (>SeSe<)+ radical of DHS than that of SeEOH.
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Table 3.8: The kinetic properties of (>SeSe<)+ radical of SeEOH and DHS.

Compounds Decay constant (k) for (>SeSe<)+

Equilibrium constant (K), M-1

radical, M-1 s-1
SeEOH

(1.52 ± 0.05) x 109

(1.1 ± 0.2) x104

DHS

(1.17 ± 0.08) x 109

(1.8 ± 0.2) x104

Further, to compare the reactivity of DHS and SeEOH, their reaction with other
oxidizing radicals like N3●, CCl3O2● and CO3●– radicals were carried out. The reaction of
DHS with these radicals produced similar transient spectra as that obtained for ●OH
radical, indicating that these radicals react with DHS by one electron transfer and form
(>SeSe<)+ radical. The bimolecular rate constants for the reaction of DHS with these
radicals are listed in table 3.9. Comparing these results with those obtained for SeEOH, it
can be inferred that DHS has higher reactivity towards oxidizing radicals than SeEOH.

Table 3.9: Bimolecular rate constant values for the reaction of SeEOH and DHS with
different free radicals.

Compounds

Bimolecular rate constant, M-1s-1
●

OH radical

CCl3O2● radical

CO3●– radical

SeEOH

(1.0 ± 0.1) x 1010

(4.8 ± 0.1) x108

(3.0 ± 0.3) x 108

DHS

(9.1 ± 0.1) x 109

(8.8 ± 0.3) x108

(1.3 ± 0.2) x 109

The higher free radical scavenging activity of DHS as compared to SeEOH, is
explained by employing molecular descriptor like HOMO estimated by quantum chemical
calculations. Fig. 3.28 represents the optimized structures and corresponding HOMO level
of SeEOH and DHS. The HOMO value of DHS is higher than SeEOH due to induction of
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ring strain owing to cyclization in DHS. As a result, DHS can be easily oxidized as
compared to SeEOH.

SeEOH

HOMO=-5.78 eV

DHS

HOMO=- 5.66 eV

Fig. 3.28: Optimized structures and HOMO levels of SeEOH and DHS in ground state.
Further, the ground state geometry of (>SeSe<)+ radical of DHS and SeEOH was
optimized using quantum chemical calculations at UB3LYP/6.31+G(d,p) level as shown in
fig 3.29. The bond distance between two selenium atoms is less (3.035 Å) in (>SeSe<)+
radical of SeEOH which enhances the inter electronic repulsion and destabilizes the bond.
On the other hand in (>SeSe<)+ radical of DHS, Se-Se bond distance (3.071 Å) is
comparatively larger. The increase in bond distance between two selenium atoms leads to
decrease in inter electronic repulsion and stabilizes the 2/1* bond. Therefore,
(>SeSe<)+ radical of DHS is more stable than that of SeEOH.

Se1—Se2 = 3.071 Å

Se1—Se2=3.035 Å

Fig. 3.29: Optimized structures of (>SeSe<)+ radical of SeEOH and DHS.
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Also, the energetics for the formation of (>SeSe<)+ radical was calculated
quantum chemically at B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level in water. The formation of (>SeSe<)+
radical was found to be more exothermic for DHS (∆E=-19.26 kcal/mol) than that of
SeEOH (∆E=-14.89 kcal/mol). These results suggest that formation of (>SeSe<)+ radical
is more favourable in case of DHS than SeEOH and support the experimental observations.

3.3.6.2 Estimation of G-value of transients
As stated in section 3.3.2, the (>SeSe<)+ radicals are oxidising in nature and can
react with reductants like ABTS2– to form ABTS●– radical. This reaction can be utilised to
estimate the G-value of oxidising radicals produced during reaction of ●OH radical with
DHS. For this the formation of ABTS●– radical was followed as a function of DHS
concentration by monitoring its absorbance at 645 nm as discussed in section 3.3.2.1. The
estimated G-value of (>SeSe<)+ radical was found to be higher for DHS (0.45 ± 0.04
µmol/J) than that for SeEOH (0.22 ± 0.03 µmol/J). These values were found to be in
correlation with the K values of (>SeSe<)+ radical of DHS and SeEOH as listed in table
3.9. Similarly, the reaction of ●OH radical with DHS was studied in presence of different
oxidants like MV2+/Th2+/DQ to estimate the yield of reducing radicals, if any produced.
However, under present experimental conditions, no reaction was observed corresponding
to reducing radicals of DHS. These results suggest that DHS on reaction with ●OH radical
forms (>SeSe<)+ radicals as the only transient.
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3.3.6.3 Product analysis: HPLC studies

As discussed earlier, HCHO and selenoxides are the important species that can be
formed by reaction of ●OH radical with organoselenium compounds and play important
role in defining the antioxidant activity of these compounds. Therefore, the G-value of
selenoxide and HCHO was estimated for DHS using steady state radiolysis following
similar procedure as used for SeROH compounds, discussed in section 3.3.3. Table 3.10
lists the G-value of HCHO and selenoxides formed during radiolysis of SeEOH and DHS.
These results suggest that DHS on reaction with ●OH radical produced significantly higher
amount of (~2 times) of DHSox than that of SeEOH. Unlike in SeEOH, no HCHO
formation was observed during radiolysis of DHS.
Table 3.10: G-values of HCHO and selenoxides formed during the reaction of ●OH radical
with SeEOH and DHS.

Compounds

Selenoxide (µmol/J)

HCHO (µmol/J)

SeEOH

0.23 ± 0.04

0.11 ± 0.01

DHS

0.45 ± 0.04

NIL

The comparatively higher G-value of DHSox can be attributed to higher stability of
(>SeSe<)+ radical of DHS than that of SeEOH. As observed earlier in SeROH
homologues, G-value of selenoxides has a direct correlation with the antioxidant activity of
these compounds; DHS is expected to exhibit higher antioxidant activity than SeEOH.
Therefore, antioxidant activity of these compounds was estimated in terms of their reaction
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with molecular oxidants (like H2O2) and inhibition of radiation induced DNA damage as
discussed below.

3.3.6.4 Antioxidant activity

The antioxidant activity of DHS was estimated by studying the protection of
pBR322 DNA (250 ng) against radiation (8 Gy) induced damage. Fig. 3.30(A) shows the
variation in percentage protection offered by DHS with the gel image shown in the inset.
Lane 1 in the gel image corresponds to control DNA while lane 2 and lane 3-19 correspond
to irradiated DNA in absence and presence of 0.05-1 mM DHS, respectively. The IC50
value of DHS was estimated to be 0.43 mM, whereas SeEOH showed only marginal
protection and the IC50 vale was not achieved in experimental concentration (up to 1 mM).

(A)

(B)

80

60 1. Control, 2. Radiation control,

Absorbance

% Protection

0.8
3-19. DHS (0.05-1 mM)

40

0.6
0.4

20

0.2
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

1.0

blank

0

DHS

100

200

300

Time, s

DHS, mM

Fig.3.30: (A) Variation in percentage protection against radiation induced damage as a
function of DHS concentration. Inset shows the corresponding gel image, where lane 1
shows control DNA, lane 2 shows irradiated DNA and lanes (3-19) show irradiated DNA
pretreated with 0.05-1 mM DHS. Fig. B shows the absorbance-time plot of 0.3 mM of
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NADPH treated with 0.1 mM DHS containing 2 mM H2O2, 1 mM GSH and 4 units/mL GR
at pH 7.4.

GPx like activity of DHS was estimated using NADPH-GSH-GSSG coupled assay.
Fig. 3.30(B) shows the absorbance-time plot of 0.3 mM NADPH in absence (shown as
blank) and in presence of 0.1 mM DHS. The comparative results are listed in table 3.11.

Table 3.11: Summary of results of antioxidant assays performed for SeEOH and DHS.
Inhibition of ●OH induced DNA

GPx activity, Initial velocity

damage, IC50 (mM)

(µmol/s)

SeEOH

> 1 mM

3.8 ± 0.2

DHS

0.43 ± 0.05

8.1 ± 0.4

Compound

These results showed that the activity of DHS for scavenging free radicals like ●OH
radical and molecular oxidants like H2O2 is higher than that of SeEOH. The higher
inhibition of radiation induced damage can be correlated to higher G-value of selenoxide
for DHS than that of SeEOH. Overall, it can be stated that DHS exhibits higher activity
towards both free radicals and molecular oxidants than its linear analogue SeEOH, mainly
due to higher HOMO value and selenoxide yield.

3.4

Conclusions

The electron transfer processes play important role in defining antioxidant activity
of redox active organoselenium compounds. One of the primary factors in this process has
been their ability to neutralize ROS. With this aim, the reactions of ●OH radical and other
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oxidizing radicals with linear and cyclic selenoethers (SeEOH, SePOH, SeBOH and DHS)
were investigated using nanosecond pulse radiolysis. The results are summarized below.
1. Initial reaction of ●OH radical with these compounds takes place at the selenium
centre to form (>SeOH), which is then converted to three different types of
radicals

like,

(>Se●+)

radical,

(>SeSe<)+

radical

and

α-{bis(hydroxyl

alkyl)}selenomethine radical. In all the compounds, (>SeSe<)+ radical was the
major transient formed with absorption maximum in the range of 460-500 nm.
2. The initially formed (>SeOH) radical decayed by two major pathways- i)
degradation via Barton reaction to form HCHO and C-centered radicals and ii)
proton catalyzed dehydration to form (>Se●+) radical. The first pathway was
observed only in SeEOH and the G-value of HCHO was nearly one third when
compared with its sulfur analogue, SEOH.
3. A fraction of (>Se●+) radical undergoes deprotonation to form α-{bis(hydroxyl
alkyl)}selenomethine radical. The extent of reaction decreased with increase in
alkyl chain length.
4. The (>Se●+) radical further combined with un-oxidized SeROH molecule to form
(>SeSe<)+ radical. The (>SeSe<)+ radical decayed by radical-radical reaction
followed by hydrolysis to form SeROHox. The G-value of SeROHox increased with
increase in alkyl chain length.
5. The antioxidant activity of SeROH was estimated in terms of GPx activity and
inhibition of radiation induced DNA damage, where SeBOH was found to be the
most effective, while SeEOH was found to be the least effective. The antioxidant
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activity was found to be in direct correlation with radiolytic G-value of selenoxide
and HOMO levels of parent molecules.
6. On comparison of cyclic (DHS) and linear analogues (SeEOH), cyclic compound
showed higher free radical and molecular oxidants scavenging activity. The higher
activity of DHS is due to its higher HOMO level and stable (>SeSe<)+ radical.
Among all the four compounds studied, DHS was found to be better antioxidant.
7.

Comparative studies between SeROH compounds and their sulfur analogues
showed that although the initial step for the reaction of ●OH radical (addition to
sulfur/selenium atom) is same in both cases, the nature and G-value of the
transients formed differ significantly. The molecular descriptors involved in
defining these transients included covalent radii of selenium atom, non-bonding
interactions and molecular orbital energy levels.

8. The results provide supportive evidence to explain why selenium compounds can

be better antioxidants than their sulfur analogues.
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Reaction of peroxynitrite with organoselenium compounds:
Role of chemical structure on antioxidant activity.
In this chapter, reactions of three structurally related organoselenium compounds
with a molecular oxidant i.e. peroxynitrite and its derived radicals were studied using
stopped flow and pulse radiolysis techniques. The reaction products formed were
characterized and quantified using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and high
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), respectively. The antioxidant activity of
these compounds against peroxynitrite induced damage was estimated and correlated with
the yield of selenoxides.
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4.1

Introduction

Peroxynitrite is a powerful molecular oxidant, generated by diffusion controlled
reaction of NO● radical with O2● radical in activated macrophages, endothelial cells,
neurons and neutrophils.149 Peroxynitrite is a strong oxidant and a nitrating species, which
is beneficial in inflammatory reactions in terms of oxidative destruction of intruding
microorganisms. 150 However, higher concentrations and uncontrolled generation of
peroxynitrite can result in unwanted oxidation (oxidative stress) and consecutive
destruction of cellular components like lipids, proteins and DNA. 151,152 Excess production
of

peroxynitrite

has

been

implicated

in

many

pathological

conditions

like

neurodegenerative diseases, infection etc.153 Peroxynitrite induced nitration and oxidation
of proteins may destroy their tertiary structure resulting in protein aggregates that may
contribute to the pathogenesis of various neurodegenerative diseases like Alzheimer’s and
Parkinson’s diseases. 154,155 Peroxynitrite induces lipid peroxidation and damages DNA
through strand breaks and base modification. 156 Peroxynitrite impairs elements of
mitochondrial electron transport system and inhibits the activity of antioxidant enzymes. 157
All these processes lead to cytotoxicity, inflammatory response, loss of immunity in cells
and apoptosis of cells. 158

In view of the toxic effects of peroxynitrite, extensive research is being continued
to reduce its toxicity. Detoxification of peroxynitrite can be brought by three approaches:
prevention, interception and repair.159 Prevention approach includes minimizing the
probability of simultaneous generation of NO● radical and O2●

radical. Interception

includes scavenging of peroxynitrite by low molecular weight molecules like, CO2,
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ascorbate, etc before reacting with target biomolecules.160 Repair corresponds to
regeneration of normal cell conditions after peroxynitrite induced damage.

The cellular defensive system against peroxynitrite includes enzymes (GPx,
myeloperoxidase), metalloproteins and low molecular weight molecules (CO2, GSH)
etc.).161,162 Metalloproteins like Fe (III) porphyrins, have shown high reactivity towards
peroxynitrite and the bimolecular rate constant values were estimated to be (2.0-8.0) x 106
M-1s-1.163 Table 4.1 lists rate constants for the reaction of peroxynitrite with some of
important compounds.

Table 4.1: The bimolecular rate constants for the reaction of some important peroxynitrite
scavengers.

Compounds

Rate constant, M-1s-1

Reference

Myeloperoxidase

2.0 ± 0.1 x 107

164

CO2

5.8 ± 0.2 x 104

38

Fe(III) porphyrins

(2.0-8.0) x 106

163

Cys

2.6 ± 0.2 x 103

165

Ascorbate

2.4 ± 0.2 x 102

160

Ebselen

2.0 ± 0.1 x 106

166

GPx

8.0 ± 0.2 x 106

167

SeMet

3.0 ± 0.2 x 103

168

GSH

1.4 ± 0.2 x 103

161a

Met

1.6 ± 0.2 x 102

169

SeCys

6.6 ± 0.3 x 105

170

MeSeCys

1.9 ± 0.1 x 103

84b
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Due to the high concentration (~2 mM) of CO2 in cellular system, it reacts with
peroxynitrite with a bimolecular rate constant of 5.8 ± 0.2 x 104 M-1 s-1 to generate new
oxidants (CO3●– radical and NO2● radical).38 These radicals play important role in
peroxynitrite mediated oxidative processes and are considered to be responsible for
damage to biomolecules like proteins, DNA etc.39 In proteins, thiols are the main targets of
peroxynitrite where they are oxidized to either disulfides or sulfoxides. 171 The reactions of
peroxynitrite with biomolecules can take place via one-electron transfer, two-electron
transfer and sometimes via oxygen atom transfer. The two electron transfer reaction leads
to formation of sulfenic acid (RS-OH) which being very unstable reacts with another thiol
molecule to form disulfides. Whereas, one-electron transfer reaction results in formation of
thiyl radicals (RS●) which further dimerize to form disulfides. Formation of RS● radical
has been confirmed by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) studies for reaction of
peroxynitrite with Cys and GSH.25 There are reports where peroxynitrite has been found to
react with thiols via competing one- and two-electron transfer pathways. For example, the
reaction of peroxynitrite with Met and 2-keto-4-thiomethylbutanoic acid (TMBA) takes
place via both one and two-electron transfer resulting in a mixture of ethylene and
corresponding sulfoxides as products.37

Due to the similarity between chemical properties of sulfur and selenium, selenium
based compounds have also been explored for scavenging of peroxynitrite. The search for
selenium based compounds for detoxification of peroxynitrite started with ebselen by
Masumoto and co-workers in mid 90’s where they found that ebselen reacts with
peroxynitrite with a bimolecular rate constant of 2.0 x 106 M-1 s-1 and protect DNA from
peroxynitrite induced single strand breaks. 172 Similarly, other compounds like 2136
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(methylseleno)benzanilide, SeMet, CysSeSeCys were reported to scavenge peroxynitrite
and attenuate peroxynitrite induced nitration and oxidation reactions. 172 Immediately after
that GPx was observed to degrade peroxynitrite inside cells effectively.167 GPx not only
reduced peroxynitrite induced oxidation but also nitration of proteins. Sies et.al proposed
that GPx exhibited peroxynitrite reductase like catalytic activity and reduced peroxynitrite
catalytically in presence of GSH as shown in Scheme 4.1.173

ONOO

NO2

GPx

GPxoxidised

GSSG

2 GSH

Scheme 4.1: Representative reaction mechanism for the reaction of peroxynitrite with
GPx.

Briviba et.al. by kinetics studies showed that GPx reacted with peroxynitrite with a
rate constant of (8.0 ± 0.3) x106 M-1s-1 which has been attributed to SeCys residue (in –
SeH form) present in the active site of the enzyme.167 In the presence of peroxynitrite, SeH moiety of SeCys is oxidized to the selenenic acid (-SeOH). This intermediate is then
reduced back to the (-SeH) form at the expense of two reducing equivalents of GSH and
thus the redox cycle for peroxynitrite is completed. This is also called as peroxynitrite
reductase activity.

Interesting feature of organoselenium compounds is that the scavenging ability of
these compounds is higher by 10-100 folds in magnitude than their sulfur counterparts. 23
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For example, SeMet reacts with peroxynitrite with a bimolecular rate constant of (3.0 ±
0.2) x 103 compared to (1.6 ± 0.2) x 102 for Met.167,169 Similarly, SeCys (~300 times) has
shown much higher reactivity compared to Cys.165,170 The activity of these compounds has
been studied by their ability to prevent peroxynitrite induced DHR123 oxidation, protein
nitration, DNA damage and cellular toxicity. 174,175 Similarly, organoselenium compounds
like, selenourea, CysSeSeCys, SeMet were found to inhibit the oxidation of DHR123 by
peroxynitrite. Andreza et al have shown that GPx, ebselen and diphenyldiselenide inhibit
peroxynitrite-mediated protein tyrosine nitration and apoptosis in endothelial cells.161a

Among the low molecular weight organoselenium compounds studied so far,
ebselen exhibited the highest reactivity for peroxynitrite (2.0 x 106 M-1 s-1).167 It reacts with
peroxynitrite to form selenoxide which in the presence of thiols can regenerate the original
active form. Recent studies on ebselen and its derivatives showed that selenoxides formed
during the reaction with peroxynitrite are highly unstable and undergo hydrolysis to from
corresponding seleninic acid.176 This pathway inhibits the thiol mediated regeneration of
ebselen which in turn decreases the peroxynitrite reductase activity. Most of the
organoselenium compounds synthesized so far have shown lower reactivity than ebselen.
Also, their applications are limited due to poor water solubility. Overall, the development
of potent catalytic organoselenium compounds to degrade peroxynitrite is limited by their
poor water solubility, instability of the intermediates and intrinsic cytotoxicity.

Present study explores DHS, a cyclic selenolane and a GPx mimic alongwith its
structurally related derivatives as probable peroxynitrite scavengers.90,177 Considering the
reactivity of DHS towards molecular oxidants (like H2O2) and free radicals (OH), DHS is
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also expected to react with peroxynitrite. With this aim, an attempt has been made to
understand the reaction kinetics, mechanism and nature of end products for the reaction of
DHS with peroxynitrite. To understand the influence of functional groups and structural
changes on peroxynitrite scavenging activity, comparative studies have been performed on
SeEOH, a linear analogue of DHS and MAS, an amino substituted derivative of DHS.94,96b
The chemical structures of these compounds are given in scheme 4.2

OH

HO

NH3Cl

H

HO
Se

Se

(DHS)

(MAS)

Se

OH

(SeEOH)

Scheme 4.2: Chemical structure of DHS, MAS and SeEOH.

4.2

Materials and methods

The kinetics of reaction between peroxynitrite and organoselenium compounds was
studied by following the decay of peroxynitrite at 302 nm by stopped flow technique and
the instrumental details are given in chapter 2. The CO3●– and NO2● radicals were
generated by pulse radiolyzing N2O saturated aqueous solution of 0.1 M Na2CO3 and 0.1
M NaNO2, respectively with an average absorbed dose of 15 Gy using linac facility. The
yield of nitrate (NO3–) formed by isomerisation of peroxynitrite was calculated by
monitoring the formation of nitro-resorcinol according to the reported procedure by Zhang
et al.178 The selenoxides were identified using NMR and MS techniques. The
quantification of selenoxides was done using HPLC technique using thiol-disulfide
method,as discussed earlier in chapter 3. Here, GSH (kGSH+ONOO-=7.3 x 102 M-1s-1) was
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used in place of DTT, as DTT itself reacts with peroxynitrite with a rate constant of ~103
M-1s-1 and can interfere with reaction of peroxynitrite with organoselenium compounds.
The DNA damage and cellular toxicity was determined by gel electrophoresis and MTT
assays, respectively and the details are given in chapter 2.

4.3

Results and discussion

4.3.1 Kinetics studies

Peroxynitrite has a pKa value of 6.8 and exists in equilibrium with its protonated
form peroxynitrous acid (ONOOH) as shown in equation 4.1.37

ONOO

H

pKa=6.8

ONOOH

(4.1)

ONOOH is a very strong oxidizing species with reduction potential of (1.20 ± 0.05)
V measured at pH 7.37 It is relatively unstable and decays either by homolytic cleavage to
form ●OH and NO2● radicals or through isomerization to form nitrate ion (NO3–) as shown
in equation 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. At pH 7.4, in absence of any substrate, isomerization
reaction dominates and accounts for 70% of the peroxynitrous acid decomposition
reaction.
k

1
ONOOH 
 NO•2 + • OH

ONOOH

k2

NO3

(4.2)

H

(4.3)
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In the presence of substrate, ONOOH can also form a high energy species
[ONOOH]* more reactive than ●OH radical. [ONOOH]* can react with substrate through
one electron transfer reaction as shown in equation 4.4.

ONOOH

Substrate

k3

one -e oxidised Products

NO2

(4.4)

At physiological pH (i.e. 7.4) ~80% of it exists as peroxynitrite (anionic form) and
only ~20 % will exist as protonated form. Peroxynitrite undergoes self dissociation (k 4=1.3
s-1) with first order kinetics and rearranges to form NO3– according to equation 4.5.179
ONOO

k4

NO3

(4.5)

In presence of any substrate, peroxynitrite can react through one electron or two
electron oxidation (equation 4.6) or by oxygen atom transfer (equation 4.7).
ONOO

Substrate

k5'

1e /2e oxidised products

k 5 ''
ONOO - +Substrate 
 NO - +Oxy-Products
2

(4.6)

(4.7)

Here, k5′ and k5″ are the rate constants for the reaction of peroxynitrite with
substrate through electron transfer (equation 4.6) and oxygen atom transfer (equation 4.7),
respectively. Under suitable redox conditions, NO2– can react with oxy-products formed
and regenerate the parent compound (equation 4.8).
k6
NO- +Oxy-Products 
 NO -3 +Substrate
2

(4.8)

In the present study, the reaction of peroxynitrite with organoselenium compounds
was studied under pseudo first order conditions, where the rate of disappearance (kobs) of
peroxynitrite at a fixed pH can be given by equation 4.9.
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kobs  k4  k5 [ Substrate ]

(4.9)

Here k5=k5′+k5″ is the total rate constant for the reaction of substrate with
peroxynitrite having contribution from both reactions shown in equation 4.6 and 4.7. The
bimolecular rate constant was estimated from the linear plot of kobs as a function of
organoselenium compound concentration according to equation 4.9. The intercept of the
linear plot gives the rate constant (k4) for the self decay of peroxynitrite while slope gives
the bimolecular rate constant (k5) for the reaction. The kobs values were calculated by
following the absorbance of peroxynitrite at 302 nm as a function of time using stopped
flow technique at pH 7.5. Fig. 4.1(A) represents the absorption-time plot of 0.1 mM
peroxynitrite in absence (trace a) and in presence of different concentrations (0.5 mM-4
mM) of DHS (trace b-e). In the absence of DHS, peroxynitrite decayed by following first
order kinetics. On addition of DHS, the decay became faster in a concentration dependant
manner. The individual decay traces were fitted to first order reaction kinetics according to
equation 4.10.

(4.10)

Y (t)= a t+ b + ex p (-k o b s t)

where Y(t) is the time dependent absorbance of peroxynitrite at 302 nm and a, b represent
slope and baseline (absorbance at infinite time) of the decay trace, respectively. The
estimated kobs values showed a linear variation with DHS concentration. Fig. 4.1(B) shows
the linear fitting of the kobs values as a function of DHS concentration.
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Fig. 4.1: (A) Absorption-time plot of 0.1 mM peroxynitrite (a) in absence and in presence
of (b) 0.5 mM, (c) 1 mM, (d) 2 mM and (e) 3 mM DHS. Fig. B shows the linear plot of kobs
as a function of DHS concentration.

From the intercept of the linear plot (according to equation 4.9), the calculated
value of k4 was found to be (0.21 ± 0.02) s-1 which agrees with the earlier reported values
for the self decay constant of peroxynitrite at pH 7.5.180 The bimolecular rate constant for
the reaction of DHS with peroxynitrite was estimated to be (2.2 ± 0.3) x 103 M-1s-1.
Similarly, the reaction of SeEOH and MAS with peroxynitrite was studied. Fig. 4.2(A) and
4.3(A) represent the decay traces of peroxynitrite in absence (trace a) and in presence of
0.5 mM-3 mM MAS (trace b-e) and 0.5 mM-3 mM SeEOH (trace b-e), respectively. Both
MAS and SeEOH showed similar reaction kinetics pattern as that of DHS. The kobs values
showed a linear variation as a function of MAS and SeEOH concentration as shown in fig.
4.2(B) and 4.3(B), respectively. The bimolecular rate constant values for the reaction of
peroxynitrite with SeEOH, MAS are listed in table 4.2.
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Fig. 4.2: (A) Absorption-time plot of 0.1 mM peroxynitrite (a) in absence and in presence
of (b) 0.5 mM, (c) 1 mM, (d) 2 mM and (e) 3 mM MAS. Fig. B shows the linear plot of k obs
as a function of MAS concentration.
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Fig. 4.3: (A) Absorption-time plot of 0.1 mM peroxynitrite (a) in absence and in presence
of (b) 0.5 mM, (c) 1 mM, (d) 2 mM and (e) 3 mM SeEOH. Graph B shows the linear plot of
kobs as a function of SeEOH concentration.
From the results, it can be stated that both DHS and MAS have nearly similar
reactivity towards peroxynitrite while SeEOH reacts marginally slowly with peroxynitrite.
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The rate constants for these compounds were also determined by competition kinetics
using DHR123 as a reference solute.175

Table 4.2: Bimolecular rate constant values for the reaction of organoselenium
compounds with peroxynitrite at pH 7.5.

Compounds

Bimolecular rate constant (k5, M-1s-1) x 103
using stopped flow technique

using competition kinetics

DHS

2.2 ± 0.3

1.9 ± 0.2

MAS

2.0 ± 0.2

1.6 ± 0.1

SeEOH

1.6 ± 0.1

0.9 ± 0.1

Peroxynitrite oxidizes DHR123 to give rhodamine123 with a bimolecular rate
constant (k7) of 8.2 x 103 M-1s-1 as given in equation 4.11. Formation of rhodamine 123 can
be easily monitored as it gives intense fluorescence with peak maximum at 536 nm when
excited at 510 nm. In presence of organoselenium compounds, DHR123 undergoes
competitive reaction with peroxynitrite (equation 4.12).

k7

ONOO- + DHR123  Rhodamine123

k5

ONOO- + DHS/MAS/SeEOH Products

(4.11)

(4.12)

Fig. 4.4(A (a-f)) shows the fluorescence spectra of rhodamine123 as a function of
DHS concentration (0-100 µM). It can be seen that the fluorescence intensity of
rhodamine123 decreased on addition of DHS in a concentration dependent manner.
Similarly, fluorescence intensity of rhodamine123 also decreased in presence of both
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SeEOH and MAS as shown in fig. 4.4(B). At any given concentration, the decrease in
fluorescence intensity was more for DHS than that for MAS and SeEOH.
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Fig. 4.4: (A) The fluorescence spectra of rhodamine123 in absence (a) and in presence of
(b) 20 µM, (c) 40 µM, (d) 60 µM, (e) 80 µM and (f) 100 µM DHS containing peroxynitrite
(5 µM) and 0.1 mM DTPA in 10 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7.4. Graph B shows the
gradual decrease in fluorescence intensity of rhodamine123 as a function of SeEOH, MAS
and DHS concentration.

If F0 and F are the fluorescence intensities of rhodamine123 at 536 nm in the
absence and in presence of DHS/MAS/SeEOH, respectively, then k5 will be given by
equation 4.13.

F0
k [ DHS / MAS / SeEOH ]
-1  5
F
k7
[ DHR123]

The

slope

of

the

linear

(4.13)

plot

of

(F0/F-1)

as

a

function

of

[DHS/MAS/SeEOH]/[DHR123] gives the ratio (k5/k7) of rate constants of the two
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reactions (Fig. 4.5). The values of k5 for DHS, MAS and SeEOH have been calculated by
substituting k7 and the results are listed in table 4.2.
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Fig. 4.5: Linear plot for variation of (F0/F-1) as a function of concentration ratio of
organoselenium compound and DHR123 ([Organoselenium compound]/[DHR123]).

The rate constants determined by competition kinetics are comparable to those
obtained by kinetic method using stopped flow spectrometer. From these results, it is clear
that the rate constants for the reaction of peroxynitrite with DHS and MAS are comparable
while that with SeEOH is lower. The rate constants of these compounds are comparable
with those for SeMet, MeSeCys, SeCysA, etc. but are quite low compared to ebselen.

4.3.2

Reaction with secondary radicals of peroxynitrite

Under physiological conditions, where the concentration of CO2 is > 1.3 mM,
peroxynitrite rapidly reacts with CO2 with a rate constant of (k7=5.8 ± 0.2) x 104 M-1s-1 to
form nitroso-peroxocarbonate [ONOO-CO2] which subsequently decays to form CO3
and NO2 radicals as shown in equation 4.14.38
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ONOO   CO2  ONOO  CO2   NO2  CO3

(4.14)

Considering the higher rate constant and cellular concentration of CO2 compared to
organoselenium compounds being studied, the reaction of peroxynitrite with CO2 will
dominate over the direct reaction of peroxynitrite with substrate. These resultant radicals
(CO3●–, E°(CO3●–/CO32–) = +1.78 V and NO2●, E°(NO2●/NO2) = +0.99 V vs NHE) are
oxidizing in nature.39,181 For an efficient scavenger of peroxynitrite, it is important to see
how they scavenge these radicals along with direct scavenging of peroxynitrite. Therefore
organoselenium compounds were also tested for their ability to scavenge CO3 and NO2
radicals using pulse radiolysis technique.
CO3●– radical exhibits absorbance at ~600 nm (ε600 nm=1680 M-1cm-1) which can be
utilised to monitor its reaction with organoselenium compounds. Fig. 4.6(A) shows the
absorption-time plot of CO3●– radical in absence and in presence of 10 µM DHS. In the
absence of DHS, CO3radical decayed by second order kinetics with 2k/l value of (5.7 ±
0.1) x 107 s-1 at pH 7.4. On addition of 10 µM DHS, CO3radical decayed very fast and the
reaction was found to follow first order kinetics.
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Fig. 4.6: (A) The absorption-time plot of CO3 radical at 600 nm in absence and presence
of 10 µM DHS at pH 7.5. Fig. B shows the linear fit of kobs as a function of DHS
concentration (10-100 µM).
The bimolecular rate constant (k8) for the reaction of DHS with CO3 radical was
estimated from the linear plot of kobs at 600 nm as a function of DHS (10 -100 µM) as
shown in fig. 4.6B and was found to be (1.2 ± 0.2) x 109 M-1s-1. Similarly, studies were
carried out for reaction of CO3 radical with MAS and SeEOH. Fig. 4.7 (A) represents the
decay traces of CO3 radical in absence and in presence of 10 µM MAS and SeEOH,
indicating that the decay of CO3 radical becomes faster in the presence of SeEOH and
MAS. To estimate the bimolecular rate constant for these reactions, k obs for the decay of
CO3 radical was plotted as a function of SeEOH and MAS as shown in fig 4.7(B). The
estimated bimolecular rates constant values were (9.8 ± 0.5) x 108 M-1s-1 and (6.5 ± 0.3) x
108 M-1s-1 for MAS and SeEOH, respectively.
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Fig. 4.7: (A) The absorption-time plot of CO3 radical at 600 nm in absence and presence
of 10 µM MAS/SeEOH at pH 7.5. Fig. B shows the linear fit of kobs as a function of
MAS/SeEOH concentration (10-100 µM).
To understand the reaction of organoselenium compounds with CO3 radical,
transient absorption spectra were recorded. Fig. 4.8(A&B) represents the transient spectra
generated by reaction of CO3 radical with DHS and MAS, respectively. The transient
absorption spectra showed characteristic absorption band at ~480 nm. This absorption band
was attributed to formation of dimer radical cation (>SeSe<)+ of DHS and MAS as
discussed in chapter 3. Formation of (>SeSe<)+ radical is expected to occur through one–
electron oxidation to form selenium centered radical cation (>Se)●+, followed by its
subsequent reaction with parent organoselenium compounds as shown in equation 4.15.
The transient absorption spectrum for the similar study on SeEOH could not be performed.

 CO3
(  Se  Se )
CO3   Se 
  Se 
2

 Se
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Fig. 4.8: The transient absorption spectra generated by pulse radiolyzing N2O saturated
solution of (A) 1 mM DHS and (B) 1 mM MAS containing 0.1 M Na2CO3 at pH 7.4.
Similarly, the reaction of DHS with NO2 radical was carried out using pulse
radiolysis. However, no absorption band was observed in transient absorption spectra
generated by pulse radiolysis of aqueous solution of DHS containing 0.1 M NaNO2
indicating no reaction between NO2 radical and DHS under these present experimental
conditions. The results were also confirmed by employing competition kinetics using
ABTS2- as a reference solute.182 NO2 radical reacts with ABTS2- to form ABTS●– radical,
formation of which can be monitored from its absorbance at 645 nm. In absence of DHS, a
formation trace was observed for ABTS●– radical at 645 nm on radiolysing N2O saturated
solution of 0.1 M NaNO2 containing 100 µM of ABTS2–. If DHS reacts with NO2● radical,
they would compete with ABTS2– and a decrease in yield of ABTS●– radical would be
observed. However, no difference in absorbance of ABTS●– radical was observed in the
presence of 10 µM-500 µM of DHS indicating that DHS does not react with NO2● radical.
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Similarly, no reaction was observed between NO2● radical and MAS or SeEOH. This could
be due to the unfavorable redox potential of these compounds compared to NO2 radical.

4.3.3

Characterization of reaction products of organoselenium compounds with

peroxynitrite

To understand the mechanism of the reaction of peroxynitrite with organoselenium
compounds, detailed product analysis was carried out using NMR, HPLC and MS
techniques. The results obtained are discussed below.

Fig. 4.9(A) shows the

77

Se NMR spectra of reaction mixture containing 60 mM

DHS in heavy water (D2O) and 20 mM peroxynitrite. The 77Se NMR spectra showed two
peaks at 69 ppm and 940 ppm. Using the earlier reported

77

Se NMR spectra of DHS by

Iwaoka et al, the NMR peak at 69 ppm was attributed to DHS while that at 940 ppm was
attributed to DHSox.96a No other peak was observed in 77Se NMR spectra for this reaction.
Similarly,

77

Se NMR spectra for reaction of MAS with peroxynitrite gave two signals at

120 ppm and 944 pm corresponding to MAS and MAS ox, respectively as shown in fig.
4.9(B). Similar studies on SeEOH could not be carried out due to some experimental
difficulties. However, it was expected that SeEOH would follow similar mechanism as
DHS.
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Fig. 4.9:

77

Se NMR spectra of 60 mM (A) DHS and (B) MAS incubated with 20 mM

peroxynitrite in D2O as solvent.
Formation of DHSox and MASox was further confirmed by

13

C NMR spectra

recorded for the reaction mixture containing 20 mM peroxynitrite and 60 mM DHS/MAS.
The

13

C NMR of peroxynitrite treated DHS gave six signals corresponding to DHS δ

(27.52 ppm, 78.89 ppm) and DHSox δ (54.11 ppm, 58.57 ppm, 79.6 ppm, 80.03 ppm).
These results indicate that the primary reaction of these compounds with peroxynitrite is
either electron transfer followed by hydrolysis or oxygen atom transfer to form the
selenoxides (>Se=O) and NO2– as shown in equation 4.16.

>Se + ONOO

>Se=O + NO2

(4.16)

To further confirm the formation of selenoxides during the reaction of DHS and
MAS with peroxynitrite, MS measurements were carried out. Fig. 4.10 (A & B) shows the
mass spectra of the reaction mixture containing 0.5 mM peroxynitrite incubated with 1
mM DHS and MAS respectively. DHS showed an intense peak at m/z value of 185
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corresponding to presence of DHSox. Similarly, for the reaction of MAS with peroxynitrite
two major peaks were obtained at m/z values of 152 and 168. These mass peaks were
attributed to molecular ion peaks of MAS and MASox. These results confirmed the
formation of corresponding selenoxides during the reaction of peroxynitrite with

(A)

(B)

Intensity (A.U.) x 103

Intensity (A.U.) x 103

organoselenium compounds under study. Similar studies with SeEOH were not performed.

DHSox

MAS
5

MASox

0

m/z

m/z

Fig. 4.10: Mass spectra generated by reaction of 0.5 mM peroxynitrite with 1 mM (A)
DHS and (B) MAS.

4.3.4

Estimation of selenoxide by HPLC analysis

The amount of selenoxides formed during the reaction of peroxynitrite with
organoselenium compounds under study, HPLC measurement were carried out.
Selenoxides are known to react with thiols like DTT and GSH quantitatively and this
reaction can be used to estimate their yields. GSH reduces selenoxides to give parent
selenium compound and GSSG as given in equation 4.17. The amount of GSSG formed
during the reaction can be easily detected and quantified using HPLC technique and
represents the amount of selenoxide present in reaction mixture.
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 Se  O  2GSH  Se  GSSG  H 2O

(4.17)

As GSH reacts directly with peroxynitrite (k=5.8 x102 M-1s-1), there can be error in
the estimation of yield of GSSG by following reaction 4.17.161a Therefore, in order to avoid
reaction of peroxynitrite with GSH, first the organoselenium compounds (0.1 mM) was
treated with stoichiometric amount of peroxynitrite (0.1 mM) and the reaction was allowed
to complete (mixture was incubated for 5 min) followed by addition of GSH (1 mM). It is
expected that by this time all the peroxynitrite would have been consumed by the selenium
compound and nothing would remain to react with GSH. The reaction components were
eluted using 5:95 acetonitrile:water containing 0.1% TFA.
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Fig. 4.11: (A) HPLC chromatogram generated by reaction of 0.1 mM peroxynitrite with
0.1mM DHS in the presence of 1 mM GSH. Fig (B) shows the calibration plot of area
under GSSG peak at 6.3 min as a function of GSSG concentration (10-150 µM).

Fig. 4.11 (A) represents the HPLC chromatogram obtained for the reaction of
peroxynitrite treated DHS with GSH. Among the different reaction components, GSH
eluted first, followed by DHS and GSSG with retention time of 4.6 min, 5.1 min and 6.3
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min, respectively. For quantification of GSSG, standard calibration curve (GSSG peak area
v/s GSSG concentration) was made by using known concentration (10-150 µM) of GSSG
standards. The area under GSSG peak for each reaction sample was calculated and plotted
against GSSG concentration to make a calibration plot as shown in fig. 4.11(B). From the
calibration curve, the estimated yield of DHSox was 63 ± 5 µM.
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Fig. 4.12: HPLC chromatogram generated by reaction of 0.1 mM peroxynitrite with (A)
0.1mM MAS and (B) 0.1 mM SeEOH.

Similarly, the reaction of 0.1 mM MAS/SeEOH with 0.1 mM peroxynitrite was
carried out. After 5 minutes, the reaction samples were treated with 1 mM GSH and
injected to HPLC. Fig. 4.12(A&B) represents the HPLC chromatogram obtained for the
reaction of peroxynitrite with MAS and SeEOH, respectively. From the calibration plot of
GSSG, the estimated yield of MASox and SeEOHox were 40 ± 3 µM and 28 ± 2 µM. The
estimated yield of DHSox, MASox and SeEOHox corresponded to 63 ± 5%, 40 ± 3% and 28
± 2% of the peroxynitrite concentration (0.1 mM) used for the measurement. The yield of
selenoxide formed during the reaction of peroxynitrite with MAS and SeEOH was much
lower than that for DHS. Lower yield of MASox could be due to involvement of the amine
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group of MAS in direct reaction with peroxynitrite (nitration or nitrosation).183 The
contribution of these reactions would decrease the fraction of peroxynitrite undergoing
direct oxygen-atom transfer to MAS. The relatively low yield of SeEOH ox may be due to
poor stability of SeEOHox. Moreover, its reaction with both peroxynitrite and its derived
radicals is very slow. As a result of this, the self decay of peroxynitrite through
isomerisation can compete with its reaction with SeEOH. This results in decrease in
overall yield of SeEOHox.
The selenoxides obtained by above method will have contribution from both direct
reaction with peroxynitrite (equation 4.12) and reaction with its derived species i.e. CO3
radical (equation 3.19, 3.22 and 4.15). In a separate experiment, the yield of selenoxides
formed on the reaction of DHS, MAS and SeEOH with CO3 radical was estimated by
HPLC using GSH-GSSG method. For this, the reaction mixture containing 5 mM
DHS/MAS/SeEOH and 0.1 M Na2CO3 was irradiated with -radiation (720 Gy). The
irradiated samples were then incubated with 2 mM GSH for 5 minutes and amount of
GSSG formed was calculated by HPLC measurements. The radiation chemical yield (G) of
DHSox, MASox and SeEOHox under these conditions was estimated to be 0.60 ± 0.03, 0.32
± 0.02 and 0.24 ± 0.01 µmol/J, respectively which correspond to 87%, 46% and 35% of
CO3 radical formed (GCO3 =0.69 µmol/J) due to radiolysis.

As stated earlier, under some conditions, selenoxides formed during the reaction of
organoselenium compounds with peroxynitrite, can react with NO2– as shown in equation
4.8. If such a reaction occurs, it will lead to conversion of NO2– to NO3– and regeneration
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of parent compound (equation 4.8 and 4.16). Therefore, to estimate the contribution of this
reaction, the conversion of NO2– to NO3–was studied and discussed below.

4.3.5

NO2 to NO3 conversion by selenoxides
As seen in equation 4.8, the reaction of NO2 with selenoxides results in formation

of NO3. The reaction can be monitored by estimating the amount of NO3 formed during
the reaction. For this, the reaction of NO3 with resorcinol to form nitro-resorcinol was
utilised as earlier reported by Zhang et al.178 At acidic pH, resorcinol in presence of NO3
form nitro-resorcinol which can be monitored from its absorption at 505 nm (ε=1.7 x 104
M-1cm-1). This reaction is quantitative and amount of nitro-resorcinol formed can be
directly correlated with amount of NO3 present in the reaction system. For the present
experiment, 0.3 mM peroxynitrite solution was incubated with 0.1 mM of organoselenium
compounds at pH 7.4 for 5 minutes. To this, acidic solution of 11 mM resorcinol
containing 0.1 M H2SO4 was added and further incubated for 2 minutes. To estimate the
extent of self isomerisation, buffered (pH 7.4) peroxynitrite solution was treated with
acidic solution of resorcinol and was used as control. The amount of nitro-resorcinol
formed was estimated from its absorbance at 505 nm. In the absence of organoselenium
compounds, the amount of NO3 formed was estimated to be 6.8 ± 0.02 µM. In presence of
0.1 mM organoselenium compounds, the yield of NO3 increased significantly and the
estimated values were 13.4 ± 0.6 µM, 9.9 ± 0.3 µM and 3.8 ± 0.2 µM for DHS, MAS and
SeEOH, respectively. Also, the bimolecular rate constant for the reaction of NO2 with
selenoxides was estimated by monitoring the kinetics of the formation of nitro-resorcinol
at 505 nm. For this, 2 mM of DHSox was treated with 25 µM-200 µM NaNO2 in presence
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of 5 mM acidified resorcinol and the rate constant (kobs) for the formation of nitroresorcinol was estimated. From the linear plot of kobs as a function of NaNO2
concentration, the bimolecular rate constant was estimated. The bimolecular rate constant
for the reaction of NO2 with DHSox, MASox and SeEOHox were estimated to be (19.8 ±
0.6), (14.5 ± 0.4) and (11.6 ± 0.7) M -1s-1, respectively. As most (~85-90%) of peroxynitrite
reacts mainly with CO2 and only a fraction z~10-15%) reacts directly with organoselenium
compounds, the yield of NO2 formed would be only ~10-15% of initial amount of
peroxynitrite and contribution of NO2 – to NO3– would be negligible in comparison to GSH
mediated regeneration of organoselenium compounds.
To further confirm the role of DHSox/MASox/SeEOHox in conversion of NO2– to
NO3–, direct reaction between DHSox and NO2– was carried out. According to equation 4.8,
this reaction leads to conversion of selenoxide to organoselenium compound which can be
easily monitored by HPLC measurements. For this, 0.2 mM of NaNO2 solution was
incubated with 1 mM of DHSox and injected to HPLC. Fig. 4.13 shows the chromatogram
of 1 mM DHSox (a) in absence and (b) in presence of NO2. As seen in fig. 4.13(b), in
absence of NO2 only one peak was observed at 3.2 minutes corresponding to DHSox. On
addition of 0.2 mM NaNO2, DHSox peak decreased with appearance of a new peak at 4.8
minutes corresponding to DHS.
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Fig. 4.13: HPLC chromatogram of 1 mM DHSox (a) in absence and (b) in the presence of
0.2 mM NaNO2 in 70 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7.4.

The amount of DHS formed was calculated by plotting a calibration curve of the
known concentration of standard DHS sample. From the calibration curve, the amount of
DHS formed was estimated to be 0.15  0.03 mM and accounts for ~ 75 % of total NO2–
concentration (0.2 mM). Similar studies on MAS and SeEOH could not be done due to the
instability of MASox and SeEOHox. These results indicate that selenoxides of
DHS/MAS/SeEOH have the ability to convert NO2 to NO3 and regenerate parent
molecule i.e. DHS/MAS/SeEOH. These results showed that although the initial reaction of
these compounds with peroxynitrite leads to formation of selenoxides and NO2, these
products further react to generate less reactive NO3. This reaction can be of advantage as
it provides a catalytic pathway for reduction of oxidative stress induced by peroxynitrite
and nitrosative stress induced by NO2. 184 The overall reaction of these organoselenium
compounds with peroxynitrite is summarised below.
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As stated earlier and shown in scheme 4.3, only 10% of initial peroxynitrite reacts
directly with organoselenium compounds while ~90% of peroxynitrite reacts with CO2 to
to form CO3 and NO2 radicals via [ONOO-CO2]



adduct with a yield of ~65% as

represented in scheme 4.3. In case of DHS, about 90% of CO3 radicals are scavenged by
DHS to form corresponding DHSox and if this is the primary reaction for formation of
selenoxide, the reaction of peroxynitrite with DHS should generate selenoxide with a yield
of ~60% relative to amount of peroxynitrite used. The experimental yield (63%) of DHS ox
matches quite well with these results.
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Scheme 4.3: Schematic presentation for the catalytic degradation of peroxynitrite by
organoselenium compounds and contribution of different pathways. .
Unlike DHS, for MAS and SeEOH, direct correlation between kinetically
calculated and experimentally estimated amount of selenoxide was not observed. The
calculated yield of MASox (~55%) and SeEOHox (~42%) were found to be higher than the
observed values (MASox=40%, SeEOHox=28%). This was attributed to involvement of side
reactions and instability of MASox and SeEOHox. In the above scheme 4.3, formation of
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selenoxide is crucial as it can be regenerated back to parent organoselenium compound in
the presence of thiols. The selenoxide derived from most of the other selenium
antioxidants are unstable and undergo degradation either due to fast hydrolysis to form
seleninic acid (as found in ebselen) or by syn-elimination as in SeCys.170,176 In contrast,
DHSox is quite stable and does not undergo degradation. Therefore, the yield and stability
of selenoxides could play a major role while deciding the antioxidant activity of selenium
compounds.

The above studies indicate that these compounds should be able to protect
biomolecules against peroxynitrite induced damage. To assess the ability of
DHS/MAS/SeEOH to prevent peroxynitrite induced damage in vitro experiments were
carried out and discussed below.

4.3.6

Effect of organoselenium compounds on peroxynitrite induced DNA damage

Peroxynitrite and its degraded products are found to be genotoxic and induce strand
breaks in DNA, leading to transformation of super coiled (SC) double stranded DNA to
linear (LN) and circular forms.108 The protection ability of organoselenium compounds
against peroxynitrite induced damage to pBR322 DNA was estimated using gel
electrophoresis as discussed earlier in section 2.10.2 in chapter 2. Fig. 4.14 (A) shows the
gel images of the electrophoretic pattern of the control DNA(lane 1), DNA treated with
peroxynitrite in the absence (lane 2) and in the presence of 0.1 mM to 1 mM DHS (lane 30.1 mM, lane 4-0.2 mM, lane 5-0.4 mM, lane 6-0.6 mM, lane 7-0.8 mM, lane 8-1 mM).
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(A)

(B)

1. Control DNA
2. PN control
3. 0.1 mM
4. 0.2 mM
5. 0.4 mM
6. 0.6 mM
7. 0.8 mM
8. 1.0 mM

(C)

Fig. 4.14: Gel images of control pBR322 (lane 1) and pBR322 treated with 0.5 mM
peroxynitrite in absence (lane 2) and the presence 0.1-1.0 mM (lane 3-8) of (A) DHS, (B)
MAS and (C) SeEOH. LN and SC refer to linear and super coiled form of pBR322.

To estimate the percentage damage, fraction of SC-DNA in each lane was
calculated and that in control sample was taken as 1. The percentage protection was
estimated by using equation 2.46 in chapter 2. It was found that treatment of peroxynitrite
leads to considerable decrease (~70%) in intensity of SC-DNA compared to that of control
DNA. On addition of DHS, the band intensity of SC-DNA increased and that of LN-DNA
decreased in concentration dependent manner. Similarly, fig. 4.14 (B & C) shows the gel
images of pBR322 alone (lane 1) and treated with peroxynitrite in presence of 0-1 mM
MAS and SeEOH (lane 2-8), respectively.
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Fig. 4.15: Concentration dependent protection shown by organoselenium compounds
towards peroxynitrite induced DNA damage. Data presented are mean ± SEM of three
independent sets of experiments. (*P<0.001, t-TEST)

Fig. 4.15 represents the percentage protection exhibited by the organoselenium
compounds against peroxynitrite induced DNA damage as a function of concentration.
From the graph it can be inferred that all the three compounds under study showed
protection to DNA against peroxynitrite induced damage in a concentration dependent
manner. At any given concentration, DHS showed better protection than MAS and
SeEOH. The IC50 value, i.e. the concentration required to protect DNA from peroxynitrite
induced damage by 50% was estimated to be 0.42 mM for DHS. The same could not be
estimated for MAS and SeEOH and is expected to be >1 mM for MAS and SeEOH. At a
fixed concentration of 1 mM, the respective values of DNA protection exerted by DHS,
MAS and SeEOH are 70 ± 4%, 37 ± 3% and 28 ± 3%, respectively.
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4.3.7

Effect of organoselenium compounds on peroxynitrite induced cytotoxicity

As stated earlier, peroxynitrite and its derived radicals are cytotoxic, therefore to
see the effect of organoselenium compounds on peroxynitrite induced cellular toxicity
MTT assay was performed on CHO cells and the experimental details are given in section
2.10.1 in chapter 2.107 First, these compounds were evaluated for their toxicity in CHO
cells in absence of peroxynitrite. The results indicated that DHS did not show any toxicity
upto 5 mM concentration; however SeEOH and MAS showed slight toxicity (< 5%) when
used in mM range. To avoid intrinsic toxicity of SeEOH and MAS, compound
concentration was limited up to 0.5 mM only. Pretreated cells with 0-0.5 mM DHS, MAS
and SeEOH for 4 hours, were exposed to 0.5 mM peroxynitrite for 10 minutes and cellular
toxicity was measured by MTT assay. Fig. 4.16 shows the percentage viability of cells
exposed to peroxynitrite without and with organoselenium compound treatment. Addition
of 0.5 mM peroxynitrite to CHO cells resulted in reduction of cell viability by ~18%.
Pretreatment of cells with DHS, MAS and SeEOH up to a concentration of 0.3 mM did not
show any significant effect on cell viability. However at higher concentrations (0.3 mM 0.5 mM), DHS exhibited concentration dependent protection whereas, SeEOH and MAS
showed marginal protection, suggesting that DHS is better than SeEOH or MAS in
protecting the CHO cells from peroxynitrite induced cytotoxicity. The protection exhibited
by DHS, MAS and SeEOH at a fixed concentration of 0.5 mM, was 63 ± 4, 29 ± 3 and 23
± 3%, respectively.
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Fig. 4.16: Concentration dependent protection shown by organoselenium compounds
towards peroxynitrite (0.5 mM) induced cellular toxicity in CHO cells. Control refers to
absence of peroxynitrite and organoselenium compounds. Data are mean ± S.E.M. from
two independent experiments, each one assayed in triplicate. #P < 0.001 vs. control; *P <
0.05 and **P < 0.01 vs. peroxynitrite-treated cells.

In both the assays (DNA damage and cellular toxicity), DHS showed significantly
higher protection (~2 times) against peroxynitrite induced damage than MAS or SeEOH.
Also, HPLC measurements showed that the yield of selenoxide obtained for reaction of
peroxynitrite with DHS (~63%) was higher than that for MAS (~40%) and SeEOH
(~28%). Overall, these results confirmed that the antioxidant activity of these compounds,
estimated in terms of protection against peroxynitrite induced damage, can be directly
correlated to the yield of selenoxide formed during their reaction with peroxynitrite.
Formation of selenoxide is very important as it can regenerate the parent compound in the
presence of thiols. Also, regeneration of parent organoselenium compounds through
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reaction of NO2– with selenoxide may contribute to overall catalytic degradation of
peroxynitrite.

4.4

Conclusions

Peroxynitrite is a powerful molecular oxidant, contributing significantly to
pathophysiology of many diseases associated with oxidative stress. Present study signifies
the reactivity and mechanism of the reaction of low molecular weight and water soluble
organoselenium compounds having GPx like activity with peroxynitrite. Three different
types of organoselenium compounds, DHS

(cyclic), SeEOH (linear) and

3-

monoamineselenolane (MAS-functional analogue of DHS) were tested for their
scavenging ability towards peroxynitrite. The results for this study are summarized below.

1.

DHS, MAS and SeEOH scavenge peroxynitrite with bimolecular rate constants in the
order of ~103. DHS showed the highest reactivity followed by MAS. SeEOH was
found to be the least reactive towards peroxynitrite.

2.

All the three compounds also scavenge CO3● radical and NO2– and the activity
followed the order DHS > MAS > SeEOH. None of these compounds in given
experimental conditions, react with NO2● radical.

3.

The reaction of peroxynitrite with organoselenium compounds resulted in formation
of their corresponding selenoxides i.e. DHSox, MASox and SeEOHox. The percentage
yield of selenoxides formed on reaction of DHS, MAS and SeEOH with peroxynitrite
was 63 ± 5%, 40 ± 3% and 28 ± 2%.
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4.

These compounds also showed protection against peroxynitrite induced cellular
toxicity and pBR322 DNA damage. DHS showed preferentially higher (two times)
antioxidant activity and was attributed to the higher yield of selenoxide formed
during its reaction with peroxynitrite and its derived radicals.

5.

The studies propose that formation of stable selenoxides during oxidation of
organoselenium compounds and their easy reversibility to parent selenium compound
using thiols is an important criterion for enabling such compounds to act as efficient
antioxidants.
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Studies on binding of organoselenium compounds with gold
nanoparticles (GNP) and effect on their redox properties

This chapter explores the binding of two structural isomers DHS and SeEOH with
GNP. This includes interaction of GNP with selenium compounds to form Se-GNP
nanocomposites and their characterization using different analytical techniques like
absorption spectroscopy, DLS, TEM, SERS, etc. Further, electron transfer reactions of
these nanocomposites have been studied to understand the influence of GNP binding on
redox properties of selenium compounds.

Chapter 5
5.1

Introduction

Inorganic colloidal nanoparticles depending on the material they consist of, possess
a number of different properties such as high electron density, strong optical absorption
photoluminescence, etc.185 Among the metal nanoparticles, GNP occupy the central place
due to its ease of preparation, outstanding colloidal stability and unique physico-chemical
properties.186 Historically, the use of GNP originated from Egypt and China around 5th
century B.C., where it was widely used as pigment in enamel, silk fabric and glass. 187 In
the middle ages, GNP has been used for treatment of various diseases such as dysentery,
epilepsy and tumors. The actual scientific research on GNP started when Faraday in the
year 1857, reported the formation of a deep red solution of colloidal gold by reduction of
an aqueous solution of chloroaurate (AuCl4–) using phosphorus in carbon disulfide
(CS2).188 Since then, there have been a lot of reports signifying the importance of GNP and
its unique properties with special application in material science and medicines. 189
GNP allows a wide range of ligands to be encapsulated through non-covalent
interactions or chemical conjugation. It has provided a novel platform for nano
biotechnology and biomedicine because of surface conjugation with biomolecules and
remarkable optical properties related to the localized surface plasmon resonance (SPR).190
Also, functionalized GNP has shown promising results in target specific drug delivery and
detection of biomolecules like thiols, proteins and nucleic acids. 191 Recently, GNP have
been proposed as novel radio sensitizing agents for killing of cancer cells due to their
strong photoelectric absorption coefficient.192
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For medical and therapeutic application, maintaining the stability of GNP is very
important. This can be achieved by surface functionalization with a suitable ligand. Such
surface functionalization can help in passivation of GNP surface and suppress its
aggregation. For this, it is necessary to identify suitable ligands and understand ligand
interactions with GNP. Binding of ligand with GNP surface can lead to change in photo
physical/chemical behavior of GNP as well as in the electronic properties of ligand.193 The
optical and chemical properties of these nanocomposites can be tuned by the strength of
ligand interaction with GNP which in turn depends on the size of GNP and structure of
ligand.194 A wide range of ligands containing thiols, amines and carboxylate functional
groups have been studied as substrates for the surface modification of GNP. 195,196 Being a
soft electrophile, binding of GNP with soft nucleophiles like sulfur and phosphorus ligands
has been found to be advantageous. The binding of organosulfur compounds especially
organothiols to GNP has been well studied. The high binding affinity of thiols to GNP has
been explored for surface modification to improve stability, functionality and toxicity for
many biomedical applications.197 GSH, Cys and CysA coated GNP have been used for
imaging of cancer cells. 198 Self assembled layers (SAM) of thiols like GSH, dihydrolipoic
acid, 2-mercapto ethanol, etc., on GNP surface have applications in nanotechnology and
diagnostics.199 Thiol functionalization of GNP takes place through covalent interaction
between sulfur and surface gold atoms. In alkyl thiolates, alkyl chain attached to sulfur
atom although does not interact with GNP directly but affects the adsorption energy
involved in the formation of SAM.199a,200 Although the interaction between ligands having
heteroatom like phosphorus, nitrogen and sulfur with GNP for surface passivation have
been well explored, such studies with selenium compounds are not much reported.201
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Selenium, the heavier member of chalcogen group is comparatively more
polarizable and a better nucleophile. This property will lead to strong covalent interaction
between selenium and gold atoms present on the surface of GNP. Therefore, surface
functionalization of GNP with selenium compounds can be advantageous. The first report
on interaction of organoselenium compounds with GNP was published in 1992 by Samant
and co-workers where they showed the formation of an ordered SAM of docosaneselenol
on gold surface. 202 Bandopadhyay et al reported formation of SAM of different aromatic
and aliphatic organoselenium compounds on GNP surface. They showed that the aliphatic
chains of alkaneselenoates produced considerably denser packing than alkanethiol on gold
surface. 203. The SERS studies on aromatic selenium compounds like benzeneselenol,
diphenyl diselenide, dibenzyl diselenide, dioctyl diselenide, and benzyl phenyl selenide
showed that along with the Au-Se interaction, additional interactions exist between the
benzene ring and GNP surface which results in higher stabilization of GNP
nanocomposites as compared to analogous aliphatic selenium compounds. 204 Han et.al.
further showed that the binding of aliphatic diselenides to GNP surface results in cleavage
of Se-Se bond leading to formation of GNP-selenolate nanocomposites similar to that of
organic disulfides.26 The binding of alkyl diselenides to GNP was also found to alter their
redox behavior where the GNP nanocomposites showed faster electron transfer compared
to parent selenium compounds.205 Xang et. al. using cyclic voltametery, have shown that
binding on GNP leads to increase in one-electron reduction potential of aliphatic
diselenides like dioctyldiselenide. 206 From the different studies carried out on seleniumGNP binding, it is anticipated that the change in structure of organoselenium compounds
can significantly affect its mode of interaction with GNP and in turn its electron transfer
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properties. Till now, the studies carried out on binding of organoselenium compounds with
GNP are mainly limited to characterization of ligand-GNP surface interactions. However,
the effect of such ligand-GNP interaction on electron transfer properties of organoselenium
compounds has not been well understood. Therefore it becomes important to understand
the structure dependent interaction of organoselenium compounds with GNP and its effect
on their redox properties.

Here in this chapter, binding of two organoselenium compounds, DHS and SeEOH
with GNP of different sizes was carried out (Scheme 5.1). DHS and SeEOH are structural
isomers and have shown differential GPx like activity.94 The binding of DHS with GNP
surface is expected to change the electron density on selenium centre which in turn will be
reflected in its redox properties and also its antioxidant activity.

Scheme 5.1: Chemical structure of SeEOH and DHS.

5.2

Materials and methods

GNP samples were prepared by treating aqueous solution of KAuCl4 and Na3citrate according to Turkewich method with slight modification and the detailed synthesis
is given in chapter 2.98 The characterization of GNP and Selenium-GNP conjugates was
carried out by using techniques such as absorption spectrophotometer, DLS, TEM and
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SERS. The electron transfer reactions of SeEOH/DHS-GNP were studied by employing
their reaction with ABTS●– radical and ●OH radicals.

5.3

Results and Discussion

5.3.1 Absorption spectroscopic studies of GNP: GNP of four different sizes (GNP1
(brown color), GNP2 (pink color), GNP3 (wine red color) and GNP4 (purple color)) were
prepared and are shown in fig. 5.1(A). GNP shows absorption spectrum in the range of
510-800 nm due to the presence of SPR, which is highly specific to its size and shape. The
absorption band is also affected by dielectric constant of the medium, surface
functionalization and interparticle distance.207 Fig. 5.1(B) shows the absorption spectra of
the GNP samples with absorption maxima at 510 nm, 522 nm, 527 nm and 531 nm for 7
nM of GNP1, GNP2, GNP3 and GNP4, respectively. The red shift in absorption maximum
from GNP1 to GNP4 indicates that the size of GNP follows the order GNP4 > GNP3 >
GNP2 > GNP1. The broadness of the absorption peak can be related to the dispersity in the
GNP size. As, the full width at half maximum (FWHM) value is higher for GNP4 followed
by GNP3, GNP2 and GNP1, suggesting increase in particle size distribution with increase
in GNP size.
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Fig. 5.1: (A) Images of GNP samples and (B) normalized absorption spectra of 7 nM
GNP1, GNP2, GNP3 and GNP4.

5.3.2

Binding of DHS with GNP

5.3.2.1 Absorption spectroscopic studies: As, the SPR band of GNP is very sensitive to its
environment, it can be used to study the interaction of a ligand with GNP. Therefore, the
binding of DHS with GNP was studied by following the absorption spectra of GNP as a
function of DHS concentration. For this, GNP samples were incubated with different
concentration of DHS (0.05 mM-5 mM) for 5 minutes and absorption spectra were
recorded. Fig. 5.2 shows the variation in absorption spectra of GNP1 as a function of DHS
concentration (0.1 mM-2 mM). In the presence of DHS, the absorbance of GNP1 at 510
nm decreased and the spectra were red shifted to 520-580 nm. The spectral changes in the
SPR band of GNP on addition of DHS indicated that DHS induces aggregation of GNP.208
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Fig. 5.2: Variation in absorption spectra of GNP1 as a function of DHS concentration (0.1
mM-2 mM).

Similarly, the absorption spectra of GNP2, GNP3 and GNP4 were recorded in
presence of DHS. Fig. 5.3 shows the change in absorption spectra of GNP2 as a function of
DHS concentration (0.05 mM-1 mM). In absence of DHS, GNP2 exhibited its peak
maximum at 522 nm which on addition of 0.1 mM of DHS decreased considerably with
concomitant evolution of a new absorption band at ~ 720 nm (Fig. 5.3).
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Fig. 5.3: Variation in absorption spectra of GNP2 as a function of DHS concentration
(0.05 mM-1 mM).

The red shift in SPR band (520 nm) of GNP2 to ~720 nm, in presence of DHS
indicates that the interaction of DHS with GNP2 leads to aggregation. Similar studies were
carried out for GNP3 and GNP4. As shown in fig. 5.4 (A), addition of DHS (0.1 mM-1
mM) to GNP3, resulted in decrease in the absorbance at 527 nm with evolution of a new
absorption band at ~720 nm. Similarly, addition of (0.05 mM-1 mM) DHS to GNP4
solution shifted its SPR band from 531 nm to ~750 nm as represented in fig. 5.4(B). These
results indicate that DHS interacts with GNP and causes aggregation in GNP solution.
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Fig. 5.4: Absorption spectra of (A) GNP3 and (B) GNP4 as a function of DHS
concentration (0 mM-1 mM).

Further, to estimate the strength of binding interaction between DHS and GNP, binding
constant (K) was calculated as described below.

Estimation of K: The change in absorbance of GNP at 520 nm as function of DHS
concentration was used to calculate the binding constant between GNP and DHS. The
process of binding of DHS with GNP can be expressed by equation 5.1.
DHS  GNP  [DHS  GNP ]

(5.1)

For the above reaction, K can be expressed by:

K 

[ DHS  GNP ]
[GNP ][ DHS ]

(5.2)
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As, each GNP has large number of binding sites (n) on its surface, the total number of
sites available for binding of DHS will be given by product of n and GNP concentration
([GNP]). Considering this, equation 5.2 can be rewritten as:

K 

[ DHS  GNP ]
n[GNP ][ DHS ]

(5.3)

At equilibrium, total DHS (initial concentration of DHS, [DHS]0) can be expressed as sum
of free DHS and GNP bound DHS ([GNP-DHS]). Therefore, free form of DHS will be
given by [DHS]=([DHS]0-[DHS-GNP]). Also, due to existence of multiple binding sites on
GNP surface, most of GNP binding sites remain unoccupied and it can be assumed that
n[GNP]~ n[GNP]0 where GNP0 is the initial concentration of GNP. Substituting these
values in equation 5.3, we get

K

[ DHS  GNP ]
n[GNP ]0 ([ DHS ]0  [ DHS  GNP ])

(5.4)

Rearranging above equation 5.4,

[ DHS  GNP ] 

nK [GNP ]0 [ DHS ]0
1  nK [GNP ]0

(5.5)

The initial absorbance A0 is due to GNP, as DHS does not absorb in wavelength region of
350-900 nm. Therefore, at any concentration of DHS, the absorbance Aeq will be the sum
of absorbance due to free GNP and DHS-GNP. Therefore, the change in absorbance is
given by:
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A  A0 (GNP )  Aeq ( DHS  GNP )

(5.6)

A   (GNP )l [GNP ]0    DHS  GNP  l [ DHS  GNP ]

(5.7)

A   l[ DHS  GNP ]

(5.8)

where l is the optical path length, which is 1 cm and Δε corresponds to the differential
extinction coefficient at 520 nm. From equations (5.5) and (5.8), we get

A   l

nK [GNP ]0 [ DHS ]0
1  nK [GNP ]0

(5.9)

which is rearranged to give modified Benesi-Hildebrand equation as given in equation
(5.10).209

1
1
1


A nK  [ DHS ]0 [GNP ]0  [GNP ]0

(5.10)

Using equation 5.10, nK value can be calculated experimentally by linear fit of the
double reciprocal plot (1/∆A vs 1/[DHS]0) as shown in fig. 5.5, where the ratio of intercept
and slope will give the product of n and K.
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Fig. 5.5: Double reciprocal plot for change in absorbance of GNP1, GNP2, GNP3 and
GNP4 at 520 nm as a function of DHS concentration (0.05 mM-0.5 mM) as per equation
5.10.

For this, the change in absorbance of SPR band of GNP (520 nm) was monitored as
function of [DHS]0 and absorption data were fitted linearly according to equation 5.10. The
calculated values of nK for GNP1-4 are listed in table 5.1. The n value was calculated as
following:

Calculation of n: Assuming GNP to be a spherical shaped nanoparticle with face centered
cubic (FCC) structure210 (density, ρ=19.3 g/cm3), the average number of gold atoms (N)
present in GNP of diameter D will be given by211

N

 D3
 30.89602D3
6M

(5.11)
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where M (196.97 g/mole) is the atomic weight of gold atom. If NTotal is the total numbers
of gold atoms involved in the formation of GNP of a given size, then the number of GNP
particles in a given volume V (mL) can be calculated as:

Number of particles of GNP =

N Total
N

(5.12)

This number can be expressed in terms of GNP concentration i.e. [GNP] as per equation
5.13, where NA is Avogadro number.

[GNP] 

NTotal
NTotal

NVN A 30.89602D3VN A

(5.13)

If VDHS is the volume of DHS added to a fixed volume (VGNP) of GNP solution of, then ‘n’
which also represents the number of moles of DHS present on surface of GNP (1 mole)
can be estimated using equation 5.14.212

 no. of moles of DHS  [DHS]xVDHS
n

 no. of moles of GNP  [GNP]xVGNP

(5.14)

Under given experimental conditions, the ‘n’ value were calculated using equation 5.14
and are listed in table 5.1. The results indicate that the K values for DHS-GNP increase
with decrease in the size of GNP. This can be explained on the basis of size dependent
electronic behavior of GNP. With decrease in GNP size, the number of surface atoms
increases. This leads to increase in electron density on GNP surface and makes the small
sized GNP more susceptible for interaction with incoming ligand. Therefore, small sized
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GNP would interact with DHS more strongly and show higher K values as compared to
larger sized GNP.

Table 5.1: Binding constant for the binding of GNP with DHS.

S.No

nK, M-1

Number of binding sites, n

K x10-3, M-1

GNP1

4.5 x102

1.9 x 104

23.6 ± 0.8

GNP2

5.0x 103

5.2 x 105

9.7 ± 0.4

GNP3

9.1 x 103

2.4x106

3.8 ± 0.2

GNP4

2.7 x 104

3.0 x 107

0.9 ± 0.1

5.3.2.2 DLS and TEM studies

The red shift observed in absorption spectra of GNP on addition of DHS may be
due to aggregation of particles. To resolve this, size measurement studies were carried out
for GNP in presence of DHS using DLS technique.213 Due to overlapping absorption by
GNP1 and DHS-GNP1 with wavelength of the excitation laser, it was difficult to monitor
the changes in GNP1 size. Fig. 5.6 shows the time dependent exponential decay of
correlation function (G1()) for 7 nM GNP2 in absence and presence of 0.1 mM DHS. The
data were fitted to monomodal distribution and as per equation 2.41 and 2.43, the
hydrodynamic diameter of GNP2 was estimated to be (15 ± 3) nm, which in presence of
0.1 mM DHS increased to (34 ± 4) nm. By following similar procedure, the hydrodynamic
diameter of GNP3, GNP4 and its aggregates in presence of DHS were estimated and the
values are given in table 5.2.
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Fig. 5.6: Plot of G1() as a function of time () for 7 nM GNP2 in absence and in presence
of 0.1 mM DHS. (Polydispersity index (PI) < 0.1)

The hydrodynamic diameter of DHS bound GNP increased with increase in DHS
concentration (0.1-1.0 mM), indicating increase in aggregation due to DHS. DLS
technique gives the hydrodynamic diameter of the nanoparticles which includes the actual
size of nanoparticles and thickness of associated solvent layer. Therefore to get the actual
size of GNP and DHS-GNP, TEM measurements were carried out.
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Fig. 5.7: Size distribution of (A) GNP1, (B) GNP1-DHS, (C) GNP2, (D) GNP2-DHS, (E)
GNP3 and (F) GNP3-DHS as observed by TEM measurements. Inset shows the
corresponding TEM images.

Fig. 5.7(A,C,E) represent the size distribution of GNP1, GNP2 and GNP3 with
their TEM images given as inset. The measured values for the average diameter of GNP1,
GNP2 and GNP3 were 4 ± 2 nm, 12 ± 3 nm and 21 ± 4 nm, respectively. Fig. 5.7(B,D,F)
represent the size distribution of GNP1, GNP2 and GNP3 in the presence of 1 mM DHS.
The average diameter values were 7 ± 3 nm, 20 ± 6 nm and 27 ± 8 nm for GNP1-DHS,
GNP2-DHS and GNP3-DHS, respectively. The results indicate that addition of 1 mM DHS
leads to a small increase in GNP size. Insets of fig. 5.7(B,D,F) show TEM images of
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GNP1, GNP2 and GNP3 in presence of DHS, which confirmed that addition of DHS leads
to aggregation of GNP as given in scheme 5.2.
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Scheme 5.2: Possible inter particle interactions between DHS and GNP.

In analogy with selenium compounds studied earlier for their functionalization of
GNP surface, it is presumed that DHS binds with GNP via selenium atom and hydroxyl
groups of DHS remain free. The hydroxyl groups can participate in intermolecular
hydrogen bonding and can act as a linker between two particles. This will cause decrease
in inter particle distance and results in aggregation of DHS-GNP. The estimated size
values of GNP by both DLS and TEM, in absence and in presence of 1 mM DHS are
summarized in table 5.2.
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Table 5.2: Size of GNP and DHS-GNP as measured by TEM and DLS techniques.

S.No

GNP diameter (nm)

DHS-GNP diameter (nm)

TEM

DLS

TEM

DLS

GNP1

4±2

------

7±3

------

GNP2

12 ± 3

15 ± 3

20 ± 6

34 ± 4

GNP3

21 ± 4

25 ± 3

27 ± 8

79 ± 6

GNP4

----

58 ± 5

----

195 ± 8

5.3.2.3 ζ-potential measurements: Metal nanoparticles acquire stability either due to
steric repulsion or due to electrostatic stabilization.214 GNP with negatively charged citrate
ions as capping agent, are electrostatically stabilized and their stability can be measured in
terms of ζ-potential values. In general, a stable colloidal system of citrate capped GNP
shows -potential values in the range of -30 to -40 mV. The effect of binding of DHS with
GNP on stability of GNP was assessed by monitoring the change in its ζ-potential as a
function of DHS concentration (0.05 mM-1 mM).

As seen in fig. 5.8, ζ-potential of GNP2 decreases gradually with increase in DHS
concentration. Similarly the ζ-potential values of GNP1, GNP3 and GNP4 decreased with
increasing DHS concentration. The ζ-potential values for GNP1-4 in absence and presence
of 0.1 mM DHS are listed in table 5.3.
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Fig. 5.8: Variation in ζ-potential of GNP2 as a function of DHS concentration (50 µM-1
mM).

Binding of a neutral ligand like DHS will cause removal of citrate ions from the
surface of GNP surface resulting in decrease in surface charge of the GNP. As, DHS
concentration increases, more number of citrate ions would be replaced from GNP surface
resulting in DHS concentration dependent decrease in ζ-potential values.

Table 5.3: ζ –potential measurement results for the binding of DHS with GNP.

ζ -potential (mV)

S. No

Change in ζ –potential,
mV

Blank GNP

DHS

GNP1

-46.1 ± 0.5

-39.1 ± 0.8

7.0 ± 0.6

GNP2

-39.5 ± 2.9

-31.6 ± 1.5

7.9 ± 0.5

GNP3

-38.2 ± 1.7

-28.6 ± 1.2

9.6 ± 0.7

GNP4

-34.5 ± 0.9

-25.3 ± 0.4

9.2 ± 0.6
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5.3.2.4 Raman and SERS studies

SERS is a commonly used technique to understand the binding and mode of
interaction between a substrate and metal nanoparticles. GNP surface is rich in electrons
and can share its surface electron density with the bound ligands. Depending upon the
orientation of the ligand on GNP surface, Raman intensity of selected vibration modes of
the ligand are enhanced and therefore the site and nature of interaction between a ligand
and noble metal surface can be explicitly understood by this technique. 215 Therefore, SERS
studies were carried out for determining the orientation of DHS on GNP surface. Fig. 5.9
represents the Raman spectra of (a) DHS and SERS spectra of (b) DHS-GNP2, (c) DHSGNP3 and (d) DHS-GNP4.
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Fig. 5.9: (a) Raman spectrum of pure DHS. Spectra (b), (c) and (d) represent the SERS
spectra of 0.1 mM of DHS in presence of 7 nM of GNP2, GNP3 and GNP4, respectively.
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The assignment of Raman bands was done using the Raman spectra of selenolane
as reported earlier by Kimelfeld et.al. 216 This compound is a five membered cyclic selenide
and has similar structural features as that of DHS (two hydroxyl (OH) groups of DHS are
replaced by hydrogen (H) in selenolane). Therefore, it was used as a reference to assign the
Raman peaks of DHS. The assignment was further supported by quantum chemical
calculated Raman specra of DHS using DFT at B3LYP/6-61+G(d,p) level in water (section
2.11 in chapter 2). The experimentally observed Raman and SERS peaks along with peak
assignment are given in table 5.4.

Table 5.4: Assignment of Raman peaks of DHS and SERS peaks of DHS-GNP.
peak Raman peak (DHS), cm-1

S.

Raman

SERS

Assignment

No

(selenolane), cm-1

Theory

Experimental

1.

357

332

324

Se-deformation

2.

475

441

439

Se-deformation

3.

584

575

540

C-Se-C stretching

4.

612

661

656

5.

782

762

776

C-Se-C stretching

6.

866

833

820

β-CH2 bending (rocking)

7.

950

872

848

C-C stretching

8.

985

963

941

α-CH2 bending (rocking)

9.

1170

1115

1180

α-CH2 bending (twisting)

10.

1249

1205

1234

11.

1307

1265

1294

β-CH2 bending (twisting)

12.

1340

1353

1379

β-CH2 bending (rocking)

peak, cm-1

636

1234

C-Se-C stretching

α-CH2 bending (wagging)

As, the local field polarization due to electromagnetic radiation is primarily
perpendicular to the metallic surface, only the vibrational modes of DHS which have their
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dipole moment oriented perpendicular to the nanoparticles surface are strongly enhanced
while others are not observed in SERS. 217 From the SERS results, it is clear that binding of
GNP with DHS leads to enhancement in mainly C-Se-C stretching modes (636 cm-1) and
α-CH2 bending modes (1234 cm-1). No SERS peaks were observed corresponding to βCH2 group and OH groups. The structural rigidity in DHS offers resistance to any change
in geometry while binding on GNP surface. This would allow only few atoms to directly
interact with GNP surface. Thus DHS binds with GNP mainly through selenium atom with
marginal interaction via α-CH2 group. These interactions will force DHS to orient in a way
that C-Se-C plane of DHS lies on GNP surface and β-CH2 groups away from the GNP
surface.

The binding of GNP with a ligand is expected to be influenced by the
structure of the ligand. Therefore, to understand the effect of change in structure of
organoselenium compounds on binding with GNP, similar studies were carried out
with SeEOH, a linear analogue of DHS.

5.3.3 Binding of SeEOH with GNP

5.3.3.1 Absorption-spectroscopic studies: The characterization of the SeEOH-GNP was
done by using absorption spectrometry technique. For this, 7 nM of GNP1 solution was
incubated with different concentrations of SeEOH for 5 minutes and the absorption spectra
were recorded. As seen in the fig. 5.10, on addition of 0.1 mM SeEOH, the SPR
absorbance of GNP1 decreases and the absorption spectra becomes broad with a red shift
(~ 4 nm) in peak maximum. With increase in SeEOH concentration (upto 4 mM), further
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red shift was observed and the spectra became broader. The results indicate that addition of
SeEOH to GNP1 solution leads to aggregation of GNP1.
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Fig. 5.10: The absorption spectra of GNP1 in absence and in presence of 0.1 mM-4 mM
SeEOH.

Similar studies were carried out for the binding of SeEOH with GNP2, GNP3 and
GNP4. Fig. 5.11 represents the absorption spectra of GNP2 in absence and in presence of
different concentration of SeEOH (10-100 µM). On addition of 10 µM SeEOH, the
absorbance at 522 nm decreased with increase in absorbance in the 600-700 nm region. On
further increase in SeEOH concentration, a new absorption band was evolved at ~680 nm
with concomitant decrease in absorbance at 522 nm.
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Fig. 5.11: Variation in absorption spectra of GNP2 as a function of SeEOH concentration
(10 µM-100 µM). Inset shows double reciprocal plot for GNP absorbance at 520 nm as a
function of SeEOH concentration.

Similar features were seen for binding of SeEOH with GNP3 and GNP4. The
change in absorption spectra of GNP on addition of SeEOH indicates the interaction
between SeEOH and GNP. The extent of interaction was estimated by monitoring the
changes in the absorbance at 520 nm with SeEOH concentration. Inset of fig. 5.11 shows
the double reciprocal plot for variation in absorbance of GNP as a function of SeEOH
concentration. From this, nK values for the binding of SeEOH with GNP were calculated
using equation 5.10 replacing DHS with SeEOH. The calculated K values for the binding
of SeEOH with GNP1, GNP3 and GNP4 are listed in table 5.5.
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Table 5.5: Estimation of binding constant for SeEOH-GNP.

S. No

nK, M-1

K x 10-2, M-1

GNP1

9.9x102

5.2 ± 0.1

GNP2

3.1x104

5.9 ± 0.2

GNP3

9.1x 104

3.8 ± 0.1

GNP4

1.2x 105

0.40 ± 0.02

From the results, it can be stated that the binding strength between SeEOH and
GNP increases with decrease in GNP size up to 15 nm and does not change on further
decrease in GNP size. Under identical experimental conditions, K values obtained for
SeEOH-GNP are higher than those of DHS-GNP by an order of magnitude, which
indicates stronger interaction in SeEOH-GNP than in DHS-GNP (table 5.1 & 5.5). These
results further suggest that SeEOH can passivate the surface energy of the GNP to a greater
extent than DHS.

Another interesting observation is the differential spectral shift in SPR band of
GNP, for DHS-GNP and SeEOH-GNP. The red shift in SPR band is indicative of
aggregation of GNP. The larger red shift for DHS-GNP as compared to SeEOH-GNP
indicates higher aggregation. Also, the two systems showed different FWHM values in
their absorption spectra under similar experimental conditions. The FWHM values of the
SPR band reflect the polydispersity in particle size.218 For a given concentration, DHSGNP showed higher FWHM values compared to SeEOH-GNP indicating higher
polydispersity in DHS-GNP than SeEOH-GNP.
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5.3.3.2 DLS and TEM studies: The effect of binding of SeEOH on size of GNP was
estimated by DLS. For this, size of GNP was measured as a function of SeEOH
concentration. Fig. 5.12 represents the variation of G1() as a function of time for GNP2 in
absence and presence of 0.1 mM SeEOH.

GNP2
SeEOH-GNP2

G1()

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

10

100

1000

10000

, s

Fig. 5.12: Plot of G1() as a function of time for 7 nM GNP2 in absence and in presence of
0.1 mM SeEOH. (PI < 0.1)

From the decay of G1(), the diffusion coefficient and diameter of the particles
were calculated as discussed earlier in section 2.8 in chapter 2. The hydrodynamic
diameter for GNP2 was found to increase from 12 ± 3 nm to 15 ± 3 nm on addition of 0.1
mM SeEOH. Similar trend was observed for GNP3 and GNP4 and the results are listed in
table 5.6. These results were further confirmed by TEM measurements. Fig. 5.13(A,C,E)
show the particle size distribution of GNP1, GNP2, GNP3 along with their TEM images in
insets. Similarly, fig. 5.13(B,D,F) show the particle size distribution of GNP1-SeEOH,
GNP2-SeEOH and GNP3-SeEOH along with their TEM images in insets. The results
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confirmed that addition of SeEOH did not cause much increase in GNP hydrodynamic size
but cause aggregation of GNP.
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Fig. 5.13: Size distribution analysis of TEM images of (A) GNP1, (B) GNP1-SeEOH, (C)
GNP2, (D) GNP2-SeEOH, (E) GNP3 and (F) GNP3-SeEOH. Insets show the
corresponding TEM images.

The average size of GNP1, GNP2, GNP3 and their SeEOH composites are given in
table 5.6. In comparison with DHS-GNP, SeEOH-GNP have smaller size and lower
aggregation. These results are in accordance with the absorption data where DHS-GNP
exhibit larger red shift in SPR band of GNP than SeEOH-GNP.
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Table 5.6: Size of GNP and GNP-DHS as measured by TEM and DLS techniques.

S.No

GNP
TEM

SeEOH-GNP
DLS

TEM

DLS

GNP1

4±2

GNP2

12 ± 3

15 ± 3

17 ± 5

26 ± 5

GNP3

21 ± 4

25 ± 3

26 ±5

69 ± 5

GNP4

5±2

58 ± 5

140 ± 10

5.3.3.3 ζ-potential measurements

To understand the effect of binding of SeEOH on stability of GNP, ζ-potential
measurements were carried out. Fig. 5.14 shows the change in ζ-potential of GNP2 as a
function of SeEOH concentration (50 µM-1 mM). On addition of SeEOH up to a
concentration of 0.2 mM, a sharp decrease in ζ-potential value was observed. However, at
higher SeEOH concentration (>0.2 mM), only marginal changes were observed in ζpotential values of GNP which may be due to saturation of the binding sites on GNP
surface. Similarly, ζ-potential measurements were carried out for GNP1, GNP3 and GNP4
in absence and in presence of 0.1 mM SeEOH and the results are listed in table 5.7. It is
clear that the ζ-potential values of GNP decreased on addition of SeEOH. The decrease in
ζ-potential of GNP is attributed to replacement of citrate ions from GNP surface by
electrically neutral SeEOH molecules.
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Fig. 5.14: Variation in ζ-potential of GNP as a function of SeEOH concentration (0.05
mM-1 mM).

Comparing the ζ-potential values for DHS-GNP and SeEOH-GNP, as given in
table 5.3 and 5.7, respectively, it can be stated that both DHS and SeEOH lead to decrease
in ζ-potential of GNP, but the decrease is more prominent for SeEOH than DHS. This
indicates that the binding of SeEOH with GNP results in more efficient displacement of
the negatively charged citrate from GNP surface than DHS. However, as indicated by
absorption spectra, DLS and TEM studies, the extent of aggregation is less in SeEOH-GNP
than DHS-GNP. These contrasting results can be understood by considering the higher
binding constant of SeEOH for binding with GNP as compared to that of DHS. The
stronger interactions in SeEOH-GNP would passivate GNP surface energy more
effectively and thus provide higher stability than DHS-GNP.
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Table 5.7: ζ -potential values for GNP and SeEOH-GNP.

ζ -potential (mV)

S.No

Change in ζ –potential, mV

Blank GNP

SeEOH

GNP1

-46.1 ± 0.5

-30.1 ± 0.5

16.0 ± 0.8

GNP2

-39.5 ± 2.9

-27.6 ± 0.8

11.9 ± 0.6

GNP3

-38.2 ± 1.7

-24.2 ± 1.6

14.0 ± 0.7

GNP4

-34.5 ± 0.9

-21.6 ± 2.4

12.9 ± 0.6

5.3.3.4 Raman and SERS studies

To further understand the nature of interactions in SeEOH-GNP, SERS
measurements were carried out. For this, first Raman spectra of neat SeEOH was recorded
and the various peaks were assigned using Raman spectra of its sulfur analogue,
bis(ethanol)sulfide (SEOH) as reported by Farquharson et al.219 The Raman peak
assignment was further supported by quantum chemical calculations done at B3LYP/631G+(d,p) level in water. The peak positions and their assignments are listed in table 5.8
and shown pictorially in fig. 5.15.

Fig. 5.15: Pictorial presentation for the different Raman vibrational modes of SeEOH.
Arrow shows the direction of movement of corresponding atom.
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Table 5.8: Assignment of Raman peaks of SeEOH and SERS peaks of SeEOH-GNP.

S. No

Raman

peak Raman peak (SeEOH), cm-1

SERS

Assignment

(SEOH), cm-1

Theory

Experimental

peak, cm-1

1.

510.9

466

449

2.

529.9

536

562

551

C-Se-C stretching

3.

698.1

771

668

672

C-Se-C stretching

4.

1015.2

984

1003

999

α CH2 bending (rocking)

5.

1059.9

1007,1039

1055

1023

β CH2 bending

1047

(rocking & scissor)

S/Se-deformation

1057
6.

1127.8

1132

1124

1112

α CH2 bending (rocking)

7.

1198.4

1192

1186

1170

α CH2 bending (rocking)

8.

1298.8

1263

1276

1251

CH2 bending (twisting)

9.

1332.6

1366

1321

1322

β-CH2 bending (wagging)

10.

1502.0

1440

1467

1455

CH2 bending (twisting)

11.

1558.0

1568

1563

1557

β-CH2 bending (wagging)

The standard Raman spectrum of SeEOH (Fig. 5.16 (a)) showed characteristic
peaks at 344 cm-1, 449 cm-1, 562 cm-1 and 668 cm-1, along with broad and overlapping
peaks ranging from 800 cm-1 to 1600 cm-1. The Raman peaks observed in the spectrum at
344 cm-1 and 449 cm-1 are due to Se-deformation band while peaks at 562 cm-1 and 668
cm-1 correspond to C-Se-C stretching mode. Fig. 5.16(b, c & d) show the SERS spectra
obtained on treating 0.1 mM SeEOH with 7 nM of GNP2, GNP3 and GNP4, respectively,
in the frequency range 300-2000 cm-1. For SeEOH-GNP2 two small but broad peaks were
observed at 551 cm-1 and 672 cm-1 corresponding to C-Se-C symmetric and asymmetric
stretching modes, respectively. At larger GNP size, along with the above peaks, a new
sharp peak in the wave number region 1000-1050 cm-1 and small overlapping peaks from
1100-1500 cm-1 were observed corresponding to α-CH2 and β-CH2 bending modes.
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Fig. 5.16: (a) Raman spectra of pure SeEOH. SERS spectra of 0.1 mM of SeEOH in
presence of 7 nM (b) GNP2, (c) GNP3 and (d) GNP4, respectively.

The enhancement in C-Se-C stretching peak indicates that the binding of SeEOH
with GNP takes place through selenium atom. Enhancement in the intensity of CH2
bending modes indicates interaction of alkyl chain of SeEOH with GNP surface.

Comparing SERS data of DHS-GNP and SeEOH-GNP, the mode of binding in
these two compounds appears to be very different. For DHS-GNP the major enhancement
was observed in C-Se-C stretching mode (636 cm-1), confirming that the binding of DHS
on GNP surface occurs mainly through selenium centre (Scheme 5.3). However, in case of
SeEOH-GNP, along with C-Se-C stretching mode (551 cm-1), α-CH2 bending modes (1023
cm-1) and β-CH2 bending modes (1112 cm-1) were also found to be enhanced. This
enhancement is attributed to interaction of alkyl chain of SeEOH with GNP surface as
shown in scheme 5.3. If such interaction takes place, it is expected that in SeEOH-GNP,
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the alkyl chain attached to selenium atom, may remain parallel to GNP surface. This kind
of interaction appears to be dominating for larger GNP probably due to the fact that the
surface curvature decreases with increase in GNP size. In SeEOH, both α-CH2 and β-CH2
vibration modes were enhanced, while in case of DHS only the α-CH2 mode was
enhanced.

Scheme 5.3: Orientation of DHS and SeEOH molecules on the GNP surface as suggested
by SERS studies.

Table 5.9: SERS analysis for SeEOH-GNP and DHS-GNP.

Compounds
SeEOH

DHS

GNP2

GNP3

GNP4

C-Se-C stretching Peak shift (cm-1)

9.7

9.7

11.8

α-CH2 bending (wagging) Peak shift (cm-1)

---

9

32.1

C-Se-C stretching Peak shift (cm-1)

20

16

18

α-CH2 bending (wagging) Peak shift (cm-1)

1.8

1.8

0.6

The different modes of interaction with GNP can also be explored in terms of shift
in the SERS peak relative to parent Raman peak. As mentioned in table 5.9, the C-Se-C
stretching peak of SeEOH/DHS shifted to lower wave number on binding with GNP. This
is due to the fact that the binding of DHS/SeEOH would lead to transfer of electron density
from selenium atom to GNP surface which would result in weakening of C-Se bond.
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Comparing the peak shift in C-Se-C stretching of SeEOH and DHS due to binding with
GNP, it can be said that transfer of electron density from selenium atom to GNP surface is
higher in DHS than that in SeEOH. These results indicate that even though the binding of
both SeEOH and DHS with GNP takes place through selenium atom; their orientations
differ significantly.

The above studies indicate that the binding of DHS/SeEOH with GNP may lead to
differential change in electron density on selenium atom of DHS/SeEOH. This would
affect electron transfer ability of these compounds. Therefore, electron transfer reactions of
DHS/SeEOH and their GNP were studied as discussed in next section.

5.3.4

Electron transfer properties

5.3.4.1 Reaction with ABTS●– radical: To assess the influence of GNP binding on redox
properties of DHS/SeEOH, electron transfer reaction between DHS/SeEOH and ABTS●–
radical was carried out in absence and presence of GNP. The reaction of DHS and SeEOH
with ABTS●– radical can be shown as equation 5.15.

DHS / SeEOH  ABTS   DHS  / SeEOH   ABTS 2

(5.15)

The progress of the reaction was monitored by following the absorbance of
ABTS●– radical which shows strong absorbance at 420 nm and a broad absorption band in
600-900 nm region. 220 As GNP and its SeEOH/DHS composites absorb in the wavelength
range of 400-600 nm, the reaction was monitored at 820 nm to avoid the interference due
to GNP and SeEOH/DHS.
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Fig. 5.17: Absorption spectra of 30 µM ABTS●– radical in absence and in presence of
SeEOH-GNP and DHS-GNP. Downward and upward arrows show decrease in ABTS●–
radical absorbance at 420 nm and 600 nm-800 nm with concomitant increase in 345 nm
peak corresponding to ABTS2– on addition of SeEOH/DHS in free and GNP-bound state.
Fig. 5.17 shows the absorption spectra of ABTS●– radical in absence and presence
of SeEOH/DHS and their GNP nanocomposites. As indicated in the fig. 5.17, the
absorbance of ABTS● radical did not change significantly in the presence of SeEOH and
GNP1, while in presence of 1 mM DHS, the absorbance at 600-850 nm decreased
significantly with concomitant increase in absorbance at 345 nm due to formation of
ABTS2. On the other hand, when the ABTS●– radical solution was mixed with 1 mM
SeEOH/DHS containing 7 nM GNP(1-4), the absorbance of ABTS●– radical decreased
almost completely with the formation of ABTS2 ion. These results indicate that GNP1 and
SeEOH individually do not react with ABTS●– radical. Fig. 5.18 (A) represents the
absorption-time plots of ABTS● radical alone and in presence of 1 mM DHS, 7 nM GNP1
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and DHS-GNP (1-4). Similarly, Fig. 5.18 (B) represents the absorption-time plot of
ABTS● radical alone and in presence of 1 mM SeEOH, 7 nM GNP1 and SeEOH-GNP (14). The results showed that organoselenium compounds after binding with GNP show
enhanced reactivity towards ABTS●– radical. It should be noted that SeEOH which is not
reactive to ABTS●– radical, becomes reactive in presence of GNP.
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Fig. 5.18: (A) Absorbance –time plot of 30 µM ABTS●– radical alone and in presence of 7
nM GNP1, 1 mM DHS, DHS-GNP1, DHS-GNP2, DHS-GNP3 and DHS-GNP4. Fig. (B)
shows the absorbance –time plot of 30 µM ABTS●– radical alone and in presence of 7 nM
GNP1, 1 mM SeEOH and SeEOH-GNP1, SeEOH-GNP2, SeEOH-GNP3 and SeEOHGNP4.
The observed rate constant (kobs) for the decay of ABTS●– radical was estimated by
fitting the decay traces to first order kinetics as given in equation 2.25. In absence of any
reductant (SeEOH/DHS/GNP), ABTS●– radical decayed through radical-radical reactions
with a kobs value of (3.7 ± 0.3) x 10-6 s-1. The kobs values for the reaction of ABTS●– radical
with SeEOH, DHS, SeEOH-GNP and DHS-GNP are summarized in table 5.10.
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Table 5.10: The observed rate constants (kobs) for the reduction of ABTS●– radical.
S. No

(kABTS●–+GNP), s-1

(kABTS•–+DHS), s-1

(kABTS•–+SeEOH), s-1

In absence of GNP

(3.7 ± 0.3) x10-6

(0.97 ± 0.05) x 10-3

(7.96 ± 0.08) x10-5

GNP1

(2.1 ± 0.1) x 10-4

(1.08 ± 0.07) x 10-2

(5.39 ± 0.08) x 10-3

GNP2

(1.1 ± 0.1) x 10-4

(3.52 ± 0.05) x 10-3

(2.12 ± 0.05) x 10-3

GNP3

(9.5 ± 0.5) x 10-5

(2.94 ± 0.09) x 10-3

(1.85 ± 0.09) x 10-3

GNP4

(6.7 ± 0.3) x 10-5

(2.39 ± 0.08) x 10-3

(1.37 ± 0.07) x 10-3

The results listed in table 5.10 indicate that the reducing ability of both DHS and
SeEOH increases in presence of GNP. Also the increase in reducing activity in presence of
GNP (1-4) was observed to be higher (5-10 times) for SeEOH than DHS. In particular,
binding of GNP1 to SeEOH lead to ~150 folds increase in its kobs value while only ~ 10
folds increase was observed for DHS-GNP1.
The increase in the rate constant for the reaction of ABTS●– radical with
DHS/SeEOH absorbed on GNP surface may arise due to two factors: a) Co-adsorption of
reactants (ABTS●– radical and DHS/SeEOH) and b) stability of intermediates
(DHS●+/SeEOH●+) formed during the reaction. The possibility of co-adsorption of ABTS●–
radical along with DHS/SeEOH on GNP surface would lead to increase in proximity
between these reactants. However, this possibility was ruled out by UV-visible and SERS
studies which showed that on addition of GNP1 to ABTS● radical solution, the absorption
spectrum was found to be only sum of individual spectra due to GNP1 and ABTS● radical
indicating the independent existence of GNP1 and ABTS● radical in the solution. Also,
SERS studies on ABTS● radical solution containing GNP1 did not show any peaks
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indicating no interaction between GNP1 and ABTS● radicals. This suggested that the
increase in the rate of reaction between DHS-GNP/SeEOH-GNP and ABTS● radical may
be due to stabilization of the intermediates formed during the reaction. This can be
explained by considering scheme 5.4 which shows that ABTS●– radical oxidizes
DHS/SeEOH bound to GNP, to its radical cation (DHS●+/SeEOH●+). GNP surface being
electron rich, would act like a pool of electrons for DHS●+/SeEOH●+; these radicals would
accept electron from GNP surface and undergo subsequent reduction to regenerate parent
DHS/SeEOH by electron transfer from the GNP plasmon.

ABTS

DHS/SeEOH

Au

ABTS2

DHS / SeEOH

Au0

Scheme 5.4: Possible mechanism for the reaction of ABTS●– radical with SeEOH/DHS
absorbed on GNP surface.
Interestingly, the rate of reduction of ABTS●– radical was found to increase with
decrease in GNP particle size (table 5.10). For a fixed concentration of GNP (7 nM), the
rate of reduction of ABTS● radical was the highest for GNP1 and the lowest for GNP4.
Fig. 5.19 represents the linear dependence of the kobs with the reciprocal of the diameter of
GNP. With decrease in GNP diameter, the surface to volume ratio increases which causes
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increase in electron density on the surface of GNP. This will make lower sized GNP more
reactive towards electron transfer from GNP surface to DHS●+/SeEOH●+ and lead to
increase in rate of overall reaction.
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Fig. 5.19: Linear fit for the variation of kobs for reaction of ABTS●– radicals with
DHS/SeEOH-GNP composites as function of (diameter)-1 of GNP.

5.3.4.2 Pulse radiolysis studies
Like ABTS●– radicals, ●OH radicals are powerful oxidizing radicals and are known
to participate in electron transfer reactions with organoselenium compounds. Due to the
short life time of these radicals, the reactions must be followed in micro to milli second
time scales to understand the electron transfer processes. Earlier, using pulse radiolysis, we
have shown that both DHS and SeEOH on reaction with ●OH radicals undergo oneelectron oxidation to produce >Se●+ radical. The (>Se●+) radical on association with parent
molecule can form (>SeSe<)+ radical as discussed in chapter 3 (equation 3.4). The
(>SeSe<)+ radical showed a characteristic absorption band in the range of 480-500 nm.
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Since binding to GNP can influence the reactivity of SeEOH/DHS, the reactions of
●

OH radicals with DHS and SeEOH in presence of GNP were studied. In ABTS●– radical

studies, composites of GNP2-4 showed lower enhancement in electron transfer ability of
DHS/SeEOH and most significant results were obtained for GNP1, therefore pulse
radiolysis studies were restricted to GNP1 only. For this, N2O saturated aqueous solutions
of 1 mM SeEOH/DHS mixed with 7 nM GNP1 at pH 7 were subjected to pulse radiolysis
and the transients were detected by absorption spectrometry. As seen in fig. 5.20(A), the
transient absorption spectrum obtained on ●OH radical reaction of DHS and DHS-GNP
have similar spectral features with absorption maximum at 480 nm. In analogy with earlier
studies on DHS, this absorption band was assigned to (>SeSe<)+ radical. These results
indicate that the mechanism of reaction of ●OH radical with DHS remains unaltered in the
presence of GNP1 and generated (>SeSe<)+ radical as the major observable transients.
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Fig. 5.20: (A) Transient absorption spectra obtained on pulse radiolysing N2O saturated
aqueous solution of 250 µM DHS (i) in absence and (ii) in presence of 7 nM GNP1 at pH 7
at an absorbed dose of (10.2±0.5) Gy. Fig. (B) shows the absorption-time plot at 480 nm
due to (>SeSe<)+ radical in absence and presence of 7 nM GNP1.
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Fig. 5.20(B) shows the absorbance –time plot of the (>SeSe<)+ radical of DHS at
480 nm in absence and presence of GNP1. In both cases, (>SeSe<)+ radical decayed by
second order kinetics and no significant difference was observed in the kinetic behavior of
(>SeSe<)+ radical in absence and presence of GNP1 as shown in inset of fig. 5.20(B). In
a similar way, the transient spectrum for the reaction of ●OH radical with SeEOH was
recorded both in absence and in presence of GNP1. As shown in fig. 5.21(A) the reaction
of ●OH radical with SeEOH and SeEOH-GNP1 generates similar transient absorption
spectra with absorption maxima at ~480 nm which was assigned to (>SeSe<)+ radical of
SeEOH. The decay of (>SeSe<)+ radical followed second order kinetics with 2k/εl value
of (1.05 ± 0.08) x 106 s-1, and (6.03 ± 0.05) x 105 s-1 in the absence and presence of GNP1
respectively (Fig. 5.21(B)), indicating that the (>SeSe<)+ radical is stabilized on GNP
surface.

Fig. 5.21: (A) Transient absorption spectrum obtained on reaction of ●OH radical with
250 µM SeEOH (i) in absence and (ii) presence of 7 nM GNP1 at pH 7. Fig B shows the
absorption-time plot at 480 nm. Inset of fig (B) shows the plot of reciprocal of absorbance
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at 480 nm due to (>SeSe<)+ radical in absence (□) and presence of 7 nM GNP1 (O).
The slope of the linear fit gives the 2k/l for (>SeSe<)+ radical decay.
On the other hand, the kinetics of (>SeSe<)+ radical of DHS did not change in
presence or absence of GNP1. These results indicate that the (>SeSe<)+ radical of
SeEOH is stabilized to a higher extent as compared to DHS. This can be understood by
considering the steps involved in formation of (>SeSe<)+ radical. The one-electron
transfer reaction of ●OH radical with SeEOH/DHS leads to formation of >Se●+ radical as
discussed in detail in chapter 3. This >Se●+ radical exists in equilibrium with (>SeSe<)+
radical. The experimentally observed decay of (>SeSe<)+ radical comprises of both its
self decay (equation 3.19) and its conversion to >Se●+ radical (equation 3.15). Therefore,
any factor which will affect the stability of >Se ●+ radical, would also influence decay
profile of (>SeSe<)+ radical. >Se●+ radical can undergo deprotonation to form α-C
centered radical (equation 3.17) which is assisted by overlapping of a σ orbital of α C-H
bond with the p-orbital of selenium atom. As indicated by SERS studies, interaction of
alkyl chain of SeEOH will lead to bending of CH2 moiety towards GNP surface. This will
result in lower overlapping between σ orbital of α-CH2 and p-orbital of selenium atom and
deactivate the deprotonation pathway. Thus the binding of SeEOH with GNP causes to
preferential formation of (>SeSe<)+ radical. Accordingly, in presence of GNP the
radiation chemical yield (G-value) of selenoxide formed by disproportionation
reaction of (>SeSe<)+ radical is also expected to increase. To confirm this, the Gvalue of selenoxide (DHSox/SeEOHox) formed on reaction of ●OH radical with
DHS/SeEOH in absence and presence of GNP1 was estimated. For this, the
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radiolyzed solution of DHS/SeEOH and DHS-GNP/SeEOH-GNP were incubated
with DTT, where DTT reacts with DHSox/SeEOHox quantitatively to form oxidised
DTT (DTTox) as given in equation 3.23. The G-value of DHSox/SeEOHox was
estimated by monitoring the amount of DTTox using HPLC in the absence and
presence of GNP1 at different absorbed doses (80 Gy to 250 Gy).
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Fig. 5.22: Estimation of DHSox/SeEOHox formed on -radiolysis of N2O purged aqueous
solution of 1 mM (A) SeEOH and (B) DHS in absence (i) and (ii) in presence of 7 nM
GNP1 (Absorbed dose=167±5 Gy). Insets of fig. (A) and (B) show the linear variation in
the amount of selenoxide formed as a function of absorbed dose (80-250 Gy).

Fig. 5.22 shows the HPLC chromatogram of DTT treated with radiolysed
samples of (A) SeEOH, and (B) DHS in absence and presence of GNP1. The
retention time of SeEOH, DHS, DTT and DTT ox were 4.3, 5.4, 8.3 min. and 14.4
min, respectively. The amount of DHSox/SeEOHox was calculated in terms of DTTox
from the standard calibration curves of DTTox as shown in inset of fig. 5.22 (A&B). The
slope of the linear plot corresponds to the G-value of the DHSox/SeEOHox.
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Recently, Sicard-Roselli, et. al. have demonstrated that the G-value of ●OH radical
increases in the presence of GNP which in turn depends on the dose rate, size and
concentration of the nanoparticles.221 Therefore, the G-value of ●OH radical was estimated
in presence of GNP1. For this N2O saturated solution of coumarin in absence and presence
of 7 nM GNP1 was used as dosimeter. ●OH radicals on reaction with coumarin form 7hydroxy coumarin (7-HOC) as one of the products, formation of which can be monitored
by its fluorescence at 456 nm.221 The quantification of ●OH radical in terms of 7-HOC
formed in the presence of GNP1 was done using the calibration plot of fluorescence
intensity of 7-HOC vs. ●OH concentration) as shown in fig. 5.23.
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Fig. 5.23: Calibration plot for the fluorescence of 7-HOC as a function of ●OH radical
concentration (50-150 µM).
The estimated G-value of ●OH radical in the absence and presence of GNP1 was
estimated to be (0.6 ± 0.05) and (0.86 ± 0.08) µmol/J, respectively. Since the G-value of
●

OH radical increased in the presence of GNP, G-value of DHSox/SeEOHox obtained in
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absence and in presence of GNP1 was normalized with respective G●OH values. After
normalization, G-value of SeEOHox was found to be (39.6 ± 6.0) % and (51.7 ± 4.0) % of
G●OH, for SeEOH and SeEOH-GNP. Under similar experimental condition, G-value of
DHSox was estimated to be (51.0 ± 7.0) % and (56.0 ± 5.0) % of the total ●OH radical in
the absence and presence of GNP1 respectively. These results showed that the percentage
increase in G-value of selenoxide is higher for SeEOH-GNP than that for DHS-GNP.
Formation of selenoxide is very important as it can regenerate parent DHS molecule in the
presence of thiols.

During radiolysis of SeEOH, it has also been found that HCHO is formed as one of
the reaction products (equation 3.21). Since G●OH increased in the presence of GNP1, it is
also expected to increase the G-value of HCHO (GHCHO). Therefore, the formation of
HCHO during -radiolysis of SeEOH and DHS was monitored both in absence and
presence of GNP1. The value of GHCHO was estimated using DNPH derivatization method
as discussed earlier in chapter 3.102 For this, N2O purged solution of 1 mM SeEOH/DHS
and their GNP composites were exposed to -radiation (80-250 Gy) followed by HPLC
measurements. Fig. 5.24 shows the HPLC chromatogram of DNPH treated radiolyzed
sample of SeEOH (i) in absence and (ii) in presence of 7 nM GNP1 with an absorbed dose
of 167 Gy.
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Fig. 5.24: HPLC chromatogram obtained for the reaction of DNPH with -radiolyzed
samples of (i) 1 mM SeEOH and (ii) 1 mM SeEOH incubated with 7 nM GNP1 in N2O
saturated conditions (Absorbed dose=167 Gy). Insets (A) and (B) show the linear variation
in the amount of formaldehyde formed as a function of absorbed dose.

GHCHO was found to be 0.091 ± 0.008 and 0.12 ± 0.01 µmol/J for SeEOH and
SeEOH-GNP1, respectively. The respective normalized GHCHO for SeEOH in absence and
in presence of GNP1 was estimated to be (15 ± 2)% and (13 ± 2)% of G●OH. No HCHO
formation was observed for radiolysis of DHS both in free form and GNP1 composited
form. These results indicate that although the presence of GNP1 increased the G-value of
selenoxides considerably, the formation of HCHO was not much affected. Here, the
increase in G-value of selenoxides can play important role in modulation of antioxidant
properties of these compounds as selenoxides can regenerate parent organoselenium
compounds in the presence of thiols like, DTT providing catalytic degradation of free
radicals.
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5.4

Conclusions

With an aim to understand how the binding of simple organoselenium compounds
with GNP can affect their electron transfer ability, detailed investigations on the binding of
two structural isomers, i.e. SeEOH (linear) and DHS (cyclic) with GNP of four different
sizes were carried out. The results obtained are summarized below:

1. Binding of SeEOH and DHS with GNP lead to red shift in SPR band of GNP from
~520 nm to ~700 nm and induced aggregation. The binding constant was higher for
SeEOH than DHS.
2. The aggregation of GNP on addition of DHS and SeEOH was confirmed by DLS and
TEM. Under similar experimental conditions, the size of DHS-GNP was larger
compared to that of SeEOH-GNP. Also, the -potential of GNP decreased on binding
with both SeEOH and DHS.
3. The binding of DHS on GNP surface occured through selenium atom majorly with its
C-Se-C plane lying parallel to GNP surface. Whereas, SeEOH was bound to GNP
surface through both selenium atom and alkyl chain.
4. The binding of GNP with SeEOH and DHS modulated the redox properties of SeEOH
and DHS. The free radical (ABTS) radicals scavenging activity of SeEOH and DHS
was enhanced in presence of GNP.
5. Pulse radiolysis studies on the reaction of ●OH radical with SeEOH and DHS in
absence and in presence of GNP showed formation of similar transients i.e. dimer
radical cation (>SeSe<)+. Presence of GNP did not lead to any change in the G-value
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and kinetic behavior of (>SeSe<)+ radical of DHS. However, (>SeSe<)+ radical
from SeEOH decayed more slowly in presence of GNP.
6. In presence of GNP1, the G-value of SeEOHox increased significantly whereas no
increase in G-value of DHSox was observed. This suggests that it is possible to
modulate selenoxide formation of simple selenoethers using GNP conjugation which in
turn can influence their antioxidant activity.
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Summary and Outlook

This chapter summarizes the results obtained from different studies carried out in
the thesis with their future implications.

Chapter 6
Free radicals and molecular oxidants, collectively known as reactive oxygen
species (ROS) are important entities generated during various biochemical reactions in the
cells. Excess generation of ROS causes imbalance in the cellular redox homeostasis,
resulting in oxidizing environment termed as ‘oxidative stress’, which has been implicated
in several diseased states. To protect from oxidative stress, nature has equipped cells with a
defense system which involves different enzymes like SOD, GPx, etc. along with low
molecular weight molecules like vitamins, thiols, etc., collectively called as antioxidants.
Out of these, GPx is an important redox regulating enzyme, containing selenium in the
active centre, having ability to reduce hydroperoxides at the expense of cellular thiols.
Selenium shares same group as sulfur in the periodic tables and sulfur compounds play
crucial biochemical role in regularizing cellular redox homeostasis. Selenium is a
micronutrient and its deficiency has been linked with many diseases. Due to all these
advantages, selenium in both organic and inorganic form is attracting researchers to
develop them as redox regulating supplements as well as new drugs. Several new
organoselenium compounds are being developed in such a way that these compounds
possess both free radical scavenging and GPx like activity, wherein these compounds
exhibit catalytic reduction of molecular oxidants like H2O2 and peroxynitrite. During such
reactions, these compounds undergo several types of electron transfer reactions. Even
though the enzymatic activity of organoselenium compounds have been studied
extensively, there are not many reports on free radical reactions and electron transfer
reactions of these compounds which are necessary for understanding their role in GPx and
antioxidant activity.
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Therefore the motivation behind the present thesis work is to study redox reactions
between free radical or molecular oxidants and simple organoselenium compounds, which
are structurally related. The organoselenium compounds studied under present work were
water soluble selenoethers that differed either in alkyl chain length substitution or in cyclic
vs. linear structures. Further, the electron transfer reactions were monitored in conditions
where the organoselenium compounds have been conjugated to GNP. Both one-electron
and two-electron transfer reactions in these organoselenium compounds were kinetically
monitored followed by identification and estimation of the transient intermediate and
reaction products. Further, important molecular descriptors associated with these electron
transfer reactions were quantified using quantum chemical calculations. A correlation
between these molecular descriptors with the structure of organoselenium compounds and
their antioxidant activity has been made in detail. The overall results have been presented
in three parts. The first part explains the effect of chemical structure on one-electron
transfer reactions of organoselenium compounds and nature of transients formed during
these reactions. In the second part, role of structural changes and electron density at the
selenium atom in organoselenium compounds was explored for their activity against
molecular oxidants (peroxynitrite). In the third part of the thesis, studies were carried out
on tuning of the electron transfer reactions of organoselenium compounds to get a desired
reaction product through conjugation with GNP. The important findings have been
summarized here.
In chapter 3, detailed studies were carried out to understand the effect of structural
changes on free radical (e.g. ●OH and CCl3O2●) reactions of organoselenium compounds.
The studies were performed using pulse radiolysis and the transients were characterized by
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absorption spectrometry. For this, three homologous aliphatic selenoethers (SeROH),
(SeEOH, SePOH and SeBOH) were employed. The initial reaction of ●OH radical with
SeROH was similar, irrespective of the alkyl chain length, i.e oxidative addition of ●OH
radical on selenium atom to give (>SeOH) radical. However, the stability and decay
pattern of (>SeOH) radical varied with length of alkyl chain. One of the major pathways
for the decay of (>SeOH) radical was conversion to ((>SeSe<)+) radical via proton
catalyzed formation of (>Se●+) radical and its subsequent reaction with SeROH. The
stability of the (>SeSe<)+ radical increased with increase in alkyl chain length. This
direct correlation was also reflected in the final yield of the selenoxides (SeROH ox) formed
by disproportionation reaction of (>SeSe<)+ radical. Another pathway for the decay of
(>SeOH) radical is degradation to form carbon centered radicals and HCHO via Barton
reaction, similar to that observed in analogous organosulfur compounds. However, the
yield of HCHO formed during radiolysis of SeEOH was quite low (~11%) when compared
with its sulfur analogue, where HCHO yield was estimated to be about 46% of the ●OH
radical yield. No HCHO or higher aldehydes formation was observed for SePOH and
SeBOH. Formation of both carbon centered radical and HCHO is implicated to induce
oxidative stress. These results were further supported by quantum chemical calculations,
where it was observed that the stability of (>SeSe<)+ radical could be correlated to the
energy difference between HOMO of parent molecule and SOMO of (>Se●+) radical.
Similar calculations when performed with sulfur analogues, confirmed the lower yield of
(>SS<)+ radical in organosulfur compounds. Further, the energy of non-bonding
interaction, ENB has been calculated between the radical cation centre and –CH bond (at 
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position to Se atom). Higher ENB in sulfur compounds as compared to analogous selenium
compounds has been attributed to higher radiolytic degradation in the sulfur compounds. In
view of all these special properties, organoselenium compounds are recommended as better
antioxidants than organosulfur compounds.
As an extension of this study the results for SeEOH were compared with its cyclic
isomer DHS. Earlier, a comparative study on the GPx activity of SeEOH and DHS showed
that DHS exhibits higher GPx activity than SeEOH.94 The differential activity was
attributed to increase in its HOMO energy on cyclization. ●OH radical reaction with
SeEOH and DHS, indicated that although both the compounds produced (>SeSe<)+ as
the major reaction species the two differed in the final reaction products. In SeEOH, a
fraction of (>SeOH) radicals was converted to C-centered radicals and HCHO, while the
same was not observed in DHS. The (>SeSe<)+ radical of DHS was found to be more
(~1.6 times) stable than that of SeEOH. Also the yield of selenoxide was found to be ~2
times higher for DHS than SeEOH. The higher yield of DHS ox was attributed to the
formation of stable (>SeSe<)+ radical. Quantum chemical studies further suggested that
radiolytic degradation pathways like formation of HCHO and deprotonation of (>Se●+)
radical are suppressed for DHS due to unavailability of non-bonding interaction in
(>SeOH) radical and (>Se●+) radical.
In chapter 4, detailed studies were carried out to investigate the reaction of DHS
and SeEOH with peroxynitrite, a potent molecular oxidant. To understand the effect of
change in functional group on antioxidant behavior of these compounds, similar studies
were extended with MAS, a monoamino substituted analogue of DHS. The bimolecular
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rate constant values (in ~103 M-1s-1) for the reaction of these compounds with
peroxynitrite, as obtained from stopped flow and competition kinetics, were found to be in
the order of DHS > MAS > SeEOH. The characterization of products formed during the
reaction of peroxynitrite with organoselenium compounds was done using

77

Se NMR and

MS measurements where corresponding selenoxides were found to be the only detectable
products. The yield of selenoxides was estimated by HPLC measurements and found to be
the highest for DHS followed by MAS and SeEOH. Further, the reactions of these
compounds with peroxynitrite derived species (CO3●–, NO2● and NO2–) were carried out.
Being oxidizing in nature, these radicals also can enhance the damage caused by
peroxynitritre. All the three compounds reacted with CO3●– radical and generated
(>SeSe<)+ radical through one-electron oxidation while no reaction was observed with
NO2● radical. The selenoxides showed ability to convert NO2– to less reactive NO3 –
followed by regeneration of parent organoselenium compound. In addition, DHS showed
significantly higher protection (~ 2 times) against peroxynitrite induced DNA damage and
cellular toxicity compared to MAS and SeEOH and was directly correlated to higher yield
of DHSox formed during its reaction with peroxynitrite. These results emphasized that
formation of a stable selenoxide makes DHS exhibit higher antioxidant and peroxynitrite
reductase activity than the other compounds.
As, seen in the above studies, the electron density on selenium atom is an important
factor in deciding the antioxidant activity of these selenoethers. Other than structural and
functional group changes, electron density can also be modulated through formation of
metal nanoconjugates. Therefore, studies were carried out on binding of organoselenium
compounds (SeEOH and DHS) with GNP and influence of such binding on redox
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properties of these compounds, in chapter 5. For this, GNP of four different size (GNP1-4
nm, GNP2-12 nm, GNP3-21 nm and GNP4-45 nm) were prepared and characterized by
DLS, TEM and - potential. Addition of both SeEOH and DHS led to shift in SPR band of
GNP from ~520 nm to 680-720 nm region indicating aggregation of GNP due to its
interaction with SeEOH/DHS. SeEOH showed 2-4 times higher value of binding constant
with GNP than DHS at all sizes. Under similar experimental conditions, addition of
SeEOH resulted in larger decrease in -potential of GNP than that by DHS. The
differential binding interaction of DHS and SeEOH with GNP were resolved by SERS,
which indicated that plane of SeEOH molecule lies parallel to GNP surface and SeEOHGNP interaction occurs through both selenium atom and alkyl chain. Whereas, DHS
interacts with GNP only through selenium atom and no significant interaction was
observed from alkyl chain. The nanoconjugation with GNP surface was found to modulate
the electron transfer reaction of both SeEOH and DHS with ABTS●– radical. The presence
of GNP enhanced the rate of reaction of both DHS and SeEOH with ABTS●– radical by
several folds and among the four different sizes of GNP, GNP1 showed highest
enhancement. The binding of SeEOH with GNP1 stabilized the (>SeSe<)+ radical
formed during reaction of SeEOH with ●OH radical along with increase in the yield of
SeEOHox in presence of GNP1. However, no such effects were seen for DHS-GNP
nanoconjugates. These results suggested that stronger interaction of SeEOH with GNP
surface increased the nucleophilicity of SeEOH and stabilized the transients formed during
its one-electron transfer reactions. This study provides an alternative route of modulating
electron transfer reactions of simple organoselenium compounds with the help of GNP
nanoconjugates.
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In summary, this thesis provides an insight into how structural factors, chemical
kinetic parameters along with molecular descriptors like HOMO, non-bonding interaction,
enthalpy change, etc can be used for designing organoselenium based antioxidants with
enhanced activity against both free radicals and molecular oxidants. These molecular
studies further confirm that compared to analogous sulfur compounds, organoselenium
compounds act as better antioxidants due to favorable molecular parameters.

Future Perspectives
Low molecular weight organoselenium compounds represent a special class of
antioxidants which can exhibit both GPx like catalytic activity or free radical scavenging
activity, through the intermediacy of selenoxides. Therefore, it is necessary to understand
the correlation between structural features of the organoselenium compounds and stability
of their selenoxide. In the present work, it was showed that selenoxides can be formed via
radical-radical reaction of (>SeSe<)+ radical, therefore new molecules should be
designed in such a way that selenium centre acquires stabilization either through nonbonding interactions or by hemi bonding with other electron rich centers. Use of metal
nanoparticles opens another way to modify the antioxidant activity of organoselenium
compounds. In the present study, it was shown that conjugation of organoselenium
compounds with GNP resulted in enhancement in their electron transfer efficiency and the
formation of Se-GNP nanocomposites can be beneficial in the modification of antioxidant
activity of these compounds. Also, these nanocomposites can be used to enhance the
cellular uptake of the organoselenium compounds and increase their bio availability.
Therefore future studies should be addressed to use GNP-composites of organoselenium
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compounds for targeted therapy as both selenium compounds and gold nanoparticles have
specific bioactivity especially in the design of anticancer drugs.
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